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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Solar Energy

In 1839 Alexandre Edmond Becquerel discovered the photovoltaic effect while
studying the effect of light on electrolytic cells; this event is commonly cited
as the first step towards direct conversion of sunlight into electric power [1]. The
Earth’s surface receives so much solar power, that if it would be possible to collect
and convert only one full hour of solar energy reaching the Earth, it would be
enough to satisfy the energy demand of the human population over a whole year
[2]. Nevertheless, after Becquerel’s discovery, it took more than a century until
this energy could be harvested directly with a reasonable efficiency.

On April 26, 1954, the New York times wrote on the front page: “Vast Power
of the Sun Is Tapped by Battery Using Sand Ingredient” , which referred to the
development of a 6% efficient crystalline silicon (c-Si) solar cell by Chapin and
coworkers at Bell laboratories in the USA [3]. This solar cell was based on a
diffused p-n junction in a c-Si wafer and was similar to the most common type of
modern days photovoltaic cells. A schematic drawing of its design is shown in
figure 1.3. The device can be considered as a starting point for PV-development
as we know it today. However, at first, there was not much interest for the new
device, because it was very expensive to produce and no market was available for
further development.

In 1958 solar cells were implemented as a back-up power supply on the Van-
guard I satellite (figure 1.1). This was the first of many space power applications
that would follow in the next years. With a conversion efficiency of about 15% in
the early 1960s, the power-to-weight ratio of small solar panels was good, which
is the most important factor for application on satellites. No low cost alternatives
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were investigated at that time and the price was determined by the price that the
semiconductor industry asked for the silicon boules. In 1971 the cost of solar
power was ∼100 $/W [4].

In the late 1960s and early 1970s some oil companies recognized photovoltaic
cells as a possible candidate for replacing the use of oil in the future and started
small scale research initiatives to reduce the production costs of solar cells for
terrestrial purpose. The 1973 oil crisis convinced many more companies to step
in and as a result large improvements in the solar cell’s efficiency were achieved
in the following three decades. This boost in development resulted in efficiency
values of over 21% in industry [7], [8] and a record efficiency of 25% for crys-
talline silicon cells in the lab in 1998 [9]. Even much higher efficiencies up to
44.0% [10] can be achieved nowadays, using concentrators, multi-junction tech-
niques or GaAs as a base material (figure 1.2 [11]), but these options are all very
expensive and are mainly used on satellites or other high-cost, high performance
applications like solar-powered racing vehicles [12].

The production of a highly pure crystalline wafer is very energy intensive and
the quality of commonly available silicon crystals, made for the semiconductor
industry, is in general way too high and expensive for solar cells, which are less
sensitive to minor crystal imperfections than microelectronic devices. A major
cost reduction was achieved in the past decades by making compromises on the
choice of the base material, the silicon wafer, by using off-grade (often referred

Figure 1.1: The Vanguard I satellite, the first solar powered satellite and the
second artificial satellite in stable orbit. Left: schematic diagram. Right: mount-
ing of the satellite. The Vanguard I is just 152 mm in diameter and weighs only
1.4 kg. The solar cells on the satellite lasted for about 7 years. The satellite is
still in orbit and is expected to fall back to earth in about 240 years. Sources:
wikipedia and NREL website [5],[6]
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Figure 1.2: Development of efficiency record values of a wide range of solar cell
concepts from 1975 to 2013. Source: NREL website. [11]

to as solar grade) material from the semiconductor industry or multicrystalline
wafers. Still, the demand for solar cells has been rising so rapidly over the past
decades, that around 2005 the PV industry ran into a feedstock shortage [13].
New polycrystalline silicon production plants had to be built faster than what was
thought possible to compensate for the rising material demand. At the end of
2008, the production of an as-cut wafer was responsible for one third of the cost
of a c-Si based solar cell module [14].

To cope with the limited availability and cost of purified silicon, solar cell re-
searchers started to investigate the potential of using thinner wafers or alternative
methods to slice silicon boules with less material losses. With a thickness of ∼180
µm, silicon wafers are nowadays certainly thinner than 30 years ago, when they
were 300-400 µm thick, the shift towards thinner wafers ran into a lower limit
at the point where handling problems and wafer losses during cutting and cell
processing increased so dramatically, that this again made the cost per watt rise.

By shifting to a thin film solar cell approach, the issue of silicon consumption
and other issues, like the elaborate and costly tabbing and stringing methods to
connect wafer based cells in a module and the large weight and rigidity of a solar
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module, can be solved more elegantly. Thin film solar cells offer inherently lower
material usage, large area monolithic interconnection schemes and the possibil-
ity to go to lightweight and flexible substrates. A variety of thin film solar cells
are available on the market: cadmium telluride (CdTe) or copper indium (gal-
lium) selenide (CI(G)S) based cells, dye synthesized cells, polymer based cells
and amorphous or microcrystalline silicon based cells, and in the period of 2000-
2008 a large fraction of the PV-community was convinced that one of these thin
film technologies would provide the solar cell concept for the future, because of
its low cost, light weight and flexibility. This enthusiasm was boosted by the
large success of the US based CdTe solar cell producer First Solar, one of the
largest solar cell producers for some years, and the promising high efficiencies
that were demonstrated by the CI(G)S technology. CdTe and CI(G)S based solar
cells are, however, facing some long term issues due to the use of toxic and scarce
elements. Moreover, CI(G)S suffers from a trade-off between low cost and high
efficiency [15]. Organic and dye synthesized solar cells and amorphous silicon
(a-Si) single junction solar cells have, besides the general advantages of thin film
solar cell techniques, also the added advantage of low temperature processing and
are hence, also suitable for solar cell production on low cost plastics. However,
organic and dye-synthesized solar cells suffer from stability issues and all three
of these types of solar cells have demonstrated too low conversion energies so
far to compete with either CdTe or crystalline silicon cells. The efficiency of thin
film silicon solar cells can be increased considerably by making stacks of multiple
junctions. For instance, the thin film silicon microcrystalline/amorphous tandem
cell is a very promising candidate to compete with the leading crystalline silicon
wafer technology in the future and thin film silicon solar cells have many advant-
ages that are hard to beat by wafer based cells. They can be produced on low
cost substrates, are made of non-toxic and non-scarce materials, have a relatively
robust nature to environmental effects, low processing temperatures and there are
recent advances in up-scaling equipment. Their low energy consumption during
production, due to low material usage and large scale low temperature processes,
reducing the environmental impact and the energy payback time, is a large benefit.
Also, thin film silicon solar cells can be made on flexible substrates in a roll-to-
roll production line, which reduces transport costs and makes solar cells available
for a wider range of, in particular low weight, applications such as rooftops.

Nevertheless, the conversion efficiency of thin film cells, with a current record
of 13.4% by LG Electronics for a triple junction [10], should still be improved
to compete with the status of crystalline silicon solar cells. Moreover, thin film
silicon solar cells are, at the moment, still relatively expensive to produce. It is
a challenge to keep track with the fast cost reductions achieved in the crystalline
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silicon technology, that were boosted in 2011 by large Asian manufactures that
started to sell wafers, cells and modules for dump prices on the market and by the
drop in demand on the European market since 2008 due to the great recession.
The price of a crystalline silicon solar module dropped to the extremely low value
of 0.6 $/Wp in 2012.

To make thin film solar cells less expensive, low cost options, like depositing
the active layers directly on cheap, flexible substrates, should be investigated. This
issue is addressed in the first part of this thesis by testing thin film silicon layers,
made at substrate temperatures ≤ 100◦C , on their applicability in solar cells on
cheap plastics. To also achieve the required efficiency improvement, it is of ma-
jor importance to improve the current level of understanding of the mechanisms
that play a role in the formation of amorphous and microcrystalline silicon lay-
ers. Thin silicon films made at substrate temperatures ≤ 100◦C , are an excellent
vehicle for this purpose. Detailed investigation of such low temperature layers,
leads to more insight in the temperature dependence of the growth mechanisms of
both the amorphous and microcrystalline phase and, therefore, in Si layer growth
mechanisms in general. This knowledge is also very valuable for the development
of related devices, such as thin film transistors and crystalline silicon/amorphous
silicon heterojunction solar cells. For this reason, the rest of this thesis is dedic-
ated to the detailed characterization of silicon layers made at very low substrate
temperature. In particular on the morphology and electrical properties of mixed
amorphous/microcrystalline phase silicon layers and the related growth process
new insights are gained.

1.2 Thin Film Silicon Solar Cells

Silicon is a semiconductor with a band gap of 1.1 eV in its crystalline form and
∼1.7 eV in its amorphous form, which limits the spectral absorption range of
amorphous silicon to wavelengths below 700 nm while (micro)crystalline silicon
also collects longer wavelength light. Crystalline silicon, however, has an indir-
ect band gap, which means that a phonon has to be consumed for each absorbed
photon to excite an electron from the valence band into the conductance band,
because of the momentum conservation rule [16]. This lowers the absorption
coefficient considerably. The momentum conservation rule is, however, relieved
in amorphous silicon, due to the absence of long-range order, which leads to a
higher effective absorption coefficient, similar to that of a direct gap semicon-
ductor. For this reason, amorphous silicon thin film solar cells, can be a factor
100 to 1000 thinner than crystalline solar cells, which means a huge reduction
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Figure 1.3: Left: schematic drawing of the first modern silicon solar cell with a
B-diffused junction made by Chapin and coworkers in 1954. Right: Schematic
drawing of crystalline silicon record solar cell with a conversion efficiency of
25%.

in silicon consumption. The wider range of absorbed wavelengths in crystalline
silicon cannot compensate for this effect.

Although the absorption of these thin film cells is very efficient per micrometer
thickness of silicon used, the thickness of the solar cells is limited to values be-
low optimal absorption of the light by other factors. Crystalline silicon solar cells
are diffusion limited devices, which means that electron-hole pairs are created
by incident light in a thick doped wafer, after which the free carriers can diffuse
through the bulk and to the p-n junction, which is located at the edge of a shallow
oppositely doped region at one of the wafer surfaces. At the junction, electrons
and holes are separated, creating oppositely charged polarities at the two surfaces
of the wafer, which can be exploited as a power supply to an external circuit con-
nected to both sides of the wafer. This carrier diffusion based device concept, is
not possible for thin film silicon cells. The defect density in a doped amorphous
silicon layer is in the order of 1018 to 1019cm−3, which leads to a small diffusion
length of only a few tens of nm [17]. In a diffusion based concept, the carriers
would therefore recombine before a significant fraction of them could be collec-
ted. For this reason, the drift based concept was designed in which a few 100 nm
thick intrinsic absorber layer, with a much lower defect density than the doped
layers, is inserted in between the p- and n-type doped amorphous layers that are
kept very thin. After separation, the carriers of opposite type are driven towards
the doped regions by the electric field (drift) over the intrinsic layer. This field
must be high enough to make the carriers reach both ends of the cell before they
recombine.

The most straightforward way to increase the internal field is to make the cell
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thinner, leading to an optimum cell thickness of 200-500 nm. Besides, the in-
trinsic layer thickness, the internal field is also determined by the mobility band
gaps of the intrinsic layer and the doped layers, the doping levels of the doped
layers and the density and the spatial distribution of electronic defects leading to
space charge. In particular, the presence of defects close to the interfaces of the
intrinsic layer and the doped layers can cause strong band bending which lowers
the electrical field in the middle of the cell.

During illumination, additional dangling bond defects can be formed in
amorphous silicon solar cells, due to the Staebler-Wronski effect [18]. This ef-
fect causes metastable dangling bonds, which can be reversed by annealing at
temperatures above 130◦C . The stabilized efficiency of a-Si:H is not improved
anymore by making the intrinsic amorphous silicon layer thicker than 200 nm
[19], though a high initial efficiency can be obtained at higher thickness. Hence,
industries use a thickness around 200 nm, which is smaller than the thickness
needed to fully absorb visible light. The loss in absorption due to the thickness
limitations described above can be compensated by increasing the pathlength that
the long wavelength light travels through the solar cell. This can be achieved by
scattering the incoming light by a textured front (p-i-n cell) or rear side contact
(n-i-p cell) and optimizing reflection at the rear side by choosing a highly reflect-
ive transparent conductive oxide (TCO) and metal combination. Since the charges
are separated by the electric field, the side through which the light enters the cell
is usually the p-type side. The reasoning behind such a configuration is that the
drift mobility of holes that need to be collected at the p-type side is lower than
that of the electrons, so the highest density of carriers should be generated close

p i nconduc�on
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Figure 1.4: Band diagram of p-i-n solar cell under short-circuit conditions.
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to the p-layer. Commonly used textured TCO’s are ZnO:Al, In2O3:Sn (ITO) and
SnO2:F. A commonly used reflective rear contact combination is ZnO:Al with Ag
or Al in mass production.

1.3 Flexible Solar Modules

Many different approaches are available to make thin film solar modules flexible,
because of the intrinsic flexibility of the active part of the cells. For wafer based
cells there are not so many options, besides making the wafer extremely thin or
cutting it into small pieces or strips, which increases the processing complexity
and cost due to handling issues or large cutting losses. Production of thin crys-
talline silicon solar cells by using a lift off process, however, does show some
potential in this direction [20], [21]. For thin film solar cells one can choose
to use a high temperature resistant flexible substrate, optionally only for depos-
ition of the active layers after which the cell is transferred to a low temperature
substrate at a later process step [22], or to lower the deposition temperature to
below the deformation temperature of a low cost flexible substrate. The use of
a high temperature resistant substrate has the advantage that the cell process can
be taken into production on a short timescale, since in that case the technical
knowledge, in particular the deposition processes, gained on rigid substrates can
be transferred almost directly to the flexible substrate. The disadvantage is that
high temperature resistant flexible substrates are in general more expensive than
low temperature resistant substrates and that the range of applications is limited
to a small range of substrates, such as Kapton (polyimide), which are in general
not commonly used in industry. For rooftop applications, this disadvantage does
not outweigh the advantages by far, but for application of solar cells as a replace-
ment of batteries in small day-to-day gadgets, the possibility of a wide range of
(cheap) substrates such as low-cost PET or paper is more attractive, which can
only be achieved by adjusting the deposition process to lower substrate temper-
atures. Moreover, in the long run, solar cells for large area applications, such as
rooftops, should be made on cheap plastics to reduce cost and make the product
industrially attractive.

Alternatively, the deposition temperature of thin film silicon layers can be
lowered, at the risk of reducing the material quality. The optimal deposition tem-
perature of the type of thin film silicon solar cells that is discussed in this thesis
is, with ∼200◦C , already relatively low compared to that of e.g. CdTe or CI(G)S
cells. However, for most common flexible substrates such as PEN or PET, even
lower temperatures of ∼100◦C are required.
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1.4 Low Substrate Temperature

Thin film silicon solar cells can be produced by growing high quality crystalline
films on foreign substrates or on defective silicon at substrate temperatures above
400◦C . Hydrogenated amorphous or microcrystalline silicon thin films can only
be deposited at temperatures below 400◦C [23], to retain the hydrogen within the
film, and are commonly deposited at substrate temperatures in the range of 150-
200◦C . Amorphous or microcrystalline thin film silicon solar cells are therefore
often referred to as low temperature silicon solar cells.

PECVD growth of hydrogenated amorphous silicon does not always result in
compact, homogeneous layers, in particular not when the substrate temperature is
lowered even further below 150c◦C . The morphology of the film depends on the
deposition chemistry and the surface mobility of the growth precursor molecules
coming from the gas. The surface mobility of the growth precursors depends on
the present and required energy of the precursor to make them hop from one site
to the next and if the diffusion length of the precursors is decreased, more silicon
atoms will get incorporated in non-ideal configurations with variations in bond
angle and bond length, which will lead to a less dense structure. For this reason,
due to a reduction of thermal energy at the growing surface, the void fraction
increases dramatically when the substrate temperature is lowered below 150◦C .

For amorphous layers the presence of voids is an indication of inferior elec-
tronic layer quality due to a sloppy network which causes broadening of the band
tails and recombination-active states within the band gap. Moreover, voids (es-
pecially interconnected ones) are incorporation sites for impurities and their in-
ternal surfaces are rich in dangling bonds if not fully passivated. Since hydrogen
is stored in the voids of hydrogenated amorphous silicon layers, the decrease in
material density with temperature can be monitored by measuring the amount of
hydride vibrations in the stretching mode of FTIR spectra (2070-2100 cm−1),
which are indicative of hydride bonds at internal surfaces (voids) [24]. Since sur-
face diffusion is a thermally activated process (e.g. [25]), which has an ’activation
energy’ for the prevention of voids, a critical temperature for which the material is
compact can be deduced in this way from the temperature dependence of the void
fraction. This critical temperature is also a function of the deposition rate, that
can be controlled by other deposition parameters, such as the pressure and power.
At a higher deposition rate, the critical temperature is higher, i.e. more thermal
energy is required to fill up the pits that occur due to roughening of the surface,
before they are covered by a new atomic layer of material [24].

For microcrystalline layers, the presence of elongated voids is a natural res-
ult of the coalescence of crystallites (see chapter 5). This kind of voids is very
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isolated and the presence of surface hydride vibrations in the FTIR spectra of mi-
crocrystalline silicon layers therefore does not necessarily mean that the material
quality is bad, since hydrogen is effective in passivating dangling bonds.

1.5 Outline of this Thesis

The aim of the first part of the work described in this thesis was to explore the
possibility of depositing thin film silicon layers at substrate temperatures ≤ 100
◦C for the production of solar cells on temperature sensitive flexible substrates
such as plastics or paper, since such substrates are commonly cheap and have a
wide range of applications. In the rest of the thesis, silicon layers made at these
low substrate temperatures are explored in more detail to gain more insight in
the temperature dependence of the silicon growth process and, therefore, in the
growth mechanisms in general.

In chapter 2 an overview is given of the experimental techniques that were
used in the different studies. Additional details, for example details on sample
preparation for the specific tests, are given in the chapters to which they apply.

In chapter 3 Si:H film growth at the substrate temperature range of 40-100◦C is
investigated by measuring the properties of series of layers and cells that were
made within this range. Also the issues that are encountered in the transfer of the
fabrication process of low temperature solar cells from glass to a flexible substrate
are described in this chapter.

In chapters 4-7 a more detailed investigation is made of the structural, compos-
itional and electronic properties of low temperature hydrogenated silicon layers
made in the temperature range of 40-100◦C . At very low substrate temperatures
the crystallinity of the material can be varied relatively gradually by changing the
hydrogen to silane ratio in the gas mixture, which makes it possible to study the
crystallites and the surrounding amorphous material separately in mixed phase
layers in the amorphous to microcrystalline transition range. By a combination
of microscopic methods, both the amorphous and microcrystalline parts of such
mixed phase layers could be reconstructed in detail. In chapter 4 the amorphous
part of low temperature mixed phase layers is discussed, leading to some new
insights on the effect of hydrogen dilution on amorphous growth, and chapters
5 and 6 focus on the crystalline part of the layers. Within these two chapters a
simple model of the crystalline growth and resulting structure of the mixed phase
layers is developed, based on the typical dimensions of con-shaped crystalline ag-
glomerates as obtained from transmission electron microscopy and atomic force
microscopy studies. The observed structure is correlated with the conductivity
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of the layers and compared to the crystallinity values that are measured by other
methods. In Chapter 7 the incorporation of hydrogen and oxygen in the mixed
phase layers and its relation with the observed structure is investigated.

Finally, chapter 8 describes the effect of the incorporation of mixed phase lay-
ers in a solar cell structure.





Chapter 2

Experimental Techniques and
Concepts

2.1 Sample Preparation

VHF-PECVD Deposition of Silicon Layers

Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) is the most common
technique for deposition of thin film silicon layers. For the deposition of most
of the layers in this work, a parallel plate PECVD system called ASTER [26] was
used. It consists of 4 deposition chambers, a load lock and a transfer chamber (see
figure 2.1) and is capable of a very high vacuum of 10−8 mbar. In each deposition
chamber, a plasma can be generated in between two parallel plate electrodes by
applying an oscillating potential difference at a frequency of 50 MHz. This excit-
ation frequency is higher than the more commonly used radio-frequency of 13.56
MHz, and therefore this type of deposition is called VHF (Very High Frequency)-
PECVD.

The substrate is placed upside down on the largest, grounded top electrode
to avoid collection of dust. The heater is mounted directly above this electrode.
The powered electrode and the matching network are located at the bottom side
of the chamber. For the deposition of thin film silicon layers, silane is used as a
source gas and hydrogen or dopant gases, tri-methyl-borane (TMB) or phosphine,
can be added to tune the structure development or the doping-type of the layer,
respectively. Throughout this thesis, the hydrogen to silane flow ratio, defined as
[H2]/[SiH4] will be referred to as the ‘hydrogen dilution ratio rH .

The ground state electrons of the source gas molecules are excited into their

19
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electronic excited states by inelastic collisions with the fast electrons [27]. Elec-
tronic excited states of complicated molecules like SiH4 are usually dissociating
states, from which dissociation occurs spontaneously to SiH3, SiH2, SiH, Si, H2

and H, depending on the stereochemical structure of excited states without emit-
ting photons to return back to their ground state. After the first decompositions,
secondary reactions follow. The most likely of these reactions are electron ex-
changes between ions, and reactions between molecules and ions or neutrals, less
likely are reactions between ions and radicals and reactions among radicals. Of
the various species in the plasma, SiH3 and H have the longest lifetimes [27], [28].
Bonding of SiH3 to the growing surface needs dangling bonds, and therefore re-
moval of hydrogen from the surface is a necessary step in the deposition of films
from SiH3. Hydrogen can be released from the surface by thermal excitation, or
it can be stripped by SiH3 reacting with a surface Si-H bond to form a dangling
bond and silane. Another SiH3 molecule migrating along the surface or arriving
directly can then be incorporated in the film leading to growth.

The excitation power at which the plasma is ignited depends strongly on the
pressure of the gas in the chamber and on the distance between the electrodes. For
voltages above the breakdown voltage, ionization reactions cause the creation of
free electrons with a temperature in the range of 104 K and a density in the range
of 1010 cm−3 [29]. Due to the inefficient thermal coupling between electrons and
the much heavier neutral atoms and molecules, the substrate and background gas
temperatures are hardly affected by the hot electrons. These electrons create a
plasma potential with respect to the grounded walls and the electrodes [30]. Over
the distance to the electrodes where this voltage difference is maintained, called
the plasma sheath, positively charged ions can gain an energy of several tens of eV,
leading to an ion bombardment of the substrate. The energy with which positive
ions are accelerated to the electrodes depends on the potential difference between
the plasma potential and the electrode. The charge displacement in the plasma
sheaths and the voltage difference over the sheath, determine the power that is
coupled into the plasma. At higher frequencies, the same voltage difference is
generated in a shorter period, due to which the charge displacement per unit of
time is larger, and therefore more power is dissipated into the plasma. Therefore,
to couple the same power at higher frequencies, the RF voltage should be lowered.
This will lower the plasma potential and therefore also the ion bombardment, so at
higher frequencies the ion bombardment will be lower at the same coupled power.
Moreover, the low applied power (5 W) that was used for layers described in this
thesis, also reduces the power that is coupled into the plasma and therefore the
ion bombardment on the substrate can be assumed to be low for the investigated
layers.
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Figure 2.1: Left: Schematic drawing of the ASTER system. Right: Schematic
drawing of a deposition chamber of the Aster system [26].

HWCVD Deposition of Silicon Layers

The intrinsic a-Si:H layers described in section 3.6 were grown in the ATLAS
(Apparatus for Thin Layers of Amorphous Silicon), which is a single chamber
high vacuum system with a load lock (Figure 2.2). The ATLAS is very similar
to a deposition chamber of the ASTER, but this system is designed for in situ
analysis of thin film silicon growth by kinetic and spectroscopic ellipsometry, in
addition to a retarding field electrostatic analyzer for in situ ion energy analysis. It
is equipped with a Hot-Wire assembly that consists of tantalum wires of 0.5 mm
diameter that are hooked up to an electrical circuit and a shutter, which shields
the substrate from the wires. The shutters are opened to start the deposition. SiH4

and H2 are used as source gasses to grow intrinsic a-Si:H films in this system.
In order to perform low temperature depositions, the HW-assembly of the AT-
LAS had to be modified from the conventional assembly designed for standard
(∼200◦C ) temperature deposition process. To decrease the substrate temperature
, which is elevated due to radiation from the hot wire, the distance between the
substrate and the filament was increased to 80 mm (from the conventional 30 mm).
Further decrease of substrate temperature was achieved by using straight wires and
decreasing the number of wires. Temperatures below 100◦C were achieved by us-
ing a single wire. The temperature at the substrate was optimized by performing
a number of temperature measurements at different filament currents and filament
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temperatures using a thermocouple placed on a piece of glass at the substrate po-
sition.

TCO sputtering

To create a transparent and conductive contact at the front side of the cells and an
optimized reflecting contact at the rear side, transparent conductive oxide (TCO)
layers were deposited in the rf magnetron sputtering system called SALSA. This
system is equipped with four torus magnetron sputter sources, each with its their
own matching network. Two different targets that are mounted in the system
were used for this research: the indium tin oxide (ITO) target, which consists of
a mixture of In2O3 and 10% of Sn2O3, and the 1% alumina doped Zinc Oxide
(ZnO:1%Al2O3) target for the front and rear side contacts, respectively. These
round targets have a diameter of 7 inch. During the sputtering process, either
individual atoms, clusters of atoms or molecules are ejected from these targets by
highly energetic Ar ion bombardment, where the target is used as the cathode of
the Ar plasma and the grounded substrate holder forms the anode. The magnetic
field confines the Ar plasma in a torus-like shape close to the target, which is
required to maintain a stable plasma at low pressures. A low pressure is required

Figure 2.2: Single straight wire HWCVD assembly fitted with ellipsometry set-
up in ATLAS deposition system.
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to avoid collisions of the sputtered species in the space between the target and the
substrate that can cause formation of unwanted by-products [31].

Deposition sequence and Cell Formation

A thin film solar cell is formed by the deposition of thin p-type and n-type doped
silicon layers with a much thicker intrinsic layer in between. The deposition order
of the doped layers can be reversed, leading to two different configurations called
p-i-n and n-i-p, where in the first case the p-type doped layer is deposited first
and in the second case the n-type layer is deposited first leading to restrictions
in the choice of substrate type and contact layers. Since the mobility of holes
in the intrinsic layer is much lower than that of electrons [32], [33] the best col-
lection efficiency is achieved when the incoming light enters the solar cell at the
side of the p-type layer to which the holes are collected. Therefore, for the p-i-n
configuration a transparent ”superstrate” is required, combined with a textured,
transparent front side contact with (unavoidable) low absorbance. For the n-i-p
configuration, a transparent substrate is not required, which broadens the range of
possible substrates for this type of cells.

All p-i-n solar cells that are described in this thesis, except for those on plastic,
were deposited on glass strips of 2×10 cm2, coated with a flat or textured front
side TCO. For some cells ITO was deposited as a front contact on Corning 1737F
glass, but in most cases factory-made Asahi U-type naturally textured SnO2:F
coated glass was used. Along the long edge of the 2×10 cm2 strip, thermally
evaporated Ag grid lines were deposited on the front TCO with a shadow mask
and subsequently, the thin film silicon p-i-n stack and the rear side TCO (in case
of a back reflector) were deposited on top. At the rear side of the cell, 2 rows of
15 Ag/Al back contacts with a size of 4×4 mm2 were thermally evaporated in the
area in between the front contact grid lines. Since the lateral conductivity through
the silicon layer at the rear is negligible, these 30 contacts of 0.16 cm2 define the
area of the cells. In case of a ZnO:Al back reflector, the ZnO:Al in between the
back metal contacts was removed by a 1 minute dip in ascetic acid.

2.2 Layer Characterization

Reflection/Transmission Measurements

A reflection/transmission (RT) measurement is one of the easiest measurements
to perform on a thin film layer. However, some very important layer properties
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can be derived from the measured data. At Utrecht University the RT-spectra are
obtained with a tool called the ”RT-mini”. This tool consists of a halogen lamp,
two diode array spectrometers, optical fibers and a sample stage with a hole. It
simultaneously collects both the reflection and transmission spectra of a layer at
the same location of a flat sample in the wavelength range of 380-1050 nm (3-1.2
eV). In the RT-mini, the light enters the sample at the layer side.

From a fit to the wavelength dependent RT-spectra, the wavelength depend-
ent values of the complex refractive index, n and k, and the thickness (d) of the
investigated layer can be determined using SCOUT or the OPTICS2 program dis-
cussed below. SCOUT has a very user-friendly interface, but requires an a-Si:H
or µc-Si:H band-edge model for the fit. If the properties of the layer do not fit
well within the model, it is hard to obtain trustworthy values for n, k and d. The
OPTICS2 program does not require any assumption on the nature of the tested
material, except for the fact that the refractive index is continuous in the meas-
ured wavelength range. It is, however, more elaborate in its use than SCOUT and
requires a very high quality of input data. In practice, all layers were analyzed us-
ing SCOUT and for some layers the result was checked with OPTICS2. For both
programs, analysis of RT-mini spectra from a rough layer is very difficult. Both
routines do not take roughness into account and part of the reflected and trans-
mitted light will not reach the detector in case of roughness. For the analysis of
rough samples, a set-up with an integrating sphere detector is required. In SCOUT
some roughness effects can be implemented in the density of states model, but this
increases the amount of free parameters considerably and can lead to erroneous
results. The complex part of the refractive index, k, can be converted into the
absorption coefficient using the relationship α = 4πk/λ. From the wavelength
dependent value of α, an estimation of the optical band gap can be made, using for
example the method described by Tauc [34], that gives the so-called Tauc’s gap,
or taking the photon energy value that corresponds to the wavelength where α is
equal to 104 cm−1, which is called E04. In case of a gradual transition to micro-
crystalline material it must however be noted that E04 can be strongly influenced
by a flattening of the band-edge close to the phase transition, as is described in
chapter 3.

SCOUT

The SCOUT routine has been developed by W. Theiss [35]. For fitting RT-spectra
of amorphous silicon, the interband transition O’Leary-Johnson-Lim (OJL) model
[36] is used in SCOUT. In this model the shape of the conduction and valence band
densities of states (DOS) are mathematically defined as a function of energy, by
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predominantly the parameters E0, which is a measure for the energy gap between
the band edges, the mass, a scaling factor that determines the shape of the DOS
and γ, which reflects the width of the exponential band tails. Varying these para-
meters and the thickness of the layer, the optical absorption corresponding to the
DOS model is calculated as a function of energy. Using the Kramers-Kronig re-
lation, the energy dependent refractive index is then calculated from the optical
absorption spectrum.

OPTICS2

The OPTICS2 program was developed by the author of this thesis at Utrecht Uni-
versity based on the previous routine called OPTICS by van den Boogaard [37].
The routine uses two equations from Hishikawa et al. [38] that give the reflect-
ance R(λ, n, k, d) and transmittance T (λ, n, k, d) of a light beam that is partially
transmitted and partially reflected at the interfaces of a layer on glass, with the
light entering the sample stack through the layer. In the OPTICS2 routine, first
a starting thickness value and an expected range of n and k values are entered.
Then, for the chosen thickness and each measured wavelength, R and T are cal-
culated according to the Hishikawa equations for each combination of n and k
within the range. Subsequently, for every wavelength, the outcome is compared
to the measured value of R and T and if the calculated value of R or T is equal to
the measured value within a certain error, the values of n and k are stored for that

Figure 2.3: Solutions within n-k space and error margin for R and T for a given
wavelength and thickness.
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Figure 2.4: Top: ‘Fishbone’ plot of possible solutions for n as a function of
wavelength and fit. Bottom: Fit through possible solutions of k.

wavelength (figure 2.3). From the overlap of the n and k solutions for R and for
T more possible solutions for n and k are excluded, and the remaining solutions
for n and k are stored as a function of wavelength, leading to the ‘fishbone’ plot
in figure 2.4. Because n and k vary as a function of wavelength, each wavelength
has a unique solution for n and k. Since also d is unknown, although it is the same
for each wavelength, this means that for each wavelength there are three variables
and two equations which cannot be solved analytically. However, it was already
demonstrated by Denton et al. [39] in 1972 that if the thickness of the sample
is set to the correct value, a complete single valued n(λ) curve should be pro-
duced. So only ’fishbone-plots’ (figure 2.4) for which a continuous function can
be drawn through adjacent points can correspond to the correct thickness value.
Therefore, the thickness of the layer can be estimated within a few nm by analyz-
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ing the fishbone-plots within a realistic thickness range. OPTICS2 has an auto-
mated routine which probes the n(λ) space for a continuous solution, and varies
the thickness value until the best thickness estimation has been found. Inherently,
when the right thickness is found, the continuous line through the solutions for n
and k gives the n(λ) and k(λ) values of the investigated layer. The k(λ) values
can be used to calculate the absorption coefficient and the optical band gap using
Tauc’s method [34]or determination of E04.

Conductivity Measurements

For the conductivity measurements of the individual layers on glass (chapters 3
and 6) two Ag “ohmic contact pads” with a length (l) of 2 cm and a distance of
0.05 cm are thermally evaporated on top of the layer. After applying a voltage V
over these two electrodes, the dark conductivity σd is determined by

σd =
Iw

V ld
, (2.1)

σ
 (

Ω
-1
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m

-1
)

1000/ T (K-1)

Figure 2.5: Arrhenius plots of isochronal annealing cycles on a mixed-phase
layer that was deposited at 40◦C . The darkconductivity clearly increases from
annealing-cycle to annealing-cycle.
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where d is the thickness of the layer, determined by RT-measurements, and I is
the current through the layer, measured with a Keithley small current meter. For
determination of the photoconductivity σph the same measurement was performed
under the Wacom solar simulator at 1 Sun, described in section 2.4.

For the determination of the activation energy values in chapter 3 and for the
isochronal annealing studies in chapter 6, the layers were heated in vacuum for
a fixed period of 30 minutes at successive temperatures of 50◦C , 70◦C , 90◦C ,
110◦C , 130◦C , 150◦C and 170◦C during which the current through the layer at a
pre-set applied voltage, 100 V for intrinsic layers and 10 V for doped layers, was
recorded. To improve the thermal contact in vacuum, the samples were attached to
the heater block with a thermally conductive and electrically insulating paste and
the temperature was calibrated by a simultaneous measurement by a thermocouple
on a dummy sample that was also stuck to the heater block with the same paste.
The activation energy was determined from the straight part of the cooling cycle
slope in the Arrhennius plot (σd vs. 1000/T) using equation 2.2. In this equation
k is the Boltzmann constant and the pre-exponential factor σ0 can be determined
from the extrapolation of the slope through 0.

σd = σ0e
−Ea
kT (2.2)

σd can vary significantly for the different temperature cycles (figure 2.5) which
seems to be related to the layer structure, as described in chapters 6 and 7.

Raman Spectroscopy

Raman Spectroscopy makes use of the Raman effect that was discovered in 1928
by Sir Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman, who received a Nobel prize for it in 1930
[40]. The effect describes the inelastic scattering, of a small part of an incom-
ing light beam with a well defined frequency, which causes a frequency shift of
the scattered light corresponding to the energy of a phonon that has been cre-
ated (Stokes) or annihilated (anti-Stokes) within the material that is probed by
the beam. By recording the frequency-shift spectrum of the scattered light, the
phonon spectrum can be reconstructed, which provides structural information of
the probed material.

In this work, Raman spectra were recorded by measuring the Stokes scattering
in the range between 0 and 1200 cm−1 of the 514.5 nm line of a Spectra Physics
Ar+-ion laser, using a Spex triple grating monochromator and a Roper Scientific
CCD camera. The horizontally polarized incident laser beam has an angle of
30 ◦respective to the sample. The back scattered light is detected perpendicular
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to the sample surface after an analyzer with vertical polarization to suppress the
laser line and contributions from the glass substrate. The light penetration depth
in a-Si:H is about 50 nm and in the crystalline phase about 100 nm [41].

First, the first order phonon spectrum is corrected for the contributions of the
glass and contributions of multiple order phonon modes. After that the four op-
tical and acoustic modes of a-Si:H and the transverse optical mode of the crys-
talline phase in microcrystalline layers, are analyzed to obtain information on the
crystalline fraction of the investigated layer or cell. The Raman crystalline ratio
is defined as the ratio of the integrated intensity transverse-optical (TO) modes
of the crystalline phase and the total integrated intensity of the amorphous and
crystalline TO modes of silicon:

RC =
I510 + I520

I480 + I510 + I520
, (2.3)

where Ix denotes integrated intensity of contribution centered around x cm−1,
determined by deconvolution of the Raman spectrum.

According to Bustarret et al. [42], the crystalline fraction XC can be determ-
ined by applying a correction for the difference in cross-sections between a-Si:H
and c-Si according to

XC =
I510 + I520

mI480 + I510 + I520
;m = 0.1 + e

−dg
25nm (2.4)

with dg the grain size in nm. However, since the size of the crystallites is not well
known in these layers, only the Raman crystalline ratio will be used throughout
this thesis as a relative measure of crystallinity.

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

The hydrogen content and bonding configurations of hydrogen-silicon bonds can
be detected by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). Because of a
possible difference in electronegativity between two neighboring atoms, such as
Si and H, the electron distribution of an atomic bond is asymmetrical and thus an
oscillating electric dipole is present. These oscillating dipoles absorb light in the
infrared (IR) wavelength range.

Thin films for FTIR analysis were deposited on a high resistivity float-zone
crystalline silicon wafer to avoid contributions from free carrier absorption. A
Digilab FTS-40 Fourier-transform Infrared spectrometer, equipped with a liquid-
nitrogen cooled HgCdTe detector, was used to collect the FTIR spectra. IR-
absorption effects at ambient H2O and CO2 gas molecules are minimized by in-
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tensive purging with dry N2 during the measurements. The absorption spectrum
is corrected for the absorption by the substrate by measuring a reference spec-
trum on a piece of the same wafer without a thin film silicon layer on top. For
the background-subtraction a polynomial fit was used, combined with a generally
used procedure to correct for internal reflections [43], [44].

In the IR absorption spectra, vibrational modes of non-symmetric bonding con-
figurations are observed as absorption peaks. The integrated area of an absorption
peak is a measure of the number of associated bonds in the material. To convert
the peak intensity to a density of a certain type of atomic bond, a proportional-
ity constant is required, which depends on the oscillator strength of the bonding
configuration. For thin film silicon layers, usually the Si-H rocking mode at 640
cm−1 and stretching modes at 2000 and 2100 cm−1 are analyzed to gain informa-
tion on the density and configurations of hydrogen within the layer. The hydrogen
concentration is calculated from the rocking mode using the proportionality con-
stant 2.1×1019 cm−2 [45]. The microstructure factor, an indication of the density
of voids within the material, is calculated as R* = I2100 /(I2100 + I2000), where
I2000 and I2100 are the integrated intensities of the isolated Si-H and the clustered
Si-H/Si-H2 stretching peaks at 2000 and 2100 cm−1, respectively.

Hydrogen Evolution

The hydrogen evolution experiments that are described in chapter 7 were per-
formed by Dr. W. Beyer at the Forschungszentrum for Solar Energy in Jülich in
Germany. During these experiments the samples were heated in vacuum up to
a temperature of 1100◦C at a heating rate of 20 ◦C /min. The desorbing atoms
or molecules were detected by a mass-spectrometer. For the He and Ne effusion
experiments, these elements were implanted before the hydrogen evolution exper-
iment with an energy of 40 keV and 100 keV, respectively, and implantation dose
of 1016 cm−2.

2.3 Microscopy

Optical Microscope

An Olympus confocal reflection microscope with a resolution below one micron
was used in chapters 6 and 8 to determine the crystalline surface area fraction of
silicon layers and solar cells. The microscope is equipped with a camera that can
take an image through the ocular. Samples on glass, as well as samples on wafer
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for FTIR measurements, can be analyzed with this microscope. This was used,
for example, to demonstrate that the layers on wafer that were analyzed in chapter
7, had comparable or slightly lower crystallinity than the co-deposited layers on
glass that were analyzed in other chapters.Moreover, making use of the four-step-
method that is introduced in chapter 6, the crystalline surface area fraction of
mixed-phase a-Si:H/µc-Si:H layers can be estimated from optical microscope im-
ages.

Scanning Electron Microscope

A FEI NanoSEM 200 scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to make a
more precise estimate of the crystalline surface area fraction of mixed-phase lay-
ers (chapter 6). The SEM images of these layers were used as a reference for the
four-step method. Crystalline silicon looks brighter than amorphous material in a
SEM image due to its higher conductivity. Therefore, in mixed phase layers, the
caps of the crystallites (see chapter 5) that stick out from the surface can be dis-
tinguished easily from the darker, amorphous background. For some layers that
were not conductive enough, a carbon coating was evaporated on top of the layer
to increase the conductivity of the surface and avoid charging of the sample that
can cause deflection of the electron beam and therefore disturb the imaging. In
some cases, the carbon coating smoothed the surface structure of the crystallites,
but nevertheless it was still possible to distinguish them from the amorphous back-
ground. The determination of the diameter of the crystallites, however, became
less accurate due to this blurring.

Atomic Force Microscopy

The data for construction of topography maps of the surface was gathered using
a Veeco Dimension 3100 ambient AFM at the Institute of Physics, Academy of
Sciences of the Czech Republic [46]. The data was collected in tapping mode
and background corrected with the WSxM software [47]. The AFM microscope
was equipped with the Extended TUNA (Tunneling AFM) optional box providing
very sensitive current detection (pA range). For the tapping mode measurements
Si cantilevers with resonant frequency around 330 kHz were used. For the evalu-
ation of the typical lateral dimension of surface features power spectral densities
(PSD) [48] of the AFM topography images were computed [49]. From these
scans the root mean square (RMS) roughness can be determined. The contact
mode measurements were performed with PtIr coated Si cantilevers with a res-
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onance frequency of around 13 kHz, maintaining a low normal force (∼25 nN)
and low scanning speed of 500 nm/s to reduce the wear of the metal coating. For
the analysis of silicon layers in contact mode, their deposition was repeated on
Cr coated glass, leaving a small area of Cr uncovered to be contacted during the
measurement.

Cross-sectional Transmission Electron Microscope

For detailed information on voids, internal structure and layer thickness, bright
field cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (X-TEM) was used in
chapters 4-6 on cross-sections of thin film silicon layers on glass. Details on
the preparation of an X-TEM sample are given in figure 2.6. Since the prepara-
tion of an X-TEM sample is very time consuming, X-TEM samples were made
for just a few of the silicon layers that are discussed in this thesis. To analyze the
microstructure of the amorphous parts of the mixed-phase layers, bright field im-
ages of the sloped edge of the hole (wedge made by ion milling) in the middle of
the sample were made at several magnifications, using an electron beam of ∼100
keV. The purpose of the copper grid (figure 2.6) is to support the thin slice and to
prevent charging during the TEM measurement.

In chapter 5 also dark field images were used. In dark field mode, only one
diffracted beam passes the objective aperture and contributes to the image form-
ation [50]. The image intensity is locally high from only those crystals oriented
in the Bragg condition and diffracting into the angular range in which the ob-
jective aperture is placed. Amorphous scattering in the same direction gives a
grey background, whereas crystals not in the Bragg orientation do not scatter or
diffract electrons into the objective aperture, and produce completely dark image
regions. By rotating the position of the detector, different crystal orientations pass
through a maximum or minimum in diffraction, and therefore appear as bright
or dark spots. By construction of composite images by superimposing the bright
parts of images made at different detector positions, the distribution of crystals
with different orientations can be reconstructed. Due to the limited number of
probed positions, some diffraction maxima are probably missed, but the com-
posite images give a good impression of the size and distribution of sub-crystal
orientations within larger crystallites.
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a) b) c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 2.6: Preparation scheme of X-TEM samples. a) Starting point: 2×10
cm2 strip with a-Si:H layer on top. b) Small 2 mm × 2 cm piece is cut out of
center. c) Small piece is cut in half. d) Halves are glued on top of each other,
layer sides facing. e) Two supporting pieces (glass and wafer) are glued on top.
Very thin slice is cut off from stack with diamond saw and mounted with wax on a
polishing disk. Slice is polished until no scratches are visible under a microscope.
Wax is molten, sample is turned and polished from the other side. Slice is polished
to <10 µm thickness. f)Copper grid is glued on sample and sample is released
from polishing disk by melting the wax. Subsequently, the sample is placed in an
Ar ion mill that drills a hole at the center of the resulting sample while it rotates
under a shearing angle. At the edges of this hole, the sample reaches thicknesses
below 450 nm, which is thin enough for X-TEM analysis. After drilling the hole,
the sample can be mounted in a TEM microscope.

2.4 Solar cell characterization

Solar simulator

An ideal solar cell can be represented by an equivalent circuit (figure 2.7) that
consists of a photo current source (Jph), a diode connected in parallel and two
resistances of which one is connected in parallel RSH and the other in series
RS . The current density through this circuit, as a function of the voltage over the
terminals, is given by:
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Figure 2.7: Equivalent circuit for an ideal solar cell.

J(V ) = −Jph(V ) + J0(e
q(V −JRS)

nkT − 1) +
V − JRS

RSH
(2.5)

with Jph the light generated current, J0 the dark saturation current, n the diode
ideality factor, k the Boltzmann factor, q the elementary charge and T the absolute
temperature in Kelvin. In thin film solar cells, the photocurrent is slightly voltage
dependent due to the expected non-ideality of the cells [51]. For drift-limited thin
film silicon solar cells where recombination dominates in the junction, the diode
ideality factor is close to 2. For device quality a-Si and c-Si solar cells, the n value
can be close to 1.5.

By measuring J(V ) with and without illumination the value of important qual-
ity determining cell parameters can be obtained. In the dark, Jph is equal to zero
and J0, n, RS and RSH can be determined from the dark JV-curve. The dark JV-
curve is often drawn on a logarithmic scale, since n is proportional to the inverse
of the slope of the dark JV-curve at the point where V ≈ VOC . At low forward
bias the curve is dominated by RSH , at high forward bias by RS . By extrapolation
of the exponential part of the curve (the linear part in the logarithmic plot) J0 can
be determined.

From the illuminated JV-curve the short circuit current density JSC (current at
V = 0), the open circuit voltage VOC (voltage at J = 0), the fill factor FF (the
ratio of the maximum output power to JSC ×VOC), and the conversion efficiency
η are determined. For AM 1.5, η = VOC ×JSC ×FF . Two other parameters that
are often extracted from the illuminated JV-curve are the short-circuit differential
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resistance Rsc =
δV
δJ at V = 0 and the open circuit differential resistance Roc =

δV
δJ at J = 0. In extreme cases of no illumination and very high illumination,
Rsc = RSH and Roc = RS , respectively, but also at more standard conditions
variations of the differential resistances can be used as indicators of series and
shunt resistance [51].

At Utrecht University the JV-curve of a solar cell is measured by an automated
system. The XY-table of this set-up, has been designed especially for the standard
configuration of 30 cells on a small strip. The cell is placed for a few seconds
by a robotic arm under the illumination of a Wacom WX140s dual beam solar
simulator that has been calibrated at AM 1.5 Global spectrum (1000 W/m2). The
AM 1.5 spectrum is simulated as close as possible by the combination of filtered
light from a xenon lamp and a halogen lamp. Due to the short illumination time
and ventilation with cooled air the cell temperature is kept constant at 25◦C . The
voltage over the cell terminals is controlled by a Keithley 238 source-measure unit
that also registers the current output.

External Quantum Efficiency

The External Quantum efficiency (EQE) at a specific wavelength has no physical
dimension and is defined as the ratio of the flux of photogenerated and collec-
ted electron/hole pairs to the flux of incoming photons under illumination with a
monochromatic light beam. Measurement of the EQE over the spectral operation
range of a solar cell is a powerful tool to gain insight on the electrical losses at
different depths within the cell, because of the wavelength dependence of the ab-
sorption coefficient in silicon. The short wavelength EQE gives more insight in the
losses at the front side of the solar cell close to the p-layer. The long wavelengths
have a much longer absorption length and therefore provide more information on
the bulk of the cell and on the rear side.

At Utrecht University the EQE can be measured in the wavelength range
of 350-1050 nm. The current is generated by a chopped monochromatic light
beam and measured by a lock-in amplifier, synchronized with the chopper, and
an ampere meter. A white DC bias light with an intensity close to AM 1.5 can
be used to create operating conditions. Comparison of measurements with and
without bias light and with and without bias voltage gives information on the
losses in the current collection of the cell. The EQE of lower quality cells can in-
crease under bias light, due to the continuous generation of additional carriers that
can occupy electronic defect states that would otherwise contribute to the recom-
bination rate. A reverse bias voltage will superimpose an electric field within the
solar cell, which will also enhance the collection of carriers. The total generated
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current is equal to the integral of the convolution of the EQE spectrum with the
AM 1.5 light spectrum.

Due to the differential nature of the spectral response measurement the meas-
ured current is not sensitive to the current contribution of shunts and can be used
to separate the dark shunt contribution to Rp from the ’photoshunt’ contribution.
In the equivalent circuit, the photoshunt [52] can be described as a recombination
sink that is placed in parallel with the diode and which causes a voltage depend-
ence of the photo-induced current Jph. This recombination sink represents all
recombination of carriers through dangling bonds, in particular close to the i/p
and i/n interfaces where the dangling bond densities are usually higher, and more
commonly charged which increases the capture cross-section, due to the transition
from one material to the other or dopant tailing. Furthermore, also transport prob-
lems due to local electric field reduction (in particular close to the i/n interface)
or electrical barriers, caused by band bending, band discontinuities or unwanted
interfaces, can increase the overall recombination rate by causing accumulation
of carriers [51], [53].

At short circuit conditions the only driving force for the carriers is the internal
field of the cell, so all generated carriers that do not recombine somewhere along
their path through the cell will be collected. At negative and positive bias voltage
the current is dominated by the current through the shunt paths. Due to the lock-in
technique it is in principle also possible to measure ECE at nonzero voltages for
shunted cells, but here the signal to noise ratio is lowered, which makes it harder
to filter the signal at the right chopping frequency.
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Low Temperature Silicon Layers
for Solar Cells on PET foil

A precursor gas dilution dependent scan of the quality of intrinsic silicon layers
made by PECVD process was performed in a substrate temperature range of 40
to 100◦C . Layers with very promising structural and electronic properties were
found at 100◦C at a silane to hydrogen gas flow ratio (rH ) of 1:5. At even lower
temperatures also good intrinsic layers were made, but with a large penalty on
deposition rate. Based on the intrinsic layer recipe, both p- and n-type doped
100◦C layers were also developed, and all three layers were tested in a p-i-n solar
cell stack on an Asahi U-type textured SnO2:F coated glass substrate. This resul-
ted in a solar cell with 7.3% conversion efficiency, which is the highest efficiency
ever reported for solar cells made at or below 100◦C . Several attempts were
made to transfer this cell process to PET substrates, but the process transfer from
textured SnO2:F to flat indium tin oxide (ITO) turned out to be the limiting factor,
leading to conversion efficiencies in the range of 2.5 to maximum 4%. To avoid
cracks in the ITO that lead to shunts, the PET foil needed to be well stretched
in a specially designed holder. This lead to remarkable improvement in the yield
reaching values comparable to the yield of cells on Asahi TCO substrate. Besides
deposition of layers by Very High Frequency Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor
Deposition (VHF-PECVD), also some preliminary attempts were made to replace
the intrinsic layer by a hot-wire CVD intrinsic layer, which resulted in 3.4% on
Asahi TCO.

37
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3.1 Introduction

Fabrication of solar cells on thin and flexible foil has advantages both on the
production and on the application side. Flexible solar cells can be applied in
consumer products and in building integration. Current technologies to achieve
flexibility in c-Si solar cells normally include several processing steps like slicing
or polishing down of wafers, or etching of sacrificial superstrates (e.g. [54], [55]).
These approaches imply a cost issue that would be resolved if it is possible to
deposit good quality thin film solar cells on everyday low cost plastics such as
PET. This would, however, require a production process that keeps the substrate
temperature below the substrate’s deformation temperature, i.e. ≤100◦C for many
types of cheap plastics. Most high quality thin film solar cell deposition processes
(e.g [56], [57], [58])require higher temperatures. It is well known that lowering
the substrate temperature during deposition of thin film silicon solar cells will
have a negative effect on their performance [59], [60], [61] due to an increased
defect density in the resulting layers [27]. However, little is known on how big
this impact will be and what can be achieved if the deposition parameters are
optimized in this range.

To explore the suitability of thin film silicon layers, deposited by VHF-
PECVD, for the production of solar cells on cheap plastics, an extensive char-
acterization study of silicon intrinsic and doped layers at various substrate tem-
peratures below 100◦C has been performed, which is described in section 3.3.
Subsequently, test solar cells were made on glass, combining high quality textured
transparent conductive oxide (TCO) and low temperature intrinsic and doped lay-
ers in different combinations with high quality doped and intrinsic layers made at
200◦C (standard condition), to compare the performance of the low temperature
layers in a solar cell structure to that of 200◦C a-Si:H layers and cells (section
3.4). After selection of the best deposition parameters, the most promising solar
cell fabrication process was transferred to cheap PET with room temperature de-
posited TCO, the impact of which is discussed in section 3.5. In section 3.6 some
preliminary results are presented for deposition of the 100◦C intrinsic a-Si:H layer
by HW-CVD and its integration in a solar cell structure.
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3.2 Experimental Details

Deposition

All VHF-PECVD layers that are discussed in this chapter, were deposited on
HF-dipped Corning 1737F glass in the ASTER (see chapter 2) high vacuum
multi-chamber system at substrate heater temperatures of 50◦C , 60◦C , 80◦C ,
100◦C , 120◦C and 157◦C , corresponding to substrate temperatures (Tsub) of
39◦C , 44◦C , 56◦C , 67◦C , 78◦C and 100◦C , as determined from careful heater
calibrations. The excitation frequency was kept at 50 MHz and the power and
pressure were kept at a constant low level of 5 W and 0.16 mbar, based on
a 200◦C standard recipe. Hydrogen dilution ratios rH= [H2]/[SiH4], frequently
termed simply as ”hydrogen dilution” or ”dilution” in this chapter, were varied
over a broad range, such that the structure of the films crosses the amorphous to
microcrystalline transition for all Tsub. All the intrinsic layers had a thickness of
about 200 nm, except for the ones deposited at 39◦C , which were made thicker
(∼500-1000 nm). The doped test-layers had thicknesses between 300 and 400
nm. For the graphs of some properties, like the Raman crystalline ratio, this ex-
plains the divergence from the other trends for the 39◦C data series. For Fourier
Transform infrared (FTIR) measurements a strip of crystalline wafer with native
oxide was added to all single layer depositions.

Most of the solar cells that are discussed in this chapter are of p-i-n type, which
means that first the p-layer, then the i-layer and last the n-layer was deposited on a
TCO coated superstrate. Typical thicknesses for the p, i and n-layer are 8, 300 and
20 nm, respectively. The superstrate consists in most cases of commercially avail-
able Asahi U-type glass, which is a highly transparent glass coated with natively
textured SnO2:F, deposited at high temperatures by Atmospheric Pressure Chem-
ical Vapor Deposition (AP-CVD). This high quality TCO cannot be produced at
substrate temperatures below 100◦C and therefore, for the cells on plastics, In-
dium Tin Oxide (ITO) was sputter deposited from a target containing a mixture
of 90% In2O3 and 10% SnO2, without substrate heating on the PET or, as a ref-
erence, on Corning 1737F glass. During the sputtering process the substrate can
still heat up to temperatures close to 100◦C .

For the cells on glass, the superstrates were cut in strips of 2 cm wide and 10
cm length of which four could be placed in one deposition run. In the length of the
strip, along the edges, silver grid lines were thermally evaporated on the front side
TCO, to reduce the TCO related series resistance of the solar cells. On the back
side of the cells, thus on top of the n-layer, 2 rows of 15 solar cells were defined by
thermally evaporated Ag back contacts with an area of 4×4 mm2. The PET foil
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was cut back to 8.7×9.3 cm2, matching the size of the special substrate holder
for plastics (section 3.5), which leaves room for only 3 of the above described
strips (see figure 3.12). Before ITO deposition, the PET foils were cleaned with
isopropanol. To improve light trapping, in many cases a 80 nm thick sputtered
ZnO:Al layer was added in between the Ag back contact and the n-layer to act
as a back reflector. In these cases, the ZnO:Al in between the metal contacts was
removed by a one minute dip of the strip in acetic acid.

N-i-p cells were deposited by reversing the deposition sequence and increasing
the thicknesses of the n- and p-type layers to 50 and 20 nm, respectively. Asahi
glass coated with textured SnO2:F and covered with an Ag/ZnO:Al back reflector
was used as a substrate to get the same rear contact layers and similar morphology
as for the p-i-n cells in the previous section. On the front side, the n-i-p cell area
is defined by 4×4 mm2 squares of ITO with v-shaped Au contact grids on top,
which decreases the active area slightly further to 0.13 cm2. Besides Asahi U-
type with textured SnO2:F and Ag/ZnO:Al back reflector, also flat Corning glass
coated with Ag/ZnO:Al and stainless steel with and without Ag/ZnO:Al were used
as substrates for n-i-p cells.

The Hot-Wire CVD intrinsic layers described in section 3.6 were deposited in
the ATLAS system (see section 2.1). Since no dopant gases were connected to
the ATLAS system, the 100◦C p-type layer of the p-i-n cell with a Hot-Wire CVD
intrinsic layer was deposited in the ASTER system, after which the sample was
transferred in air to the ATLAS system. After subsequent deposition of the Hot-
Wire intrinsic layer in the ATLAS system, the sample was again transported in air
back to the ASTER system, where a 100◦C n-layer was deposited.

Characterization

The reflection and transmission spectra were recorded with two 512-pixel diode-
array spectrometers (eta-optik 2C5/HL Mini-RT setup) in the range 400-1000 nm.
To fit this optical data and obtain the refractive index as a function of energy and
E04, the photon energy at which the absorption coefficient is equal to 104, the
OPTICS2 program was used (see section 2.2). OPTICS2 is developed at Utrecht
University and solves the wavelength, thickness and complex refractive index de-
pendent reflection and transmission equations for the coherent light in the layer
and the substrate for the whole wavelength range [38]. A Digilab FTS-40 Fourier-
transform spectrometer was used to collect the FTIR absorption spectra. The con-
centration of bonded hydrogen in the film was deduced from the rocking mode of
vibration of the Si-H bonds that is present in these spectra at 640 cm−1. The mi-
crostructure factor was calculated as R* = I2100 /(I2100 + I2000) where I2000 and
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I2100 are the integrated intensities of the isolated Si-H and the clustered Si-H/Si-
H2 stretching vibration peaks at respectively 2000 and 2100 cm−1. To determine
the electronic properties, dark- and photoconductivity (σd and σph) and activation
energy (Ea), two coplanar Ag contacts were evaporated on the single layers after
which the conductivity was measured with a Keithley 238 Source Measure Unit,
having a lower current limit of ∼10−13 A. The photoconductivity measurements
were performed under light conditions close to AM 1.5 using an Oriel Solar Sim-
ulator. Activation energy measurements were done in vacuum where the samples
were heated up to their respective deposition temperatures of the films to avoid
annealing at temperatures far above the deposition temperature. Raman spectro-
scopy was used to determine the crystallinity of the material. We define the Raman
crystalline ratio as RC = (I510 + I520)/(I480 + I510 + I520), where I510, I520 and
I480 are the intensities of the two crystalline and one amorphous TO vibration
lines in the Raman spectra, respectively (see e.g. [42]). The spectra were recor-
ded in a backscattering geometry, using the 514.5 nm line of a Spectra Physics
Ar+ ion laser, a Spex triple grating monochromator, and an EG&G CCD detector.
The IV-characteristics of the cells were measured by means of a WACOM dual
beam solar simulator under calibrated AM 1.5 conditions at an intensity of 100
mW/cm2. The External Collection Efficiency (ECE) spectra were acquired using
an in house built spectral response set-up. In this set-up, the cell is illuminated
with modulated monochromatic light, from a dual grating monochromator, and
the AC photocurrent is measured with a lock-in amplifier. During the measure-
ment, the cell can be additionally illuminated with an approximately one sun bias
light, and a bias voltage can be applied.

3.3 Silicon Layers Deposited at 100◦C and Below

Dilution series of intrinsic layers

Of the three basic layers in an a-Si:H solar cell, the quality of the intrinsic layer
is the most critical. Here, the electron-hole pairs have to be created and the defect
density needs to be sufficiently low for the carriers to reach the front and back con-
tacts. By measuring the structural, electronic and optical properties of different
series of samples, the best deposition parameters for the intrinsic absorber layer
can be selected. In figures 3.1-3.4 different properties of the layers from six di-
lution series made at temperatures below 100◦C are presented. These series were
made to get a quick overview of the achievable material quality in this temperat-
ure range. ’Soft conditions’ (low power, low pressure) were chosen to get the best
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Figure 3.1: Deposition rate and crystalline fraction as a function of dilution for
different substrate temperatures. The lines are a guide to the eye.

possible quality. A disadvantage of these soft conditions is the low deposition rate
(Fig. 3.1). Keeping the power and pressure constant, the deposition rate hardly
depends on the substrate temperature, except a small variation at very low dilu-
tion values. Except for the dilution and the substrate temperature, the deposition
conditions were the same for all samples.

As is well known [62] [63], an increase in dilution ratio rH results in a gradual
transition from amorphous to microcrystalline material. We found that below
100◦C the position of the (Raman) crystalline edge, i.e. the range of dilution
values in which this transition takes place and where mixed phase materials are
found, is very sensitive to the substrate temperature (see Fig. 3.1). With increasing
substrate temperature (Tsub), the edge shifts to lower values of rH , going from rH
∼ 40 at Tsub = 39◦C to rH ∼ 10 at Tsub = 100◦C . The window in which mixed
phase materials are found, becomes narrower with increasing Tsub. The effect
of hydrogen dilution on the structural order of the material at these low substrate
temperatures will be addressed in more detail in chapter 4.

In Fig. 3.2 the dilution and temperature dependence of the hydrogen content
and the microstructure factor R*, determined from the analysis of FTIR spectra,
are given. For all studied substrate temperatures, the hydrogen content continu-
ously decreases as a function of dilution, as the layers become (increasingly) crys-
talline. Around the crystalline edge, the hydrogen content is at its maximum. R*
varies inversely to the refractive index (figure 3.3), which confirms that R* is in-
versely related to the compactness of the material. For R* a trend of similar slope
is seen for all temperatures, suggesting a loss in density with increasing crystallin-
ity, irrespective of deposition temperature. The most dense materials, with lowest
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R*, are found (see figure 3.2) at relatively high rH -values, but below the trans-
ition: at rH = 20 for Tsub = 39◦C and rH = 10 for Tsub = 100◦C . At 70◦C and
100◦C , the layers with the highest photosensitivity (figure 3.4) are found close to
the minimum in R* or the maximum in density.

As a general trend, E04 between rH = 1 and rH = 40 (figure 3.3 ) slightly in-
creases from 1.95 eV at Tsub = 39◦C to 2.05 eV at Tsub = 100◦C and a maximum
in band gap within the studied temperature range is reached around 100◦C . Sim-
ilar high band gap values were found at 100◦C by Meiling [64], while scanning
the temperature range of 100◦C and higher, which suggests that this is also the
maximum of a broader temperature range up to 200◦C . It must be noted that the
increase of E04 towards higher dilution values is due to increase of hydrogen con-
tent up to the crystalline edge. At dilution values above the phase transition it is
a natural consequence of the transition from amorphous to microcrystalline ma-
terial, which decreases the contribution of direct absorption leading to a flattening
of the response around the E04 point (see figure 3.3 and [51]). Differences in E04

at the same dilution ratio within the amorphous regime, do indeed correlate to an
increase in optical band gap, as can be seen in the bottom right picture of figure
3.3.

A good property to compare intrinsic silicon layers is the photosensitivity (pho-
toconductivity divided by dark conductivity or σph/σd). A high value of σd in
general corresponds to a disordered material and/or the presence of impurities,
which reduces the minority carrier diffusion length [65]. Therefore, σd should be
as low as possible. On the other hand, a high σph is determined by the product of

Figure 3.2: Hydrogen content (left) and microstructure factor (right) as calculated
from the rocking mode and stretching mode vibrations in FTIR spectra, respect-
ively.
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the carrier generation rate and the µτ -product, both of which should be as high as
possible [66]. σph/σd is therefore an indicator of the quality of these two prop-
erties and should be as high as possible. A high photosensitivity corresponds to
a highly intrinsic layer with a low defect density (see Fig. 3.4). The maximum
photosensitivity shifts to lower dilution ratios when the substrate temperature is
increased, shifting from rH = 40 at 39◦C to rH = 5 at 100◦C , and is always found
close to the phase transition. The maximum in activation energy (Ea) follows a
similar trend. For all studied substrate temperatures, acceptable activation energy
values (> 0.7 eV) were found within the studied dilution range. The properties
of the best layers at 39◦C , 67◦C and 100◦C , based on maximum photosensitivity,
are summarized in table 3.1. Since for the rest of this thesis only layers made at
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Figure 3.3: Optical properties as a function of temperature and dilution ratio.
Top: Refractive index (left) and E04 for different temperatures as a function of
dilution ratio rH . Bottom: Absorption coefficient α as a function of photon energy
hν for 100◦C layers for different dilution ratios (left) and for different substrate
temperatures at rH=20 (right).
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Figure 3.4: Dark conductivity (σph), photo conductivity (σph), photosensitivity
(σph/σd) and activation energy (Ea) plotted versus dilution.

39◦C , 67◦C and 100◦C will be discussed, the rounded values of these temperat-
ures will be used to address these substrate temperatures, i.e. 39◦C will be referred
to as 40◦C and 67◦C as 70◦C .

Doped layers

Besides intrinsic layers, also p and n-doped layers were developed below 100◦C .
Our approach was to use the recipe of the best i-layer as a basis and vary the addi-
tion of TMB or PH3 to the source gases. Since the band gap of the intrinsic layer
was already quite high (E04 >2.0 eV) no CH4 was added to the gas mixture to
avoid an unnecessary increase in band gap and creation of additional defects. The
layers were optimized for high dark conductivity and low activation energy (figure
3.5), which are considered to be good selection criteria for doped layers. Both are
an indication of a well placed donor/acceptor level close to the conduction/valence
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39◦C 67◦C 100◦C HW-CVD
rH 40 20 5 20
Rd (nm/s) 0.04 0.08 0.17 0.13
[H] (at. %) 12.8 20.0 15.3 ×
R∗ 0.31 0.05 0.04 ×
E04 (eV) 2.05 2.02 1.95 1.95
Ea (eV) 0.73 0.98 0.85 0.82
σd(Ω

−1cm−1) 3.89× 10−12 1.42× 10−11 4.94× 10−11 2.48× 10−11

σph/σd 3.10× 104 1.60× 104 1.52× 104 1.06× 105

Table 3.1: Parameters of best layers at 39◦C , 67◦C and 100◦C . For comparison,
also the parameters of the 100◦C intrinsic a-Si:H layer made by HW-CVD are
given.

band. Due to the presence of band tails, that might be even more pronounced for
such low temperature material where a larger disorder is expected than at higher
deposition temperatures, and due to a high tendency of dopant incorporation in
the inactive three fold configuration and the related pinning of the Fermi level to-
wards mid gap [67], it is difficult to shift the Fermi level by doping of amorphous
silicon, especially for deposition at low temperature. The best 40◦C n-layer was
found at relatively high PH3 to SiH4 flow ratio above 0.1 (for standard depositions
this is usually below ∼0.01), and it still did not reach an activation energy below
0.4 eV. The p-layer activation energy showed asymptotic behavior as a function of
TMB doping and seemed to saturate at about 0.5 eV (figure 3.5). A comparison of
the properties of these low temperature doped layers to device quality values are
given in table 3.2. In particular, the conductivity is less then optimal, especially
for the p-layers. Since the electronically best intrinsic materials within the studied
temperature range were found at a temperature of 100◦C (the best 70◦C i-layer
had a higher photosensitivity but a lower photoconductivity), also doped layers
were developed at Ts = 100◦C , again taking the i-layer recipe as a basis. The
properties of the best doped layers made at 100◦C are also given in table 3.2. The
electronic and optical properties of these layers are considerably better than those
of the 40◦C layers but still sub-optimal. Also here, the conductivity of the p-layer
seems to be the most critical.

To determine the impact of the non-optimal properties of the 40◦C doped lay-
ers on the performance of a solar cell, the best layers were tested by combining
them with optimized 200◦C standard layers in a solar cell (table 3.3). To avoid
heating up of the low temperature doped layers, the p-layer was tested in an n-i-p
configuration (’p-layer test’ in table 3.3) and the n-layer in a p-i-n (’n-layer test’ in
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Figure 3.5: Electronic properties of doped layers at 39◦C for different flows of
the dopant gas. The circles indicate the layers that were considered the best.

table 3.3). The 40◦C n-layer caused a small decrease of VOC and JSC (table 3.3),
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σd (Ω−1cm−1) Ea (eV) ETauc(eV )

40 ◦C p-layer 5.9×10−8 0.55 1.93
100◦C p-layer 2.9×10−7 0.51 2.00
device quality p [a-SiC:H] >10−5 <0.5 >2.0
40◦C n-layer 4.7×10−6 0.42 1.61
100◦C n-layer 1.5×10−4 0.33 1.88
device quality n >10−3 <0.3 >1.75

Table 3.2: Comparison of electrical and optical characteristics of 40◦C and
100◦C doped layers to device quality values. The device quality values are from
[66]. For reasons of comparison, in this case, the optical band gap was determined
according to the method developed by Tauc [34].

leading to a relative efficiency decrease of about 6%. The 40◦C p-layer caused no
significant difference in the solar cell performance. The 100◦C doped layers were
not separately tested in a solar cell structure.

3.4 Low Temperature Solar cells on Glass

pin solar cells on glass

Based on the results of the dilution series at different substrate temperatures, an
optimized hydrogen to silane dilution ratio for the i-layer deposition could be
selected and tested in a solar cell structure. To minimize the amount of cells to be
made, only intrinsic layers at 40◦C , 70◦C and 100◦C were tested in a p-i-n stack
on an Asahi U-type substrate. Such a test-structure consisted of a 200◦C p-layer (8
nm), the i-layer to be tested, the best 40◦C n-layer (section 3.3) and a ZnO:Al/Ag
back reflector. The best i-layer parameters are given in table 3.1.

For applications on very low temperature resistant substrates such as paper, the
feasibility of solar cells made at 40◦C was investigated. At 40◦C the i-layer with
the best photo-response was made at a dilution ratio rH = 40 (table 3.1), which
is, at a thickness of about 1000 nm, a mixed phase amorphous-microcrystalline
layer. The activation energy maximum is found at the same dilution ratio and
has a value of 0.73 eV, which indicates that the Fermi level lies close to mid
gap [51]. The hydrogen content calculated from the rocking mode is ∼12% at,
which is on the edge of acceptable values [66] and an R* of 0.31 indicates a high
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Figure 3.6: JV-curves of p-i-n cells in test-structures with a 200◦C a-Si:C p-layer
(8 nm) and a 40◦C n-layer (20 nm). Top: Intrinsic layer thickness series of the
test-structure with a 40◦C i-layer with thicknesses of 200, 300, 400 and 500 nm.
Bottom: Test cells with 300 nm thick i-layer made at 40◦C , 70◦C and 100◦C .
Properties of these i-layers can be found in table 3.1.
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η(%) VOC (V) JSC (mA) FF
100◦C i-layer test 7.5 0.86 13.2 0.66
70◦C i-layer test 3.8 0.84 9.3 0.49
40◦C i-layer 200 nm 0.50 0.68 2.71 0.28
40◦C i-layer 300 nm 0.69 0.74 3.77 0.24
40◦C i-layer 400 nm 0.84 0.80 3.68 0.29
40◦C i-layer 500 nm 1.36 0.82 4.79 0.35
100◦C p-i-n 7.2 0.91 13.58 0.58
100◦C p-i-n 1.5 yr storage 8.2 0.92 14.44 0.62
200◦C p-i-n 10.10 0.85 16.73 0.71
40◦C n-layer test 9.4 0.82 16.21 0.71
200◦C n-i-p SS 5.44 0.83 11.9 0.55
40 ◦C p-layer test 5.50 0.84 11.65 0.56
100 ◦C n-i-p Asahi/Ag/ZnO:Al 5.0 0.85 10.7 0.56
100 ◦C n-i-p Corning glass/Ag/ZnO:Al 4.52 0.85 9.6 0.55
100 ◦C n-i-p SS/Ag/ZnO:Al 2.41 0.82 8.3 0.36

Table 3.3: JV-parameters of the solar cells discussed in section 3.4. All values
are averaged over the best 5 cells, selected on conversion efficiency, except for the
n-i-p cells, which had too low yield and therefore the best cell values are given).
Information on the substrate that has been used for the n-i-p cells is given in italics,
all p-i-n cells were deposited on Asahi U-type glass with textured SnO2:F.

percentage of multi-hydrides and hydrogen stored on internal surfaces [68]. For
material containing a microcrystalline phase this is, however, expected. Since
for this dilution ratio the chosen thickness of the intrinsic layer will affect its
crystalline fraction, and therefore certainly its quality, different solar cell test-
structures with i-layer thicknesses ranging from 200 nm to 500 nm were made.

By making the i-layer thicker, the conversion efficiency of the 40◦C test cells
increased from η = 0.50 % to η = 1.36%. In figure 3.6 it is clearly visible that by
increasing the thickness of the i-layer, the diode characteristics of the cell improve
strongly and with it the FF, VOC and JSC . In figure 3.7 the external collection ef-
ficiencies and their bias light and bias voltage dependencies of the cells from the
thickness series are compared, showing unusual behavior. The long wavelength
response (>580 nm) of all of the cells is low and can only be slightly improved
by a negative applied bias; the higher the wavelength, the less it can be improved.
Also the short wavelength response is very low for the cell with a 200 nm thick
intrinsic layer, but it improves considerably when the cell is made thicker (re-
sponse < 580 nm), a bias voltage is applied (largest effect <500 nm) or when
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Figure 3.7: External collection efficiency with and without 1 Sun bias light and
with -1 V bias voltage for the 40◦C thickness series.

the cell is measured under bias light conditions (<480 nm). The long wavelength
response above 700 nm increases for the thickest intrinsic layer, but only when a
bias voltage is applied. We speculate that the sample contains many recombina-
tion centers due to the low deposition temperature, which decreases the collection
in the bulk of the intrinsic layer, i.e. for the long wavelengths. This explanation
fits reasonably to all observations. When a negative bias is applied, more carriers
are collected by the increased internal field before they can recombine, which is
the most effective for carriers that are generated the closest to the p-type layer.
For thicker layers, with the increase of deposition time, the quality of the first
deposited material can improve due to chemical annealing with hydrogen, which
would also enhance collection of carriers generated at the front side of the cell.
Bias light creates additional carriers that can saturate defects, which again mainly
enhances the collection at the front side due to the depth dependent absorption
profile, which is the highest at the front side.

For applications on cheap plastic foil that cannot even resist 100◦C , also the
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best 70◦C i-layer was tested in a p-i-n test structure. The JV-characteristics of this
solar cell can be found in figure 3.6 and table 3.3. The resulting 3.8% efficiency
did not seem very promising. Since most plastics can withstand 100◦C , the focus
for development of cells on plastics was shifted to cells made at 100◦C . By imple-
mentation of the best i-layer made at Ts = 100◦C in the p-i-n test-structure, with
a p-layer made at 200◦C and a n-layer made at 40◦C , an efficiency of 7.5% was
reached, which was considered high enough to proceed to the next step: testing
the combination of the 100◦C i-layer and 100◦C doped layers from section 3.3 in a
p-i-n structure on Asahi U-type substrate. The resulting solar cells (table 3.3) had
an (average best 5) efficiency of 7.2% (best cell 7.3%), which is , to our know-
ledge, still the best result obtained at such a low deposition temperature. Since
this was such a good result, even though the structure as a whole was hardly op-
timized, it was decided to continue with the transfer of this solar cell process onto
PET substrate.

After 1.5 year, the strip with 100◦C solar cells on Asahi was taken out of stor-
age to test its stability under light soaking conditions. Before putting the cells
into the degradation set-up they were re-measured under the calibrated solar sim-
ulator to check for any changes to the quality that could have occurred during
storage. To our surprise, the conversion efficiency of the solar cells on the strip
had increased from 7.2% to an average best 5 efficiency of 8.2%, mainly due to an
increase in current and FF (table 3.3). During light soaking for about 1000 hours
under conditions close to AM 1.5 (figure 3.8) the JV-parameters degraded rapidly
back to their original values before storage, where they remained stable for a long
period up to a few hundred hours. It is difficult to say what could have happened
during storage. We speculate that the cells have been exposed to a very long time,
room temperature anneal during storage. In any case, no extreme degradation was
observed for the 100◦C cells, both compared to the JV-parameters before and after
storage.

n-i-p cells

For the use of non-transparent substrates it is interesting to deposit the stack
of thin film silicon layers in reversed order and make an nip cell. Combining
the best 100◦C i-layer with the 40◦C doped layers (the 100◦C doped layers were
not yet developed at the time of the test) gave an efficiency of 5.0% on Asahi
TCO/Ag/ZnO:Ag substrate. In the same deposition run, also flat Corning glass
and stainless steel foil coated with smooth Ag/ZnO:Al were used as substrates
which resulted in lower efficiencies of 4.5% and 2.4%, respectively (for more de-
tails see table 3.3). On all three substrates the yield was very low, less than 15%
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Figure 3.8: Decay of normalized JV-characteristics during light soaking for the
100◦C solar cell after 1.5 year of storage. The open symbols represent the JV-
characteristics of the cell that were measured directly after deposition. The cell-
parameters, measured again at the start of light soaking under a calibrated solar
simulator at AM 1.5, had increased considerably during 1.5 year of storage. These
values correspond to a value of ’1’ in this graph. The drop at the end of light
soaking is most likely a result of contact degradation.

of the cells per substrate were not shunted. However, to put these values into
perspective, another test was made where the 200◦C standard cell was placed in
reversed order (n-i-p) on plain stainless steel. The same combination of layers,
with adapted thicknesses of the doped layers, that gave 10.1% conversion effi-
ciency in a p-i-n configuration, resulted in only 5.4% in n-i-p configuration. This
illustrates that the step from p-i-n to n-i-p is not straightforward and probably
needs re-optimization of the whole stack. Therefore, it was decided to focus on
the transfer of the p-i-n-structure to transparent low temperature substrates such
as PET.
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3.5 Solar Cells Deposited on Flexible PET Foil

The goal of developing these low temperature solar cells was to create a device
that can be easily placed on cheap plastics by nothing more than adjusting the
substrate temperature at which the solar cell is deposited. As was demonstrated in
the previous section, a loss of the solar cell’s conversion efficiency, compared to
thin film Si solar cells made at standard substrate temperatures, has to be expec-
ted and taken into account. This loss should be balanced economically by the fact
that the final device can be made very cheap, thin, light and on large scale. These
cells are not meant for large scale energy production, but they can act as a dur-
able or disposable power supply for consumer products requiring low power,small
devices like OLEDs and small chipreaders in cases where the use of a battery is
inconvenient, e.g in bank cards, electronic newspapers or tags. In particular, ap-
plication of thin film a-Si:H solar cells as a power supply for OLEDs and OLED
displays is attractive, because of the low current and high voltage requirements of
these devices and the compatibility with fabrication of a-Si TFT’s that are used in
the steering matrix of these devices (see e.g. [69], [70]).

Table 3.4 and figure 3.9 give an overview of the JV-characteristics of solar
cells that were produced to understand the step-by-step losses that occur when the
deposition recipe of a good quality 200◦C a-Si:H solar cell is adapted to a lower
substrate temperature of 100◦C (above the horizontal line) and the high quality
substrate and TCO are replaced by PET and non-textured ITO (below the hori-
zontal line). It must be noted that the use of a non-textured superstrate and/or
TCO is not a requirement of the transfer of the solar cell process to a low tem-
perature resistant substrate. PET and/or TCO’s can be textured by, for example,
embossing or chemical etching [71], [72], [73], [74]. This was, however, not tried,
because the development of a good quality texture on plastic requires a dedicated
effort that is beyond the scope of this work. Also, leaving out ZnO:Al at the back
reflector is not a requirement of the transfer to a low temperature substrate, but
because of some temporary issues with the sputtering tool, the cells on plastic
were made without ZnO:Al below the rear side metal contact.

The values in table 3.4 demonstrate that the process transfer from a cell on an
Asahi TCO substrate made at 200◦C to a 100◦C cell on PET mainly has an impact
on the fill factor and the short circuit current. The VOC remains above 0.8 V, even
on PET (after solving technological issues regarding the substrate holder). The
impact on all cell parameters of the transfer from glass to PET superstrate is in the
order of the variation of the performance of the cells on ITO on glass, inferring
that the quality of the ITO is the bottleneck. This suggests that if it would be
possible to make a TCO on PET with electrical and optical properties that are
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Figure 3.9: JV-curves corresponding to values in table 3.4. Top: replacing layers
of a 200◦C cell by low temperature layers. Bottom: Transfer of cell process from
textured SnO2:F on glass superstrate with ZnO:Al at the backreflector to flat ITO
on PET without ZnO:Al at the backreflector.
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comparable to those of Asahi U-type, solar cell efficiencies >7% are within reach
on PET substrate only by adjusting the substrate temperature during deposition of
the layers and by using a proper back reflector.

About 19% relative fill factor loss is caused by lowering the substrate tem-
perature of all three layers from 200◦C to 100◦C and another 14% is lost by the
transfer from textured SnO2:F to flat ITO. Leaving out the ZnO:Al back reflector
(step 4 to step 5 in table 3.4) seems to have negligible impact on the fill factor
but mainly affects the short circuit current. The most common problems that can
cause a large drop in FF are [51] high series resistance due to insufficient qual-
ity of the contact layers (both TCO and doped layers), collection problems due
to insufficient quality of the i-layer or the doped layer/intrinsic layer interfaces,
low parallel resistance due to cracks and structural defects or high diode reverse
current due to leakage paths and bad quality diodes.

Rs, which should increase with an increase of series resistance, hardly in-
creases when a low temperature n-layer and i-layer are introduced (step 2 and 3).
However, it practically doubles when also the p-layer is replaced by the 100◦C p-
layer (step 4), which can be due to the relatively high resistivity of the p-layer
(section 3.3) or, related to this, a collection barrier at the TCO\p-layer interface
due to a band mismatch with the new p-layer [75]. Other possible options are
an increased amount of defects at the p/i interface or a more defective growth of
the intrinsic layer on top of the low temperature p-layer. Rp is lowered continu-
ously by 200-300 Ωcm2 when low temperature layers are introduced (steps 2 to
4). It is highly unlikely that this is caused by a gradual increase of (dark) shunt
paths, especially since the substrate and p-layer are not changed in most of the
steps and in dark JV-measurements (not shown) Rp was above 9×106 Ωcm2 for
these cells. Most likely, an increased amount of structural defects and/or dangling
bonds in the layers introduces a voltage dependence of the photo-current which
can result in an increase of the gradient of the JV-curve at the short circuit point.
The loss in short circuit current when the i-layer is replaced by a 100◦C i-layer
(step 2 to 3) is probably due to the same recombination sources, which is also
supported by the difference between the spectral response curves at -1 V and 0 V
bias voltages (figure 3.10). An intrinsic layer with higher band gap is also more
transparent, which also has a negative impact on the short circuit current. The loss
in short circuit current is slightly compensated by the introduction of a 100◦C p
and n-layer in step 4, because the large band gaps of these layers can increase the
built-in potential which improves the current collection, but does not necessarily
increase the differential resistance at the short circuit point. Additionally, a large
band gap p-layer can have a positive effect on the short circuit current due to its
higher transparency.
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Figure 3.10: Light and voltage bias dependent external collection efficiency spec-
tra of the 100◦C p-i-n cell on Asahi U-type SnO2:F coated glass (top) and Corning
1737F glass coated with sputtered ITO (bottom).
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The effect of the process transfer of the 100◦C solar cell from the Asahi U-type
substrate to PET with sputtered ITO, can be interpreted best by the combined res-
ults of the JV-characteristics (table 3.4 and figure 3.9) and the ECE curves (figure
3.11). First of all, the lack of ZnO:Al at the back reflector (step 4 to 5) causes
mainly a loss in short circuit current and red response due to less optimal light
trapping. Then, the biggest cause of efficiency loss is the transfer of the cell pro-
cess to the substrate with flat ITO. When the external collection efficiency curve
of the cell on flat TCO is subtracted from that on the Asahi substrate, two different
effects can be distinguished (inlay in figure 3.11): a gradually decreasing loss for
short wavelengths up to about 550 nm and a bump in the long wavelength range.
The first could be (partly) due to a loss of the anti-reflection effect by refractive
index grading at the TCO/p-aSi:H interface, which is present for textured, but not
for flat TCO’s. The second can be attributed to an additional loss of light trapping,
caused by a lack of scattering at the front- and backside of the cell.

Besides the short circuit current, also the FF is reduced by about 0.1 when the
100◦C cell is deposited on flat ITO. Also in this case a decrease of Rp of about
200 Ωcm2 is observed. Possible reasons for this are eg. small cracks in the ITO,
diffusion of indium into the i-layer as a result of hydrogen bombardment or a less
optimal growth of a-Si:H on ITO than on Asahi U-type TCO. The value of Rp

is quite constant at about 400 Ωcm2 for all depositions on ITO on plastic and
on glass, which makes cracks an unlikely cause of the decrease in Rp for the
ITO coated substrates, since large differences in crack densities were observed by
optical microscope in ITO on plastic. Also a less optimal growth or any other
large increase in defect density seems unlikely, since the photocurrent is only
mildly voltage or bias light dependent for all wavelengths, both on Asahi TCO
and on ITO, as can be observed in figure 3.10.
Probably, the most dominant factor in lowering the FF is a large increase in series
resistance due to bad quality of the low temperature ITO. Asahi SnO2:F has a sheet
resistance of 4-10 Ω/�, while that of our room temperature ITO was measured
to be 50-170 Ω/�. This corresponds to the large increase in Rs that is observed
from step 5 to 7. Fluctuations in ITO quality on glass, possibly also due to cracks,
could also be the reason for the low yield and large variation in cell performance
on ITO on glass.

Before a solar cell on PET of comparable quality to that on glass could be
made, first some technological issues needed to be resolved. When a piece of
PET was mounted in the sputtering tool on a flat plate and fixed by nothing but
some small clamps, the resulting ITO was of very poor quality. The first layers
sputtered at room temperature had sheet resistances of a few hundred Ω/� and
under the microscope, cracks were clearly visible (figure 3.12). Lowering the
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of Light external collection efficiency (ECE) spectra
from three different p-i-n solar cells that were made in the same deposition run.
Two cells were made on naturally textured Asahi-U SnO2:F, with and without
ZnO:Al back reflector, and one was made on Corning 1737F glass with flat
sputtered ITO. Inlay: difference in response between the cells on Asahi with and
without back reflector and the difference between the cell on Asahi U-type without
back reflector and the cell on ITO on glass.

plasma power gave a slight improvement, but did not resolve the problem. The
cells that were made on this substrate, 7a in table 3.4, were almost all shunted,
which resulted in an extremely low yield and low cell quality.

Close to the clamps with which the foil was attached to the holder during ITO
deposition, less cracks were visible, and in subsequent tests it turned out that
indeed stretching of the PET foil was beneficial. To keep the foil stretched during
deposition, a special holder was designed at Utrecht University (figure 3.12). In
this holder springs of mnemonic steel keep a metal bar in place to which one side
of the foil is attached with small screws. The other side is fixed to the holder with
screws. This construction is meant to always keep the foil stretched, even when
it thermally expands during deposition. This is a representative configuration for
roll-to-roll deposition, where the stretching of the foil is automatically adapted
due to pulling of the front roller. When the holder was used during deposition
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of both ITO and a-Si:H, the cracks in the ITO were not present anymore and the
sheet resistance was improved to values below 100 Ω/�. However, after release
of the foil from the holder, clearly still some compressive stress could be observed
by bending of the substrate (figure 3.12).

The cell efficiency with the special holder was, at first, about 50% lower on
PET foil (7b in table 3.4) than on glass, but this can be ascribed to a decrease
of the substrate to electrode distance due to positioning of the metal foil-holder
on top of the grounded electrode. After placing the PET-holder with foil in a
hollow substrate holder (7c), in which the foil holder was lowered by about its
own thickness, solar cell parameters very close to those on ITO on glass were
achieved, with a best cell efficiency of 2.6%. Moreover, the yield (FF > 0.4)
improved remarkably, even compared to that on glass. The small decrease in
short circuit current is, at least partly, due to a lower transparency of PET than of
Corning glass in the short wavelength range <550 nm.

3.6 Hot Wire CVD Layers and Cells at 100◦C

The ATLAS Hot-Wire CVD system has no substrate cooling. Therefore, during
deposition of thin film silicon layers in this system the substrate heats up by the
radiation from the wire. To remain in the range of substrate temperatures accept-
able for cheap plastic substrates during deposition, it was chosen to start at room
temperature and let the sample heat up by the wire radiation. Figure 3.13 shows
the substrate temperature of the HWCVD assembly after the shutter is opened (the
filaments are already hot). It can be observed that with a straight wire the temper-
ature reached in 30 minutes is less than 100 ◦C , whereas with a curled wire the
final temperature is 120◦C . 30 minutes is the approximate time that was needed
for the deposition of the i-layer that is used in our cell (∼350 nm). During the dy-
namic state of substrate heating, the initial nm’s of deposition are at temperatures
much lower than 100◦C , while closer to the final surface of the layer the substrate
temperature is closer to 100◦C .

Table 3.1 shows the optoelectronic properties of the intrinsic amorphous sil-
icon layers made by HWCVD in the dynamic heating mode. A photosensitivity
of > 105 confirms the device quality of the HWCVD material and could be re-
lated to the effect of a considerable amount of atomic hydrogen generated in the
HWCVD process. An X-TEM image of the 400 nm thick HWCVD layer is given
in Figure 3.14. Elongated voids of 10-40 nm long and 1-5 nm wide are visible
along the growth direction. The first 35 nm does not contain any voids, which
can be interpreted as being the roughness incubation thickness (see Chapter 4).
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.12: a) Cracks in ITO when deposited without a holder. b) Titanium
holder to stretch PET during deposition. c) Solar cells on PET deposited in the
foil-holder. After release from the holder, the foil bends away from the thin layers,
indicating compressive stress.
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Figure 3.13: Temperature measured with a thermocouple at the substrate position
in the ATLAS system. The filament was switched off after about 30 minutes (just
before start of cooling down slope).

The void fraction in the following 125 nm is estimated as (3.5 ± 1)×10−4 and in
the top half of the layer the void fraction is (1.2 ± 0.5)×10−4. The average void
fraction is roughly (2 ± 0.7)×10−4.

Figure 3.15 shows the JV-characteristics of a p-i-n solar cell on an Asahi U-
type superstrate, in which this HWCVD grown a-Si:H i-layer was implemented.
The cell configuration was similar to the VHF-PECVD grown cells from the pre-
vious sections with 30 solar cells of 4×4 mm2 with Ag/Al rear contacts without
a ZnO:Al back reflector. The solar cell had JSC , VOC and FF values of 8.89
mA/cm2, 0.72 V and 0.53, respectively, and therefore a conversion efficiency of
3.4 %.

Clearly, this HWCVD-cell at 100◦C is not yet at the level of the PECVD cells,
but for a first, hardly optimized result it can be considered promising, especially
when the two air breaks between the doped layers and the intrinsic layer, possibly
creating thin unwanted interface layers, are taken into account. Moreover, the
VOC and FF may have been affected by the strong thickness dependence of the
layer properties due to deposition in the dynamic heating state, which gives non-
optimum material on the front side of the cell close to the p/i interface where the
highest generation density is located. For this reason a n-i-p configuration might
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be more suitable for low temperature HWCVD cells, since in a n-i-p stack in that
case the i-layer near the p/i interface will be of higher quality due to deposition at
a relatively higher temperature. Ideally, a system should be used with controlled
substrate heating and cooling to stabilize the temperature.

3.7 Conclusions

Below a deposition temperature of 100◦C , the maximum in photosensitivity of
a-Si:H layers shifts to higher dilution values as the substrate temperature becomes
lower. This shift is relatively large: at 40◦C the highest photosensitivity is found
in the transition regime at a hydrogen to silane dilution ratio of about 40, but at
100◦C the best material is found in the amorphous regime at a dilution ratio of
about 5 (so with a lot less hydrogen in the gas mixture during deposition). This
also leads to the consequence that not only the photosensitivity is slightly higher
at 100◦C (and the defect density lower as expected), but also the deposition rate
of the best material can be 3-4 times as high for layers deposited at 100◦C as it
can be for layers deposited at 40◦C , since the deposition rate is within the studied
temperature range more or less independent of temperature and depends mainly

Figure 3.14: X-TEM image of the 100◦C intrinsic a-Si:H layer discussed in the
text.
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Figure 3.15: JV-curve of solar cell made with VHF-PECVD 100◦C doped layers
and HW-CVD 100◦C intrinsic a-Si:H layer. The conversion efficiency of this solar
cell is 3.4%.

on the dilution ratio. Since for most sensitive substrates a substrate temperature
of 100◦C is sufficiently low, the device development was focused on the techno-
logical development of a solar cell at 100◦C and not on the development at lower
substrate temperature.

A record cell efficiency of 7.2% efficiency ath this substrate temperature was
achieved on Asahi SnO2:F coated glass. To improve the efficiency of this cell
and of the 2.6% cell on plastic, more effort should be put on improvement of
the 100◦C p-layer quality and the development of substrate texture and textured
TCO. Furthermore, by placing a ZnO:Al back reflector in between the Ag contact
and the n-layer on the backside, it should be possible to enhance the short circuit
current by 1 to 2 mA/cm2.

The preliminary result of 3.4% conversion efficiency for the HW-CVD layer is
promising, taking into account that two air breaks were introduced in between the
depositions of the intrinsic and doped layers. Our study showed that i-layers with
device quality properties, comparable to i-layers made by VHF-PECVD, can be
made by HWCVD.
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Amorphous Growth in
Mixed-Phase Silicon Layers

Mixed-phase hydrogenated silicon layers deposited at a substrate temperature
of 40◦C and a hydrogen to silane flow ratio at the amorphous to microcrystal-
line transition border, have been studied by Cross-sectional Transmission Elec-
tron Microscope (X-TEM) and Atomic Force Microscope (AFM). Unexpectedly,
the amorphous part of the layers, in which cone-shaped crystalline agglomer-
ates were embedded, displayed a columnar structure. At lower hydrogen dilu-
tion values, the amorphous columns disappear, as was observed both in X-TEM
and AFM data. At higher hydrogen dilution values, microcrystalline columns are
formed with surface dimensions comparable to that of amorphous columns found
at lower dilution values for layers deposited at the same substrate temperature.
The widths of the columns and the layer thickness above which they are visible
in a cross-sectional transmission electron microscope (X-TEM) image, are com-
parable for the layers with a similar crystalline fraction made in the substrate
temperature range of 40-100◦C . The columns are, however, less well discern-
able when either the substrate temperature is increased or the dilution ratio is
lowered. This growth behavior and the incubation layer properties are attrib-
uted to hydrogen induced surface diffusion of growth precursors resulting in an
amorphous-amorphous roughness transition.

4.1 Introduction

For Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) the state of the art
amorphous and microcrystalline silicon solar cells are deposited at substrate tem-
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peratures between 180 and 250◦C [30], [76]. In this temperature range, the bal-
ance between a low defect density and high hydrogen incorporation to passivate
dangling bond defects is found to be at its optimum. When the substrate temper-
ature is lowered far below 100◦C , this leads to materials with a defect density that
is expected to be too high to use in optoelectronic devices (∼1018 cm−3), because
the loss of thermal energy at the surface reduces the effectiveness of mechanisms
that determine the structural order during growth (e.g. [25]).

For the layers that are discussed in this thesis the substrate temperatures were
kept intentionally below 100◦C for the following two reasons. The first reason
was to test the maximum achievable electronic layer quality at these temperat-
ures, with the ultimate goal to create the best silicon layers for production of thin
film photovoltaic devices on cheap substrates, such as paper and PET (see chapter
3). The second reason was one of academic interest: to investigate the growth
mechanism of thin film silicon layers and the role of hydrogen dilution in a re-
gime where the influence of the substrate temperature is lowered substantially,
which also provides valuable knowledge for improving the quality of silicon lay-
ers made at higher temperature. In particular, the amorphous to microcrystalline
phase transition can be studied well at these low substrate temperatures, since, as
was shown in chapter 3, this transition is more gradual as a function of hydrogen
dilution when the substrate temperature is lowered.

When thin film hydrogenated silicon layers are deposited at substrate temper-
atures below 100◦C , the structural order of the resulting film is limited by a lack
of thermal energy at the growing surface, which causes a relatively low electronic
quality of the resulting layer. However, even at such low temperatures the struc-
tural order of the layer can be improved by diluting the source gas (silane) with
hydrogen gas, eventually leading to microcrystalline growth. As was shown in
Chapter 3, the lower the substrate temperature, the higher the level of hydrogen
dilution that is required to cause nucleation of crystallites. Apparently, hydrogen
dilution of the source gas can compensate for the lack of thermal energy during
thin film silicon growth.

There are quite some thin film silicon growth models known in the literature
(see next section and references therein), that focus on the height of the substrate
temperature or the level of hydrogen dilution of the source gas silane, in their
explanation of the observations. Most of these models do not exclude each other,
but more experimental evidence is required to know which of the models is the
most realistic.

In this chapter, the effects of substrate temperature and hydrogen dilution on
the surface diffusion mechanisms and, therefore, on the structural development of
thin silicon films are investigated by combining ellipsometry and atomic force mi-
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croscopy (AFM) results from other groups [77], [78], [79] with X-TEM measure-
ments and AFM measurements on the layers from the low substrate temperature
dilution series in chapter 3. In section 4.4 a very interesting mixed phase layer
made at 40◦C is discussed, in which the amorphous part is arranged in columns.
This columnar structure, and its hydrogen dilution and substrate temperature de-
pendence, sets new boundary conditions for the currently available models, the
impact of which is discussed in section 4.5.

4.2 Thin Film Silicon Growth

In a broad range of vacuum silicon deposition techniques, film growth takes place
through successive sticking of reactive species from a silicon containing source
gas or solid target. In the case of plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition,
the technique used in this work, the most common source gas is silane (SiH4),
optionally diluted by H2 for tuning of the resulting microstructure. Of the differ-
ent molecules that are formed due to the plasma discharge, SiH3 and H2 are the
longest living species on the growing surface and therefore SiH3 is considered to
be the most likely growth precursor [27]. Atomic hydrogen is believed to play
the decisive role in structuring the Si-Si bonds towards a more ordered or even
crystalline matrix [29]. By increasing the hydrogen to silane dilution ratio, the
microstructure of the layer can be varied from a-Si:H to highly crystalline µc-
Si:H [29], [80].

In amorphous growth conditions, part of the SiH3 impinging on the surface is
reflected, with a certain loss probability (β), and the remaining part is adsorbed
on the surface after which it either recombines (with H tot SiH4 or with SiH3

to Si2H6) or sticks to a dangling bond site. From grid method models and ex-
perimental step coverage methods [27] it follows that β is independent of sub-
strate temperature, since it only depends on the nature of the landing site from
the plasma. For microcrystalline growth, β is substrate temperature dependent,
about 0.6 at 50◦C and 0.2 at 500◦C [27]. The sticking probability, and therefore
the deposition rate, is temperature independent <350◦C [27].

Although the above described incorporation mechanism is the most generally
accepted view [27], some alternatives have been proposed, for example by Valipa
et al. [81], where it was found, based on molecular dynamics simulations, that a
SiH3 radical can be adsorbed in a mobile diffusion state, attached to an over co-
ordinated surface Si atom, and can subsequently be incorporated via a H-transfer
mechanism that does not require the presence of a dangling bond.
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Initial growth phase and morphology

Applying capillary theory for homogeneous nucleation to describe the initial
growth phase of a silicon layer on a foreign substrate [78], [82], the formation
and decay of condensed clusters is governed by the interplay between surface
energy γ and the Gibbs energy ∆G. Here, the Gibb’s energy (J/mol) specifies
the difference in chemical potentials between SiH4 in the gas phase and the fi-
nal condensed Si phase. A condensed cluster first has to surmount a critical free
energy barrier G∗, corresponding to a particular critical radius of the silicon nuc-
leus formed, after which an energy gain of the chemical reaction of SiH4 into
the silicon matrix leads to a stable minimum [82]. Amorphous nuclei are formed
initially on the substrate with a higher probability, since for a-Si the critical free-
energy barrier to be surmounted and the critical radius are smaller than for the c-Si
phase. This causes the unavoidable formation of an amorphous incubation layer
[82]. During the early stages of deposition the overall length scale of the mor-
phology (Vollmer-Weber growth) will increase [78], but the shapes of the surface
features should remain approximately similar [83]. These morphologies will con-
tinue as long as surface diffusion transport is sufficient to allow the film surface
to remain close to equilibrium, but eventually the diameters of the clusters will
increase until they coalesce and merge. A transition from the near equilibrium
mode to kinetic mode occurs when the merged clusters reach a critical size and
the role of surface diffusion becomes important. A high enough surface diffusion
will allow precursors to diffuse to the edges of the clusters and make the clusters
expand and merge laterally, forming even larger clusters in the process. However,
if the surface diffusion length is too small, the edges cannot be reached within a
few diffusion lengths, which limits the size of the merged clusters to a few dif-
fusion lengths. Using spectroscopic ellipsometry, Collins and Yang [78] found
that the initial a-Si:H nuclei (on c-Si with native oxide) cannot be simply hemi-
spherical in shape, as is the case for Vollmer-Weber growth of a-Si:H on metal
substrates, but their observations could be explained if the initial a-Si:H structures
on the substrate are disk shaped with a spherical segment as a disk cap. A reduc-
tion in the height of this cap occurs upon coalescence. Once the microstructures
coalesce, surface diffusion of newly adsorbed species results in a smoothening or
relaxation of the roughness developed by separate structures. However, for a-Si:H
prepared by PECVD with low Tsub, low H2 dilution or a void volume of at least
4% greater than the highest quality films, coalescence is incomplete or surface
diffusion is insufficient for surface relaxation to occur [78], as would be the case
for the layers discussed in this chapter.

Podraza et al. [77] performed computer simulations to get more insight in
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the surface evolution model proposed by
Podraza et al. [77].

the evolution of the surface profile after coalescence of the disk shaped a-Si:H
growth nuclei. In their model, the nuclei are simulated by a row of semicircles
with a Gaussian distribution of circle radii, elevated from the zero bulk thickness
line at heights that are determined by a second Gaussian distribution (see figure
4.1). To simulate the further evolution of this profile, a model proposed by Mazor
et. al [84] was used. Within this model, the evolution of the surface roughness
is controlled by the competition between destabilization of homogeneous growth
due to deposition of atoms with a certain finite size [85], and the stabilizing in-
fluence of surface diffusion [86]. The combination of these two effects leads to a
three phase roughness evolution where in the first phase nuclei are formed which
causes roughening, in the second phase these initial features are smoothed out,
but with time, in phase three, these profiles tend to coarsen as the development of
superclusters will reduce the number of smaller clusters at the surface. Podraza
et al. named this coarsening of the surface the ’roughening transition’ and at high
hydrogen to silane dilution, i.e. close to the amorphous to microcrystalline trans-
ition, it was observed at a relatively high layer thickness up to about 120 nm [77].
This was attributed to a hydrogen assisted increase in surface diffusion, which will
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be discussed in the next paragraph.

Effect of hydrogen dilution on structural order

Over the years, an increase of crystallinity as a result of increased hydrogen di-
lution has been observed by X-TEM [87], Raman, [87], XRD [88] and spectro-
scopic ellipsometry [89]. Under high dilution conditions µc-Si:H growth with
larger crystallite sizes occurs. In order to explain specific phenomena in the form-
ation process of µc-Si:H, several types of models have been proposed.
In the surface diffusion or surface mobility model [23] a large amount of atomic
H from the plasma causes full surface coverage by bonded hydrogen and pro-
duces local heating through hydrogen exchanging reactions on the growing sur-
face [90], which are exothermic reactions by nature. These two effects enhance
the surface diffusion of the film precursors (SiH3). As a consequence, SiH3 ad-
sorbed on the surface can find energetically favorable sites, leading to a forma-
tion of atomically ordered structures, i.e. nucleus formation takes place. After
the formation of a nucleus, epitaxial-like crystal growth takes place with surface
diffusion of SiH3 towards the nucleus. Illustrating the relevant role of surface
coverage of hydrogen during crystalline growth is the fact that the crystalline
volume fraction increases as a function of substrate temperature, with a max-
imum between 350◦C and 400◦C , but goes to zero at temperatures above 500◦C ,
which was attributed to hydrogen desorption [23]. This lack of crystallinity above
500◦C indicates that surface coverage of hydrogen is one of the necessary condi-
tions for crystallite formation.
The etching model has been proposed [91], [92] based on the experimental ob-
servations that the film growth rate is reduced with an increase of the hydrogen
dilution ratio. Atomic H reaching the film-growing surface breaks Si-Si bonds,
preferentially weak bonds involved in the amorphous network structure, leading
to a removal of Si atoms weakly bonded to another Si. This site is replaced with
a new SiH3 film precursor, creating rigid and strong Si-Si bonds and giving rise
to an ordered structure. During the deposition process, both ordered and dis-
ordered regions may be deposited simultaneously, and hydrogen etches away the
disordered regions more effectively, leaving a more ordered structure behind.
Another model is that of chemical annealing [93] based on crystal formation that
has been observed during hydrogen-plasma treatments in a layer-by-layer growth
by an alternating sequence of thin amorphous film growth and hydrogen-plasma
treatment. No reduction of film thickness was observed after these treatments,
which is not in agreement with the etching model. The model states that for
continuous deposition, many impinging hydrogen atoms are permeating in the
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subsurface (growth zone) of the incubation layer. These hydrogen atoms can be
inserted into strained Si-Si bonds through the formation of a SiHn complex [94]
and subsequent structural relaxation of these bonds will result in the growth of
a more ordered phase, giving rise to a crystallization of the amorphous network
through the formation of a flexible network. This model is supported by molecu-
lar dynamics simulations [94].
Similar to the chemical annealing model, but more detailed, is what will be re-
ferred to as the ”stress model” proposed by Fujiwara et al. [95], which will play a
key role in explaining the results in this chapter. In this model, compressive stress
is generated in the subsurface region by Si-H bond formation. Two H atoms are
inserted into a strained bond, forming two adjacent Si-H bonds and causing sig-
nificant compressive stress by their repulsive force. The local increase in strained
Si-Si bonds in turn leads to the creation of more SiHn complexes by H insertion.
Fujiwara et al. found that the SiHn complex formation within the a-Si:H sub-
surface region showed a clear relationship with µc-Si:H nucleation. At high hy-
drogen dilution, the enforced island coalescence (see also [77], [89]), due to an
enhanced surface diffusion of SiH3, might give rise to an internal stress involving
many strained Si-Si bonds in the amorphous incubation layer. In this way, the
number of strained Si-Si bonds in the subsurface region increases as the film
thickness increases and the resulting compressive stress in the a-Si:H layers in-
creases linearly with increasing dilution. Atomic hydrogen attacks the strained
Si-Si bonds, forming specific SiHn complexes on the surface, which gives struc-
tural flexibility and enables structural ordering by successive Si-SiH3 bond form-
ation on this site, i.e. it acts as pre-nucleation site on the film-growing surface.

When the concentration of the SiHn complexes becomes very high (as is con-
firmed by FTIR measurements) and the stress exceeds about 750 MPa, µc-Si:H
nucleation occurs, independent of the substrate temperature. The maximum in
stress was found at slightly higher crystallinity. At both tested substrate temperat-
ures of 130◦C and 230◦C , the compressive stress had a maximum of ∼800 MPa
at a crystalline surface area fraction of about 40% and 200 nm layer thickness,
which corresponds to more than 99% crystalline surface area fraction at 1µm layer
thickness (see equation 6.1 in chapter 6). The lowest crystallite density observed
at 230◦C by Fujiwara [95] corresponds to a higher crystalline surface area fraction
at 1µm (99.3% ) than the lowest crystallite density at 130◦C , which corresponds
to 39.8% crystalline surface area fraction at 1µm. For example, the mixed-phase
layers made at 40◦C , 70◦C and 100◦C that are discussed further on in this chapter,
had a crystalline surface area fraction of about 60% at 1µm, so they were probably
made at a dilution in between the nucleation minimum and the maximum stress
point.
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An important observation supporting the stress model in Fujiwara’s paper is
that under fixed dilution conditions each µc-Si nucleus is formed at a similar layer
thickness above the substrate, which implies that µc-Si nucleation is induced by
a homogeneous structural change in the a-Si:H layer. A good relationship was
found by Fujiwara et al. between the nucleation density and the height of this
incubation point. Their observation of a thinner incubation layer at higher dilution
can also be interpreted as a higher increasing rate of the compressive stress versus
layer thickness.

For lower substrate temperature a higher dilution is required to reach the same
stress level as for higher temperatures. This can be interpreted from the lower
stress-level at rH = 0. Since the compressive stress in a-Si:H increases at higher
deposition temperatures, an excess amount of H is considered to relieve the net-
work stress by reducing the average coordination number. The compressive stress
in a-Si:H is governed by the H incorporation process into the a-Si:H network,
which creates a cascade of strained bonds, but not by the total H content in a-
Si:H.

The stress model doesn’t exclude the diffusion model from playing a role in the
nucleation process since the ’stress-model’ cannot explain the surface smoothing
that is observed by others [89] at the onset of µc-Si:H nucleation. Enhanced
surface diffusion, as a result of high hydrogen dilution, can play an important role
by suppressing the formation of micro-voids due to overhangs, which reduces the
compressive stress considerably. Information on the role of surface diffusion in
the microscopic smoothening of surface roughness and the reduction of overhangs
can be gained by studying the scaling behavior of the surface roughness, which is
discussed in the next paragraph.

Dynamical growth models and roughness development

PECVD growth of amorphous silicon is a stochastic process, where growth pre-
cursors are deposited and incorporated at random positions on top of the growing
surface. This has led to the development of a general scaling approach for describ-
ing growing interfaces [96]; a formalism [97] that is based on the general concepts
of scale-invariance and fractals. In this formalism, the surface width (equivalent
to the RMS roughness) develops as a function of evaluation size L and growth
time (or layer thickness) t according to:

W (L → ∞, t) ∼ tβ,
W (L, t → ∞) ∼ Lα,

(4.1)
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where β is the growth exponent and α is the roughness exponent. These two
scaling relations can be combined into one scaling equation for the interface

W (L, t) ∼ Lαf(t/Lz),
with

f(x) =

{
1, for x ≫ 1
xβ, for x ≪ 1,

(4.2)

where z is called the dynamic scaling exponent and is equal to α/β. After a char-
acteristic time τ , the length over which the fluctuations are correlated becomes
comparable to L. For t > τ the correlations stop growing and the surface reaches
a steady state on scale L characterized by a constant value of its width. From this
point on, the surface is a scale-invariant self affine fractal, which means that it has
two preferred directions on which it is scale-invariant: parallel and perpendicular
to the substrate. Following a similar argumentation, the value of W as a function
of L at time t increases as a function of L but saturates at a value that is called
the correlation length scale Lc, which can be clearly distinguished as a breaking
point when plotting W versus L on a log-log plot [79]. The correlation length is
commonly used as an estimate for the surface diffusion length of growth precurs-
ors. Using Lc as an estimate of the diffusion length, the activation energy of the
mechanism that is ruling the smoothening of the surface can be deduced from an
Arrhenius plot of the diffusion length vs. 1000/T and compared to values from
e.g. Monte Carlo simulations of different surface transport and relaxation mech-
anisms. Several authors have determined β and α by evaluating the roughness
evolution of a-Si:H films by AFM or STM [79],[98],[99]. For low substrate tem-
peratures (. 150◦C ), β approaches a value of 0.5, while for higher temperatures,
up to ∼450◦C , β gradually approaches 0. Experimental values of α are usually
less reliable [100]. After α and β are determined from the roughness develop-
ment of a sample, they can be compared to existing deposition models for which
the values of α and β are known. In most existing deposition models, the growth
is assumed to take place on a lattice and no surface overhangs or bulk vacancies
are allowed, which is called the solid-on-solid (SOS) restriction [25] and implies
that deposited atoms are only allowed to reside at sites on the lattice where there
is an atom or filled site directly underneath. The three most commonly used SOS-
models are described below. In the random deposition model (RD), the particles
rain down from randomly chosen locations above the substrate following vertical
trajectories until they either hit the top of the column in which they were dropped
or the surface of the substrate. Since there is no correlation between the columns
in this model, the height follows a Poisson distribution and W =

√
t, i.e. β = 1/2.

in case of random deposition with surface diffusion (RDD), deposited atoms relax
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Figure 4.2: Schematic overview of the terms used in the text. The light grey
blocks represent the positions where a precursor would be incorporated in case of
2D random deposition (marked ’RD’), random deposition with diffusion (’RDD’)
or random deposition with relaxation (’RDR’). In dark grey examples are given of
the additional options that may occur if the SOS-restriction is relieved, i.e. bulk
vacancies (A) and overhangs (B) can be created in this case.

instantaneously to the nearest step like surface site, which maximizes the number
of bonds with surface atoms. This growth model is commonly described by the
Langevin equation:

∂h

∂t
= ν∇2h+ η(r, t), (4.3)

where h(x, t) is the height of the surface at x at time t, ν is the diffusion coef-
ficient and η(r, t) is a zero mean, random noise term in the flux. In the random
deposition with relaxation (RDR) model [96], the atoms diffuse until finding a
local height minimum. RDD can be considered the incomplete relaxation version
of RDR, and RD the extremely limited version of RDD. The transition from one
regime to the other takes place as a function of substrate temperature [25], [101].
To the right hand side of equation 4.3 several terms have been added by different
authors (see [100] and references therein), also covering surface tension, conser-
vation of mass diffusion and sideways growth creating overhangs and vacancies
(ballistic growth), which leads to a more general version of the Langevin equation.
The typical values of α and β corresponding to a certain deposition model, can
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be found by solving equation 4.3 using Fourier transformations. As an alternat-
ive to solving the continuous differential equations, Monte-Carlo simulations are
commonly used to determine α and β for different growth models with predefined
rules that determine the lateral motion and relaxation of the precursors on the sur-
face. In this case, α and β are determined from the surface height distribution of
the resulting surfaces as a function of height and lateral scale.

4.3 Sample Preparation and Analysis Methods

In chapter 3, the effect of substrate temperature was studied through three series
of hydrogenated silicon samples, deposited at 40◦C , 70◦C and 100◦C . To study
amorphous, microcrystalline and a mixture of both phases, so called ‘mixed
phase’ material, the silane gas in the PECVD reactor was diluted by varying
amounts of hydrogen, where a high dilution value led to the growth of crystal-
line agglomerates in an amorphous surroundings and, at even higher dilutions,
to microcrystalline layer growth. Also other parameters, like pressure or plasma
power can be varied to make the transition, but these were kept constant in our
case. The effect of (small) changes in dilution and/or temperature on the structure
of the material at very low substrate temperatures was examined by combining X-
TEM images of some crucial samples with AFM (and/or detailed SEM) images
of the top surface of the samples from the whole dilution series.

For the X-TEM analysis of the phase transition at a substrate temperature of
40◦C , the thick samples of the 40◦C dilution series of chapter 3 were used. The
samples from the dilution series made at 70◦C and 100◦C , described in Chapter
3, were not thick enough to compare their crystallinity to that of the 40◦C mixed-
phase layer. Therefore, new ∼1000 nm thick 70◦C and 100◦C transition layers
were made by variation of the hydrogen dilution until a Raman crystallinity ra-
tio of about 40% (mixed phase) was achieved. Since for mixed-phase layers the
measured Raman crystallinity depends heavily on the measurement location on
the sample (see figure 4.5b), the crystallinity of the best selected samples was
checked by counting crystalline agglomerates in SEM images of the three layers
(figure 4.6), using the method described in chapter 6. The density of crystalline
agglomerates was 2-3×108 cm−2 for all three layers. Subsequently, the structural
development of the amorphous parts of the mixed-phase samples deposited at the
3 substrate temperatures, was compared by cross-sectional TEM. The crystalline
phase is often visible with sharp contrast in dark field images, while inhomogen-
eities in amorphous material can only be detected in bright field.

Additionally, AFM scans were made of the three mixed phase layers described
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above as well as of a series of amorphous layers deposited at 40◦C at hydrogen
dilution ratios rH = [H2]/[SiH4] ranging from 5 to 30. The data for construction
of topography maps of the surface, to monitor the development of surface feature
sizes as a function of hydrogen dilution, was gathered using a Veeco ambient
AFM in tapping mode [102] and analyzed using the WSxM software [103]. Also
SEM images of the mixed-phase samples were taken using a FEI NanoSEM 200.

4.4 The Amorphous Part of Mixed-Phase Layers

Figure 4.3: AFM images of the 10×10 µm2 and 1.5×1.5 µ2 areas of the Si:H
sample made at rH = 40 and Ts = 40◦C .

In a 10×10 µm2 area AFM scan (Figure 4.3a) of the rH = 40 layer, the mixed
phase sample, large structures of about 200 nm height were observed sticking out
of a relatively flat surface. In a higher magnification (1.5×1.5 m2) scan (Figure
4.3b) one can notice that both the ’flat’ surface and the protruding features display
an internal granular order. X-TEM images of this layer (Figure 4.4), the similarity
of its surface features to layers made at higher temperatures [104] and results
of conductive AFM (chapter 6) are all in agreement with the assumption that
the large features are large crystalline agglomerates sticking out from a relatively
flat surface formed by amorphous columns. By calculating the Power Spectral
Density Function [105] (on a 1×1 m2 scan of only the amorphous part of the
surface) we find a width of 51 ± 3 nm for the amorphous columns. Performing
the same procedure on the crystalline parts, a width of 570 ± 75 nm was found
for the crystalline protrusions.

In Figure 4.4 X-TEM images of thin film hydrogenated silicon deposited at
low, medium and high hydrogen dilution are shown. At rH = 10 the material
looks rather homogeneous. At high dilution, rH = 60, microcrystalline columns
are observed. At rH = 40, the amorphous part does not appear to be homogeneous,
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a

b c

Figure 4.4: Examples op the three types of layer-structure that are found as a
function of hydrogen dilution. a) rH = 40. b) rH = 10. c) rH = 60.

as is commonly observed for higher substrate temperatures and lower dilutions,
but is split up in columns with nearly hemispherical caps. The columnar growth
does not start directly at the substrate, but sets in at about 120 nm layer thickness.
Up to that level the layer appears homogeneous. The columns have a width of 54
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± 8 nm, in agreement with the features in the AFM scans.
The crystalline agglomerates, embedded in the amorphous surroundings, are

cone-shaped conglomerates of smaller crystals with different orientations. These
sub-crystallites are pointing in different directions and are separated by elongated
voids in a tree-like structure. At the surface the large crystalline features exhibit a
granular ’cauliflower’ structure. Three cone-shaped crystalline agglomerates are
visible in figure 4.4a, with opening angles and cap diameters of about 33-35 ◦, and
430-550 nm, respectively. The cuts for the XTEM samples were most likely not
exactly through the center of the cones, however, from the AFM measurement we
may conclude that the most left crystalline structure in Figure 4.4a (⊘ ∼550 nm)
is approximately cut in half. In chapter 5 the internal structure of these crystalline
structures and their cone shape will be addressed in more detail.

A similar mixture of amorphous columns and conical shapes, though with dif-
ferent sizes, was reported earlier by Knights and Lujan [106], but not fully under-
stood. Columnar amorphous material has not been seen in X-TEM at higher tem-
peratures for comparable deposition conditions [62], [107]. Therefore, to test the
temperature dependence of the columnar growth of the amorphous part of a mixed
phase layer, new thick intrinsic layers were grown at dilution conditions close to
the amorphous to microcrystalline transition at 70◦C and 100◦C . The crystallinity
was optimized by tuning the hydrogen dilution and checked by means of Raman
spectroscopy (figure 4.5a) to be nearly equal to that of the rH = 40 layer made at
40◦C .

The morphology of the mixed phase layer that was deposited at 70◦C , is very
similar to that of the 40◦C layer. Conical crystalline agglomerates are embedded
in an amorphous background (not shown). In Fig. 4.7c the amorphous part of
this layer is shown, compared to a similar part of the 40◦C layer (Fig. 4.7b). The
two layers have a slightly different thickness but display the same phenomenon:
columns with rounded caps of about 50 nm width, that start at about 120 nm
height. The boundaries of the columns for the 70◦C sample can be separated less
easily than that for the sample deposited at 40◦C , which could be related to a
difference in transmission thickness of the two XTEM samples due to which the
column boundaries can overlap with (part of) a column in front or behind that
boundary. The width of the domes is, however, relatively easy to distinguish.
There are also some differences between the layers made at 40◦C and at 70◦C ;
the caps on the columns at 70◦C are flatter and the spaces between the columns
are narrower than those found at 40◦C .

In the mixed phase layer that was deposited at 100◦C (figure 4.7d), only
vestiges of the columnar structure are left and some very flat caps are still vis-
ible at the surface of the layer. In a higher magnification image of the first few
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b

Figure 4.5: a) Raman spectra of the 3 mixed-phase layers made at 40◦C ,
70◦C and 100◦C . b) Raman spectra measured at different locations on the
100◦C sample. The variation in crystallinity over the different substrate temperat-
ures is clearly within the variation that can be expected within measurements on
one sample.

100 nm of this layer (figure 4.8) some vertical voids or cracks can be found in the
amorphous part which are not detected below ∼130 nm, but full columns are not
distinguishable. However, also here the width of the caps, visible only as small
mounds on the surface, seems to be close to 50 nm.

Since it is very hard to estimate the widths of the columns in the TEM
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Ts = 40ºC   

Ts = 70ºC

Ts = 100ºC

Figure 4.6: SEM images of the three mixed-phase layers made at 40, 70 and
100◦C . The white dots are micro-crystallites (close-up similar to AFM image in
figure 4.3). The density of crystalline agglomerates is comparable for all three
temperatures.

images, as they are not all perfectly cut in half and exhibit a certain overlap,
AFM scans were made of the three mixed-phase layers. The regularity of surface
features of about 50 nm diameter is confirmed by these scans (figure 4.9). A
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Figure 4.7: Amorphous (part of mixed-phase) material grown at different rH and
Tsub. a) rH = 10, Tsub = 40◦C . b) rH = 40, Tsub = 40◦C . c) Tsub = 70◦C , rH =
28. d) Tsub =100◦C , rH = 22.5. Columnar growth is clearly absent at a hydrogen
dilution far below the amorphous to microcrystalline phase transition (a). The size
of the features (column width and uniform starting height) in the amorphous part
is comparable for the three different Tsub but the features become less pronounced
as Tsub increases.

Voronoi tesselation is formed at the surface by the competing columns at all
three temperatures (see also [108]), with straight boundaries in between adjacent
columns, appearing as a connected network of boundary lines. Moreover, like in
the TEM images, the contrast between the domes on the amorphous part of the
surface becomes less at higher substrate temperature due to a flattening of the tops.

Since the columns gradually disappear as the substrate temperature is in-
creased, it is clearly demonstrated that the columnar structure in the amorphous
part is related to the low substrate temperature. However, not only a very low sub-
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130 nm

Figure 4.8: Close up of the first few 100 nm’s close to the substrate for the
100◦C layer. Some vertical voids or cracks can be distinguished. No such cracks
were observed for the fully amorphous layer in figure 4.7a

strate temperature, but also a high hydrogen dilution is important for the formation
of amorphous columns. This is shown in figure 4.7a, where a cross-sectional TEM
image is given of an amorphous layer that was deposited at 40◦C , but at a much
lower hydrogen dilution than what is required for amorphous to microcrystalline
transition. This sample does not display any signature of columnar growth.

In Figure 4.10 the 1×1 µm2 area AFM scan of the amorphous ’flat’ part of
the surface of the rH = 40 layer is compared to similar scans of amorphous layers
made at lower hydrogen dilution values. The regular structure of the surface fea-
tures gradually appears and protrudes from the surface, as the hydrogen dilution
is increased from rH = 5 to rH = 40. At rH = 5, the AFM scan looks blurry,
corresponding to a smooth surface with low contrast, while at rH = 40 the surface
features are sharp. In a detailed height analysis of the AFM scans (figure 4.11)
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Figure 4.9: 1×1 µm2 AFM images of the three mixed phase samples from fig
4.7. The sizes of the features in the amorphous part are comparable for the three
different substrate temperatures.

clearly two groups can be distinguished: up to rH = 30 the height distribution is
very narrow, indicating a relatively smooth surface, above rH = 40 it is broad, in-
dicating a rough surface. The amorphous part of the mixed-phase layer resembles
more the crystalline surfaces at higher rH than the amorphous surfaces at lower
rH .

For low values of rH a broad distribution of small (∼10 nm) up to large (∼200
nm) surface feature sizes is found, while for large rH the distribution narrows and
the average feature size shifts to a few tens of nanometers. The RMS roughness
of the surfaces, figure 4.11, increases with hydrogen dilution.

4.5 Discussion

The very low substrate temperature range, in which the samples in this study were
made, is a regime where the diffusion length due to substrate heating is smaller
than a few times the atomic radius [84]. In this temperature range, smoothing due
to thermally induced surface diffusion is ineffective.

Podraza et al. [77] used a simple continuum model [84] to describe the surface
roughness evolution of a-Si:H layers as the result of two competing mechanisms:
a finite size atomic effect which causes preferential growth on the hills and less in
the valleys [85], resulting in roughening, and a capillarity driven surface diffusion
which causes smoothing [86]. As a result, in their model semi-spherically capped
clusters from the initial nucleation phase expand until they contact and start to
smoothen out by surface diffusion of the precursors [78]. Surface structures that
are larger than about the surface diffusion length cannot be smoothed out, and
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Figure 4.10: 1×1 µm2 AFM images (amplitude) of a dilution series at 40◦C . In
the upper left corner the dilution ratio is given. For rH = 40, the upper limit of
the gray scale is 50 nm. For this mixed-phase layer, only a scan of the amorphous
part is given.
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Figure 4.11: Top: Height distributions of the scans from figure 4.10 and of two
micro-crystalline layers made at higher dilution (zero height = zero height of
scan). Bottom: RMS roughness values corresponding to AFM scans of figure
4.10. As a reference (open circle) also the roughness of a layer deposited at higher
dilution is given, which is known to display (micro-crystalline) columnar growth.

when no clusters with sizes below the diffusion length are left, roughening fol-
lows.

After a fit of the model to their experimental spectroscopic ellipsometry data,
Podraza et al. found a strong hydrogen dilution dependence of the diffusion
length, which described the surface roughness evolution of their test layer during
bulk growth very well. According to their model, at the lowest dilution values,
where the diffusion length is minimal, relatively small features will survive along
with all bigger features that cannot be smoothed out, leading to a wide distri-
bution of feature sizes. Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the
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hydrogen dilution induced increase of surface diffusion length, suggesting e.g. a
lowering of the diffusion barrier [79] or an energy increase by local heating due to
an exothermic H abstraction reaction [90], possibly combined with H-termination
(coverage) of the surface [27] (see section 4.2).

Podraza’s roughening theory seems to apply reasonably well to what was ob-
served in figure 4.10. At the growing surface of the rH = 10 layer both large and
small surface feature sizes are preserved up to the top surface. As the diffusion
length gets longer, for higher dilution values, both the smallest and slightly lar-
ger feature sizes can be smoothed out, leading to an increase in average feature
size with a narrower distribution. If we assume that the beginning of the colum-
nar phase (figs. 4.4, 4.7 and 4.9) coincides with the beginning of the roughening
phase, then the 120 nm thickness at which the columnar growth starts, is probably
just the amorphous-amorphous roughness transition thickness that corresponds to
this maximum surface feature size, i.e. about 120 nm of layer growth is required
to smoothen out most surface features below 50 nm.

Although qualitatively the theory proposed by Podraza et al. seems to describe
our observations reasonably well, the numerical values of the critical length scale,
also identified as the diffusion length, are about an order of magnitude smaller
than our surface feature sizes. The greatest confidence, however, should be placed
in the trends that are generated by the model, rather than in the numerical values.
Also Podraza states that the critical length scales should lie in between the values
from the simple continuum model and the ones that are found in AFM studies like
that of Bray and Parsons [79], which are larger. Bray and Parsons have compared
the RMS roughness evolution vs. the evaluation length scale at different depos-
ition times for AFM scans of a-Si:H layers deposited at substrate temperatures ≤
100◦C , and have found critical length values in the order of some tens of nm’s.
Their results are consistent with a linear continuum model with surface transport
dominated by surface diffusion, and an activation barrier of about 0.2 eV. This
value has also been found by others, which is an argument in favor of the longer
critical diffusion length, and the surface features of our rH = 40 layer are sim-
ilar to those found in the scans of Bray and Parsons for thick layers deposited at
25◦C and 100◦C . If ∼50 nm is a realistic, achievable diffusion length value, the
gradual transition towards columnar growth in figure 4.10 is consistent with sur-
face diffusion dominated behavior causing a roughening according to Podraza’s
model.

Although the feature sizes and the starting thickness of the columnar phase are
comparable for the three different temperatures, it is not yet explained why the
inter-columnar regions are formed and why the columnar structure of the amorph-
ous part of a mixed phase hydrogenated silicon layer deposited at 40◦C , gradually
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disappears as the substrate temperature is increased (figs. 4.7 and 4.9) while keep-
ing the crystallinity constant. At 70◦C the spaces in between the columns are just
less pronounced than at 40◦C . At 100◦C only caps with comparable diameter
are visible at the surface. Apparently, the average surface feature size evolves
up to a maximum of about 50 nm. The fact that the maximum cluster size re-
mains the same for higher substrate temperatures, and therefore lower hydrogen
dilutions, but that the inter-columnar regions gradually disappear, is an indication
of (slightly) different effects of hydrogen dilution and substrate temperature, re-
spectively, on the diffusion. The average surface feature size seems to depend
not just on the dilution value, but mostly on the distance to the phase transition:
mixed phase layers with comparable crystallinity but different rH (the higher the
substrate temperature the lower the rH ), show the same feature sizes.

A similar dependence on the distance to the phase transition was observed by
Fujiwara et al. [95] for the compressive stress in an amorphous silicon layer as
a function of hydrogen dilution. At dilution values just below the phase trans-
ition, the compressive stress, caused by hydrogen insertion into strained Si-Si
subsurface bonds, reaches ∼750 MPa, which is independent of the substrate tem-
perature. Indications of high stress were also found close to the phase transition
in the layers in this work. For example, in optical microscope images just over
the transition border blisters are detected in areas where due to lateral variation
over the substrate the density of crystalline agglomerates is locally reduced. At
these locations, the compressive stress could be locally too high for the samples
to remain sticking to the surface. Also, the 40◦C layer made at rH = 30, which is
the highest hydrogen dilution ratio that was tried and does not cause nucleation of
crystallites, peeled off easily from the glass.

Using molecular-dynamics simulations, Valipa et al. [81] have proposed that
surface diffusion is governed by hopping of the SiH3 radical between nearest
neighbor over-coordinated Si atoms and that Si-incorporation in surface valleys
is mediated by H-transfer. Both mechanisms can be negatively influenced by an
increase in the interatomic distance due to the insertion of H into the subsurface
region. A larger distance between the neighboring Si atoms will have a negative
impact on the hopping mechanism. Also, the activation barrier of the H-transfer
mechanism, responsible for the preferential incorporation of precursors in the val-
leys, may well increase for a larger distance between the SiH3 radical and the
surface Si atom to which the H is transferred. The first effect, a less effective hop-
ping mechanism, would lead to a maximum counter-balancing of the hydrogen
induced increase in diffusion length [27] at the maximum stress point, i.e. at dilu-
tion values close to the amorphous to microcrystalline transition. This can explain
the maximum feature size near the maximum stress point. The second effect, an
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increase of the activation barrier for incorporation into valleys, can explain both
the existence of the inter-columnar spaces and their gradual fading at increasing
Tsub.

4.6 Conclusions

Columns were found in the amorphous part of mixed-phase layers made at sub-
strate temperatures ≤100◦C . They disappear gradually when the substrate tem-
perature is increased to 100◦C and at lower hydrogen dilution values, which leads
to the suspicion that their formation is related to a maximum in stress within the
amorphous material, in agreement with the ’stress-model’ by Fujiwara et al.

Below a substrate temperature of 100◦C , the thermally induced surface diffu-
sion is very low, which can be compensated by hydrogen dilution of the source
gas. Podraza et al. used a simple continuum model for the roughness evolution
of the a-Si:H surface and a hydrogen dilution dependence of the diffusion length
fitted well to their data. Qualitatively, Podraza’s model can explain both the dilu-
tion dependent transition towards surface feature sizes of about 50 nm, observed
at 40◦C , and the presence of a homogeneously amorphous part up to the onset of
columnar growth at ∼120 nm (X-TEM). Quantitatively, the critical length scale
experimentally found by Bray and Parsons seems more in agreement with our
observations than the values obtained by Podraza’s models.

The presence of columns and the dependence of the surface feature size on the
proximity of the a-Si/µc-Si phase transition is similar to the trend of compressive
stress increase towards the transition found by Fujiwara et al., and might be re-
lated to the same mechanism through its possible impact on the hopping of SiH3

precursors and H-transfer mediated Si incorporation in surface valleys.



Chapter 5

The Shape of Microcrystallites in
Mixed-Phase Silicon Layers

The conical shape and internal structure of microcrystallites, observed by cross-
sectional TEM in mixed-phase thin film silicon layers made by VHF-PECVD, is
discussed. Characteristic measures of these cone-shaped microcrystallites, such
as the apex angle and the ratio between the radius of curvature of the cap and
the cone height, are approximately the same for most of the microcrystallites ob-
served both in our dedicated experiments and reported in literature. The internal
and external features of a microcrystallite resemble into detail those of a ballistic
aggregate on a seed.

5.1 Introduction

As was already addressed in chapter 4, agglomerates of small crystallites with
varying orientations, called “microcrystallites” in the following, are found in mi-
crocrystalline or mixed-phase hydrogenated silicon layers made by PECVD. On
the formation of these large microcrystallites, different models have been pro-
posed by a few authors [104], [109], [110], but many details of the proposed mod-
els and observations in these studies seem to contradict each other. In most other
studies on microcrystalline growth, the density of microcrystallites per substrate
area was too high, due to which the cones were embedded in large microcrys-
talline clusters and information on the typical shape of a single microcrystallite
was lost, which complicates the verification of the different existing microcrystal-
line growth models on the formation of cone shaped microcrystalline structures so
far. More detailed knowledge of the typical cone shape and internal structure of
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isolated microcrystallites is important for understanding the mechanism of their
formation and therewith for the development of high quality microcrystalline sil-
icon layers for solar cell applications. In the mixed-phase low temperature layers
from chapter 4, such well-separated microcrystalline cones were observed by X-
TEM, AFM and SEM, the combination of which enables a detailed analysis of
their shape and internal features. This chapter focuses on the detailed determina-
tion of the internal and external structure of the microcrystallites that were found
in the mixed-phase layers from the previous chapter. For this purpose, information
from both bright and dark field X-TEM images of the isolated microcrystallites
and SEM and AFM information on the sizes of the caps, that stick out from the
surface of the layers, was combined.

5.2 Observations of Microcrystallites

40ºC 100ºC70ºC

Figure 5.1: Dark field X-TEM images of representative cone cross-sections of
silicon films made at 40◦C , 70◦C and 100◦C and at hydrogen dilution ratios rH =
40, rH = 28 and rH = 22.5, respectively.

In figure 5.1 three dark field X-TEM cross-sections of microcrystallites in mixed
phase layers deposited at 40◦C , 70◦C and 100◦C are shown. In dark field X-TEM
images, the contrast within the microcrystalline part is much higher than in bright
field images. The reason for this is that a dark field image consists only of light
that is scattered in the direction of the detector, which makes amorphous mater-
ial appear homogeneously gray and crystalline parts either bright, dark or gray,
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Figure 5.2: Scheme used to measure the geometric properties of a cone-shaped
microcrystallite, drawn on a dark field X-TEM image of the sample deposited
at 100◦C . Similar drawings were made on X-TEM images from the isolated
microcrystallites in the 40◦C and 70◦C samples.

depending on the angle between the detector and the crystal lattice vector of a
(sub-)crystallite. The three microcrystallites in figure 5.1 all have the same shape:
a cone standing on its tip with an approximately hemispherical cap that sticks out
from the surface. The nucleation point of the cone, it’s tip, lies within some tens
of nm above the substrate and little variation of the apex angle is observed as a
result of the increase in substrate temperature over the three samples. All three mi-
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crocrystallites have an internal structure consisting of smaller, differently oriented
sub-crystallites, that are visible as bright and dark regions. These elongated sub-
crystallites generally point outwards from the cone axis and with increasing de-
position temperature, they become longer and broader. For the sample deposited
at 100◦C the cone cap is smoother and more spherical than for the one deposited
at 40◦C .

In figure 5.2, circles and lines are drawn on a dark field X-TEM image of
the 100◦C cone. This scheme will be used to quantify the cone properties. Two
circles 1 and 2 are drawn. The center of circle 1, the circle of which just a small
part is visible, coincides with the tip of the cone. Circle 2 has been scaled to fit
the curvature of the cone cap. The radius of curvature of circle 2, distance DG, is
less than half of the cone height. If the cone would be a segment of a sphere, as
was proposed in the growth model from Teplin et al. [109], the two circles would
coincide, which is, at least for these cones, clearly not the case.

Since the brightness of a crystallite depends on the angle between the sample
and the detector, not all sub-crystallites can be distinguished in just one dark field

Figure 5.3: Superimposed images of 12 thresholded dark field X-TEM images
per picture, taken with the detector under varying angles in steps of 30 ◦. From
left to right: isolated microcrystallites from the samples made at 40◦C , 70◦C and
100◦C . In the image of the 70◦C sample, also some parts of a microcrystallite in
another piece of the sample that was glued upside down on top of the piece with
the microcrystallite is visible. This is an unintended artefact of the preparation
method of the X-TEM samples (see chapter 2).
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image. In particular at the edges, the gray crystallites (no constructive or destruct-
ive interference in the direction of the detector) are hard to distinguish from the
background, which could affect the measurement of the cone angle. To be able
to detect most of the internal crystallites and get a more accurate picture of the
outline and inner structure of the cones, dark field images, made under different
rotation angles in steps of 30 ◦, so in total 12 images per microcrystallite, were
combined. By superimposing only the bright areas of these 12 images, using a
different color for each detector orientation, the composed images of figure 5.3
were obtained.
There is an obvious difference in the density and size of the sub-crystallites
between the 40◦C sample and the 70◦C sample. At 40◦C the crystals are small but
the structure is densely packed, while at 100◦C broad and long crystals have been
formed, but with “empty” spaces of similar length, filled with amorphous silicon,
in between. The microcrystallite in the 70◦C sample is less dense than that in the
40◦C sample, but the sub-crystallites are smaller than those observed in the micro-
crystallite in the 100◦C sample. For all three temperatures, the internal structure
appears to consist of sub-crystallites that are not interconnected, which is most
likely the result of the cross-sectional cut of a 3-dimensional cone, due to which
only cross-sections of the different branches are visible as “floating” crystallites
[111]. Moreover, not all possible orientations are included by selecting the bright
areas of 12 sample orientations, which makes the composed images look more
open than the real structure. In the foot of the cone in the 40◦C layer hardly any
sub-crystallite is detected, while for the 70◦C and 100◦C samples already some
strands of crystalline material are clearly discernable in the bottom. Towards
the top, the sub-crystallites become more stretched and larger crystallites, among
which many with approximately the same orientation, are observed.

In table 5.1 some characteristic measures of the composite microcrystallites in
figure 5.3, using the measurement scheme of figure 5.2 are given. The cone height
is different for the three temperatures, due to the difference in layer thickness.
The ratio between the cap height and the cone height lies between 0.13 and 0.16
for all three layers. The cone-angle and the deviation from a spherical segment
(AF/cone height) are the same within the measurement error, i.e. 39.5 ± 1.0 ◦and
0.09± 0.01, respectively. The ratio between the cap radius of curvature (DG) and
the cone height (BD) is 0.40 ± 0.02, which is far from concentrical.

In figure 5.4, the same cone angle was overlaid on an X-TEM image made at
much higher hydrogen dilution (rH = 60). In this image many microcrystallites
are present and they have coalesced, but the feet of the cones are still recognizable
in the first few 100 nm close to the substrate. Also at this much higher dilution, a
39.5 ◦cone angle fits perfectly to the feet of the cones.
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40◦C 70◦C 100◦C BAg
Cap diameter(AC) [nm] 596 626 710 xxx
Cap height(DE)[nm] 162 144 156 xxx
Cap radius of curv. (DG) [nm] 395 453 492 xxx
Cone angle (ABC)[ ◦] 40.8 39.1 39.3 37.7,39.0*
Cone height (BD)[nm] 1014 1104 1200 xxx
Cap height/cone height 0.16 0.13 0.13 0.13
DG/cone height 0.39 0.41 0.41 0.33-0.38,0.43*
AF/cone height 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.09-0.16,0.07*
Cap diameter AFM [nm] 570 656 731 xxx

Table 5.1: Measurements performed following the measurement scheme given in
figure 5.2. The letters in brackets are the end points of the measured lines or angle
given in figure 5.2. The BAg column refers to the ballistic aggregate simulated by
Ramanlal and Sander [112] (discussed later in section 5.3). *Before the comma
values that could be measured on the aggregate in figure 5.7, after the comma
values from the theoretical profile calculated by Ramanlal en Sander.

At least within these few examined low substrate temperature mixed-phase
samples, the cone angle is apparently independent of dilution or temperature. If
this is a more general characteristic of microcrystallites, then for all other samples
for which separate cones were detected in AFM and SEM images within this
study, the radius of the observed cone-cap should be equal to tan( 0.5×39.5 ◦) ×
the height of the cone without cap, which is approximately equal to the thickness
of the layer. In figure 5.5 averaged values of the radius of the cap measured by
SEM and/or AFM are given as a function of layer thickness for different samples,
to test whether an apex angle of 39.5 ◦also fits to this wider range of samples at
hydrogen dilution values close to the transition and deposition temperatures of
40◦C , 70◦C and 100◦C . The thickness of the layers was measured by fitting RT-
data, by using a Dektak profiler or determined from TEM images. From the slope
of a linear fit through the points in figure 5.5, the apex angle of the measured
cones can be determined by apex angle = 2 × arctan(slope). The value for the
apex angle obtained this way is 37.0 ± 0.8 ◦, which is slightly lower than the
39.5 ◦± 1.0, obtained from the TEM measurements, but it is within the expected
range for this very rough approximation method. Moreover, as can be observed
in figure 5.2, the crossing points of the spherical cap (points A and C) and the
sides of the cone usually lie slightly below the layer surface, which could lead to
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Figure 5.4: X-TEM image of a layer deposited at 40◦C and rH= 60. A Cone-
angle of 39.5 ◦fits perfectly to the feet of the separate microcrystallites at rH = 60.
For this sample the full surface are is crystalline.

an underestimation of the real cap radius if just the radius of the part of the cap
sticking out from the surface is measured. Also the nucleation height could be
(slightly) more than zero. Both factors would lead to an underestimation of the
cone angle.

At 70◦C and 100◦C , at a hydrogen dilution value at the onset of the amorph-
ous to microcrystalline transition, small microcrystallites with various sizes and
odd shapes were observed at the surface by SEM (figure 5.6), corresponding to
the open symbols in figure 5.5 The Raman crystalline ratio of these layers is only
∼10%, therefore these observed crystalline features, that cover a large part of the
surface, cannot stretch far downwards into the bulk of the layer towards the sub-
strate. It cannot be excluded that this strange behavior at the onset of crystallinity
is related to the low substrate temperature, but if we compare it to the results
of Fujiwara et al.[95], who investigated mixed-phase layers deposited at substrate
temperatures at least down to 130◦C , these 1000 nm thick layers would fall within
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Figure 5.5: Cap radius versus layer thickness for several samples made at dif-
ferent dilution ratio’s close to the transition. The cap radius was determined by
measuring several cap diameters in SEM or AFM images. The layer thickness
was measured by fitting reflection-transmission measurements, using a Dektak
profilometer (for thick samples where the incoming light is scattered by the cone
caps) or by measuring the thickness in a cross-sectional SEM image. The closed
symbols represent the samples for which no significant cap diameter variation was
observed. For the open symbols a large cap radius variation was observed. Here,
the largest value is given. The solid line is a linear fit through the closed sym-
bols and the origin. The dashed line indicates the theoretical slope for a ballistic
aggregate with a 39 ◦opening angle and nucleation directly on the substrate (see
section 5.3).

the high-stress regime where Fujiwara did not yet observe any crystalline growth
for 200 nm thick layers. Possibly, the nucleation of microcrystallites at different
heights is related to this high stress level. Collins et al. [89] have also observed
nucleation of microcrystallites at higher layer thickness by in situ ellipsometry on
very low crystallinity layers at the onset of the microcrystalline regime. Whether
the opening angles of these microcrystallites is also larger is not known.
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Figure 5.6: SEM image of a 70◦C layer that was deposited at a dilution at the
onset of crystallinity. From the relatively small diameter of the microcrystallites
at ∼1 µm layer thickness and a Raman crystalline ratio of 10% despite the high
microcrystallite density, nucleation at large height is suspected. Also, a variation
in surface diameter is evident.

Besides the dedicated samples that were made for this low substrate temperat-
ure study, there are also X-TEM images of silicon microcrystallites in higher sub-
strate temperature samples published in the literature. Since we did not observe
any effect of temperature or dilution on the cone-dimensions within the studied
temperature and dilution range, except for small microcrystallites in thick layers
at the onset of crystallinity (see figure 5.6), the apex angle and, where possible,
also the radius of curvature of the cone cap of microcrystallites in several X-TEM
images available in the literature were determined. In all examined cases [27],
[62], [113], [68], [107], [114], [115], a cone angle of 39.5 ◦fitted well to the feet
of the cones and the ratio between the radius of curvature of the cone cap and the
cone height was about 0.40, except for an image made by Jiang et al [116]. For the
microcrystallites in Jiang’s image the opening angle was 52-60 ◦and the cap ra-
dius/cone height ratio was 0.64. Jiang’s samples were deposited on stainless steel
and various structural compositions were obtained in a single deposition due to
inhomogeneous deposition across the substrate: amorphous in the center, mixed-
phase along the edges and nanocrystalline in the corners. In the mixed-phase
region, different sizes of microcrystallites were observed, starting from different
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heights of the sample (X-TEM) and therefore having various cap diameters at the
surface in AFM images. The cones observed by Jiang also don’t have the shape
of a section of a sphere, just like the microcrystallites in figure 5.1; the center of
the circle through the cone cap lies at about 1/3 of the cone height from the tip
of both the small and the large cones in the X-TEM image. These samples could
resemble those of the SEM image in figure 5.6, made at a hydrogen dilution value
at the onset of the amorphous to micro-crystalline transition, for which small mi-
crocrystallites with various sizes and odd shapes were observed at the surface by
SEM. Since the samples of Jiang were amorphous in the center, it is very likely
that they were also made at dilution conditions at the onset of the amorphous to
microcrystalline transition, so in the range where also for the low temperature
dilution series deviations were observed.

5.3 Discussion

In figure 5.7 a computer simulation result of a 2D off-lattice simulation of ballistic
growth on a seed (by Ramanlal and Sander [112]) is shown. In the process of
ballistic aggregation, particles moving in straight lines are added to a growing
structure as soon as they are in contact with the growing aggregate or seed.

In an on-lattice simulation of layer growth, as opposed to an off-lattice simu-
lation like in figure 5.7, both incoming and particles can only reside on a cubic
lattice of equally spaced lateral and vertical positions to simplify and increase the
speed of the simulation. In this type of simulation, a particle that is released from
a discrete lateral position can only land exactly on top of the highest particle in the
column in which it is released or at a higher height-position in the same column
that is diagonally in contact with the highest filled position in one of the neigh-
boring columns (see block B in figure 4.2) . If it sticks at a higher position, an
overhang is created.

If the simulation is off-lattice, as in figure 5.7, the incoming particles still fol-
low straight and vertical trajectories, but are not restricted to a grid of equally
spaced vertical positions. They can stick to a point on the aggregate at every pos-
sible lateral position and angle. For this reason, an off-lattice simulation naturally
results in a more compact structure than an on-lattice simulation (used by most
authors [111], [117], [118]). In case of growth on a seed, due to the formation
of overhangs, a fan shape is formed with a half opening angle of 19.5 ◦for off-
lattice growth and 32 ◦for on-lattice growth. The resulting shape does not depend
qualitatively on the size and shape of the initial seed [119].

There is a striking resemblance between the simulation result of a ballistic ag-
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gregate and the cross-sections of crystalline cones in figure 5.3. The observed
apex angle, the internal streaks of open space (figure 5.7b) pointing outward from
the cone axis, and the radius of curvature of the cone caps are very well in agree-
ment with ballistic aggregation on a seed. The open streaks in a ballistic aggreg-
ate are the result of small perturbations (from a smooth and spherical nucleus)
that were propagated during the growth of the aggregate. For the microcrystal-
lite in the 40◦C sample even the small depressions at the edges of the cone cap,
and therefore a less spherical shape, are visible, while for the 100◦C sample the
theoretical outline of the ballistic model is almost filled up to the edges. For com-
parison, the characteristic measures of a ballistic aggregate are also given in table
5.1.

The ballistic growth model includes no information on the nature of the growth
precursor, except that it should stick at first contact to the growing cluster without
relaxation, causing overhangs (see figure 4.2) and shadowing. Pelliccione and Lu
[111] have found a fingering or smoothing effect when some diffusion is added to
the ballistic model (figure 5.7). Surface diffusion tends to move particles closer
to the center of the aggregate, due to which the density is higher there for an
aggregate with diffusion. Smoothing of the cap shape curvature, the formation

Figure 5.7: Left: Simulation result by Ramanlal and Sander [112] of a ballistic
aggregate on a seed and their theoretical prediction of the shape of a ballistic ag-
gregate (solid line). Middle: Internal streaks, roughly parallel to the outer edge,
as a result of small perturbations from a spherical growth front ([112]). Right:
Fingering of branches as a result of diffusion for an on-lattice simulation (lar-
ger opening angle [111]). Copyrights 1985 and 2007 by The American Physical
Society.
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of longer, broader sub-crystallites and the “empty” streaks at increasing substrate
temperature can, in that case, be attributed to a thermally induced increase of
surface diffusion. In the 100◦C layer also larger sub-crystallites are found closer
to the center of the aggregate, in agreement with the fingering effect.

The cone shape of microcrystallites has also been studied by other groups. Fej-
far et al. [104] reconstructed a cone-like shape based on AFM scans by measuring
the evolution of the cone cap as a function of layer thickness. They stated that a
conical grain with a spherical cap would grow as a result of different growth rates
of the amorphous and crystalline phase, which could lead to a cone angle given
by cos(γ) = va/vc, with va, vc the growth velocities of the amorphous and crys-
talline phases, respectively. However, although the caps were hemispheres, the
reconstructed shape of a microcrystallite did not resemble a section of a sphere
(”spherical cone”) in our samples, as is predicted by this model.

In 2008, Teplin et al. [109] introduced the ”cone kinetics model”, also based
on cos(γ) = va/vc, for which additional supporting data were published in 2010
by Stradins et al. [120]. Their model is supported by the TEM and AFM images
of Jiang et al. [116]. The cones in these images are also not spherical, but both the
opening angle and the ratio between the cap radius of curvature and the height of
the cone are larger than what is observed for our samples and for other samples in
the literature. As discussed in the previous section, cone shaped microcrystallites
with slightly deviating measures seem to be typical for a deposition at the onset
of crystallinity (see figure 5.6), i.e. at crystalline volume fractions of about 10%.

Bailat et al. [110] used an alternative approach to describe the cone shape
by numerical simulations. Their approach is built upon the etching model (see
chapter 4) combined with the principle of epitaxy. In their simulations, growth
precursors are released from a randomly chosen position in a cubic lattice and
have limited mobility after deposition on the surface. After a precursor encounters
the surface it moves to the lowest site within first and second nearest neighbors.
At this site it assumes either the locally dominant state, which is defined by the
number of neighboring atoms in the same state (represented by a color) above a
certain threshold, or is desorbed with a probability equal to the fraction of neigh-
bors in a different state (which is then more likely for ‘amorphous’ neighbors).
In this way, conical grains of particles in the same ‘crystalline’ state are formed
naturally.

This kind of model leads to a description of grain boundaries under an
angle with the normal to the surface. Moreover, the fact that the phase of the
new particle is determined by the neighbors at the impact location and that the
desorption probability is lower for the crystalline phase are concepts that also
fit perfectly within a ballistic model. However, since no overhangs are allowed
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in Bailat’s model, the model does not provide an explanation of the internal
structure and the use of a cubic lattice with some relaxation broadens the feet of
the cones.

To our knowledge, no other possible explanations for the cone shape, besides
the ones mentioned above, have been published.

Although the ballistic model seems to fit better to the observations than the
other models proposed so far, the reason for it to apply to microcrystallites em-
bedded in an amorphous environment is not so clear. There are three requirements
that need to be fulfilled if microcrystallites are indeed formed by ballistic aggreg-
ation on a crystalline seed:

1. A number of seeds should be formed and only on these seeds further mi-
crocrystalline growth is possible.

2. Particles rain down from random positions, following trajectories perpen-
dicular to the substrate. This causes shadowing, which blocks sideways
growth of lower parts of the aggregrate and results in the open structure and
the critical opening angle.

3. An incident particle is either added to the aggregate at first impact or not in-
corporated (by forming an amorphous bond in this case). Surface diffusion
is limited, creating overhangs.

The first requirement, the formation of different seeds or nucleation points that
are nucleated approximately at the same height and randomly distributed over the
surface at a few tens of nm from the substrate is in agreement with many accepted
models [27], [95].

The second requirement, an incident flux of particles that is unidirectional and
perpendicular to the substrate, is not commonly accepted. Possibly, a quite nar-
rowly distributed preferential direction is created in a parallel plate reactor by geo-
metrical effects, due to which the diffusion paths between the plates are preferably
in the direction perpendicular to the substrate. The cone angle of an on-lattice bal-
listic aggregate does not change, or even becomes smaller, if the incident angle is
not varied more than 20 ◦[111]. For off-lattice growth this number can be different
but is, to our knowledge, not yet known.

Teplin et al. [109] and Fejfar et al. [104], however, assumed that the incid-
ence of precursors in PECVD growth is isotropic, based on the mean free path of
particles in the plasma being smaller than the distance between the electrodes, and
also Hamers [121] demonstrated by deposition of amorphous silicon through a slit
just above the substrate, that only about 10% of the particles that contribute to the
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growth of a silicon layer follow perpendicular trajectories. Hamers attributed the
perpendicular trajectories to the contribution of ions, and the rest of the growth to
SiH3 radicals following randomly oriented trajectories.

If the incidence of particles is isotropic, the cone angle should be broadened,
which is in contradiction with the cone angle close to 39 ◦observed so far, that is
typical for the ballistic aggregate by Ramanlal and Sander [112]. Teplin’s model
attributes the constant cone width to a fixed ratio of the growth speeds of the
different phases, but for the broad range of examined samples, this seems highly
unlikely. Also the third requirement, a (lack of) surface diffusion of the Si growth
precursors that is independent of substrate temperature, seems unlikely.

We propose the following explanation, that meets both the second and the third
requirement. Crystalline growth on a crystalline aggregrate can be an indirect
process, similar to the process proposed for the nucleation of microcrystallites in
the chemical annealing model (see chapter 4). In the model proposed here, the
crystalline aggregate is initially completely surrounded by amorphous material
during layer growth, with one or a few mono-layers of amorphously bonded Si
atoms on top.

During growth, Si containing precursors for amorphous growth are impinging
on the surface from all directions and may diffuse laterally, forming an amorphous
silicon sheet in agreement with the findings in chapter 4. Hydrogen atoms are
also impinging on the surface and can permeate it at positions both above and
besides the crystalline aggregate, after which they can be inserted in subsurface
Si-Si bonds and form SiHn complexes that do not move after their creation.

In the chemical annealing model, high strain needs to build up before struc-
tural relaxation (local crystallization) can take place, similar to what happens in
the model from Bailat. When hydrogen is inserted at the sides of the aggregate in
the bulk amorphous silicon region, there are always many surrounding amorphous
bonds present, and it is unlikely that a high enough strain will build-up in this en-
vironment to cause local crystalline growth. The sides of the cone are, therefore,
effectively ‘shielded’ from further crystalline aggregation. A high strain build up,
and therefore local crystallization, is, however, expected in the few monolayers
of silicon at positions above the aggregate. Since no growth at the sides of an
aggregate is effectively the same as growth only from the top (the second require-
ment for ballistic growth), this mechanism will result in a growing structure with
the opening angle of a ballistic aggregate. In between the sub-crystallites, micro-
crystallites are filled with amorphous bonds for which possibly the critical stress
level was not surpassed. Since the amorphous material next to newly aggregated
parts on top of the aggregate is relaxed, no crystallization will likely take place
at these locations anymore, effectively creating overhangs within the aggregate
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(third requirement).
The proposed variation on the chemical annealing model fits the observations

very well. If the deposition temperature is increased, the creation of SiHn com-
plexes will be enhanced and broader sub-crystallites are formed, as is observed.
Also the observations at the onset of microcrystalline growth fit within the model.
In very low crystallinity layers still a lot of compressive stress is present accord-
ing to Fujiwara et al. [95], most likely in the amorphous bulk. This may result in
local relaxation (crystallization) at positions slightly further out from the aggreg-
ate, which would increase the opening angle. For higher microcrystallite density
this compressive stress drops considerably.

The model does not explain why the aggregates protrude from the surface, but
possibly, as soon as the material on top of an aggregate is crystallized, it is etched
away less effectively by hydrogen etching, which causes an effectively higher
growth rate on top of the microcrystallite (similar to the model by Teplin [109]).
This effective increase in growth rate will follow the angular density distribution
and therefore the shape of the cap of a ballistic aggregate.

5.4 Conclusion

For most X-TEM images of microcrystallites in the literature and for the results
in this study, the cone angle of microcrystallites is always approximately 39.5 ◦,
independent of substrate temperature or source gas dilution ratio. The spherical
cone cap always has a radius of curvature smaller than the height of the microcrys-
tallite and is in most cases equal to 0.40 ± 0.02 times the total cone height. The
internal structure of the cone changes at an increase of substrate temperature. The
sub-crystallites become longer and broader and less open spaces are observed.
The depressions at the sides of the cone cap disappear and the cone cap becomes
smoother.

Both the shape and the internal structure of all microcrystallites in this study
and in the literature resemble into detail that of a ballistic aggregate on a seed, with
one minor exception; at the onset of the amorphous to microcrystalline transition,
the opening angles and incubation heights of the microcrystallites can vary within
one layer. Ballistic growth of a microcrystallite is apparently in contradiction
with the known isotropic incidence and surface diffusion of growth precursors at
the surface, but when the growth of the microcrystalline aggregate is interpreted
as a variation on the chemical annealing model for crystalline nucleation, many
of the observations, including the deviation at the onset of crystallinity, can be
explained.





Chapter 6

3D Structure and Conductivity of
Mixed-Phase Silicon Layers

A new analysis method to determine the crystalline surface area fraction of mixed
phase silicon layers, the ’four step method’, is introduced, which requires less
assumptions on unknown parameters than the more commonly used Raman spec-
troscopy method and combines information from different types of microscopes.
Combined with information on the measures of microcrystallites found in chapter
5, crystalline surface area fractions are converted into crystalline volume frac-
tions, that differ only slightly from Raman crystalline ratio values measured on
the same samples. Moreover, a 3-D model of randomly distributed and overlap-
ping cones, provides a possible explanation for the saturation of both the dark
conductivity and Raman crystalline ratio measurements at high dilution levels.
Using the four step method, the point where percolation through microcrystallites
at the surface occurs can be determined. It was found that the dark conductiv-
ity increases monotonously with increasing crystalline surface area fraction, even
at this percolation point, for three dilution series of mixed phase layers made at
40◦C , 70◦C and 100◦C . After annealing up to 170◦C , the conductivity of the
layers with a high crystalline content increased by four orders of magnitude. Gas
adsorption or incorporation effects can seriously affect the electronic properties
of mixed phase silicon and the strong annealing effect at high crystallinity could
be related to the accessibility of boundary regions between microcrystallites that
show up as voids in XTEM images. Percolation through these regions or a sudden
increase in their accessibility to ambient gases might explain the jump in con-
ductivity at a crystalline surface area fraction close to 1, which is reported in
literature.

107
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6.1 Introduction

In chapters 4 and 5 it was demonstrated that hydrogenated silicon layers, depos-
ited just over the amorphous to microcrystalline transition edge, are not homo-
geneously microcrystalline but consist of cone-shaped microcrystallites, that are
agglomerates of smaller sub-crystallites, embedded in an amorphous layer. This
mixture of two phases with different electronic band structures makes the elec-
tronic transport properties of such a layer more complex than those of single phase
layers. Moreover, at the interfaces between the two phases and at the bound-
aries that are formed in between coalesced microcrystallites, there are interface
regions, of which the electronic properties are not well known. The effect of
these ‘grainboundaries’ that surround the microcrystallites has been a subject of
study for many years. According to several studies, grainboundaries can give rise
to electronic barriers due to a difference in mobility gaps between µc-Si and a-
Si [122]. Also, transition materials with mixed amorphous and microcrystalline
electronic properties [123] or additional grain boundary defects or dangling bonds
may exist within the boundaries and the carrier density may depend on the (post-
depositional) amount of oxygen incorporated into the intergrain voids [124],[125].

It has often been assumed that percolation through the microcrystallites, i.e.
the existence of at least one conducting path through connected adjacent micro-
crystallites from one contact to the other, is responsible for a sudden rise in con-
ductivity that is observed at the amorphous to microcrystalline transition border
(e.g. [126]. However, at commonly used deposition conditions, this transition
from no crystallinity to a surface that is fully covered with microcrystallites, falls
within a very narrow deposition parameter range, usually too small to make a
series in which both samples just below and just above the percolation threshold
can be produced. This makes the connection between percolation and the rise
in conductivity in many existing studies not more than speculative. Depositing
mixed-phase layers at low substrate temperatures has, notwithstanding the dis-
advantage of a large incorporation of structural defects, the advantage that the
density of microcrystallites, and therewith the number of grain boundaries, by in-
creasing the hydrogen to silane gas ratio, can be varied more gradually than at
higher substrate temperatures (chapters 3, 4 and 5). This gradual variation makes
it possible to study the effect of an increase in microcrystallite density on the
electronic properties in more detail. Despite the higher hydrogen incorporation,
a larger number of voids and defects and smaller sub-crystallite sizes (chapter 5),
we believe that the characteristic trends and underlying mechanisms are similar to
those of microcrystalline layers made at higher substrate temperature.

In this chapter, the crystallinity of layers from three series of transition ma-
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terials, deposited at the substrate temperatures of 40◦C , 70◦C and 100◦C is de-
termined by comparison of two independent methods. The first method is Raman
spectroscopy, which is very commonly used, but which requires several assump-
tions on unknown parameters, such as the penetration depth of a laser beam in a
mixed phase material with cone shaped microcrystallites or differences in Raman
cross-sections between the different phases [127], [41]. Moreover, this method
cannot be used to determine the geometrical percolation point within the trans-
ition, i.e. the hydrogen dilution value at which a path of physically connected
microcrystallites is formed from one side of the sample to the other.

The second method is developed within this study and will be introduced in
this chapter. It is a geometrical method that does not require many assumptions
and is based on the combination of information on the size and density of the
microcrystallites obtained with different types of microscopes, such as an optical
microscope (OM), scanning electron microscope (SEM) and atomic force micro-
scope (AFM). By combining the information from these microscopes with the
knowledge on typical sizes and shapes of single microcrystallites from the previ-
ous chapter, both a 2D (top view) and 3D reconstruction of the mixed phase layers
can be made, even though the surface dimension of a microcrystallite is very close
to the resolution of the optical microscope. From the 3D reconstruction, a geomet-
rical crystalline volume fraction can be calculated and compared with the Raman
crystalline ratio measured on the same sample. The 2D reconstruction can be
used to determine the percolation point within a series of transition materials. In
section 6.4 the resulting crystalline surface area and volume fractions are correl-
ated with the electronic properties of the layers, and the role of a percolation path
through the microcrystallites in the conductivity of the layers in the amorphous to
microcrystalline transition regime is investigated.

6.2 Experimental Details

The amorphous to microcrystalline transition was studied for three different hy-
drogen dilution series at the substrate temperatures of 40◦C , 70◦C and 100◦C .
The layers were co-deposited on a piece of crystalline wafer, with a native oxide
to inhibit epitaxial growth, and a piece of HF-dipped (to improve the adhesion)
Corning 1737F glass. All layers had a thickness (on Corning glass) of about 1
µm. The hydrogen to silane flow ratios that are required to cross the amorphous
to microcrystalline transition were estimated from the thin layer series presented
in Section 3.3. Except for the dilution ratio and the substrate temperature, all
deposition parameters were kept constant in a low pressure, low power regime.
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For activation energy measurements with isochronal annealing, two coplanar Ag
contacts were deposited on top of the sample on Corning glass. The 40◦C series
is studied in the most detail, since here the transition as a function of hydrogen
dilution is the most gradual, the series at higher temperatures are limited to less
dilution steps.

6.3 Crystalline Surface Area Fraction

As mentioned above, OM, SEM and AFM images were used to make an estimate
of the crystalline surface area fraction of the transition layers. Each of the used
types of microscopy provides its own unique piece of information. Optical mi-
croscope (OM) images were used to investigate the variation in crystallinity on
a length scale that is comparable to the distance between two electrodes of the
electrical measurements. On a shorter length scale, statistical properties such as
the existence of a percolation path cannot be determined and optical microscopy
is an easy, fast and cheap method with which large scale inhomogeneities of the
microcrystallite density can be detected. In contrast to Raman measurements, OM
measurements can also be performed on crystalline wafer. On a polished wafer the
contrast is even better than on Corning glass due to the reflectivity of the substrate.

The use of SEM bridges the ”length scale gap” in between OM and AFM. In
SEM images, grain boundaries within clusters of microcrystallites appear as dark
lines, which facilitates distinguishing and counting of separate microcrystallites
in these clusters up to much higher microcrystallite densities than in OM. SEM
images of the same samples have been used to validate the microcrystallite dens-
ity values that were found by OM, for which the values are more sensitive to small
aberrations or dirt on the surface. Besides validation of the method, SEM images
were also used for determination of the (variation of) surface diameters of the mi-
crocrystallites, since much larger amounts of microcrystallites could be detected
by SEM than by AFM.

The AFM provides the most information on length scales of ≤ 10 µm. It is
the only technique with which the height and diameter of the spherical cap of
the microcrystallites can be accurately determined and very small scale features
(∼2 nm) can be distinguished. Moreover, conductive AFM can help to correlate
electronic properties to structural properties and AFM gives an even more reliable
detection of the grain boundaries than SEM as it does not suffer from the shading
of the electron beam by the protruding features.

Figure 6.1 shows a series of microscopic images on different length scales, us-
ing the three different techniques, AFM, SEM and OM, for a typical mixed phase
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Figure 6.1: Different scale micrographs of a typical mixed phase layer deposited
at 40◦C . From left to right: AFM (5×5 µm2), SEM (11.8×9.8 µm2) and OM
(29.2×22.3 µm2 cut out of a larger, 132.9×106.1 µm2 image).

layer. For 1 µm thick mixed-phase layers with a Raman crystalline ratio ≤0.5 the
microcrystallites are of such large size and sufficiently well separated that they
can easily be resolved by the different types of microscopes. The average dis-
tance between the microcrystallites in figure 6.1 is certainly too large to have any
conductive path forming through adjacent microcrystallites in this layer, although
the layer has a significant crystalline fraction.

The spherical caps of the cone-shaped agglomerates stick out from the surface
(see X-TEM images in chapter 5), which makes it possible to estimate their dia-
meter from AFM or SEM images and count the number of microcrystallites. Only
for layers deposited within a narrow range of hydrogen dilution values, for which
the density of the microcrystallites is low enough that the surface is not yet fully
covered with clusters of microcrystallites, it is possible to distinguish a crystalline
and an amorphous part of the surface in microscope images. Viewed from the
top, the spherical caps of the microcrystallites form a field of randomly distrib-
uted, and in many cases overlapping, crystalline discs. When the discs overlap,
the circular shape has been disturbed by the coalescence of one or more cones,
and in between the two microcrystallites a straight boundary is formed. The total
surface area of the two caps is approximately equal to that of two overlapping
discs (figure 6.2). The straight coalescence boundary in between microcrystal-
lites has been typically observed in AFM and SEM images for all of the mixed
phase samples that are discussed in this study. The X-TEM image in figure 6.3
shows that this boundary is stretched below the surface over the full area where
the microcrystallites are in contact.

A percolation path through the microcrystallites is formed at the point when
a line can be drawn through a connected set of microcrystallites, stretching from
one side of the image to the other side. Whether such a path is present can be
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Figure 6.2: Schematic drawing of two overlapping microcrystallites. a)top view.
b) side view.

determined by making use of a known relationship [128] between the probability
of forming a percolation path and the total surface area fraction of all discs on a
scale that is large enough such that statistical homogeneity can be assumed. A
percolation probability of 1.0 is expected for a surface area fraction of 67%, with
only negligible deviation in case the connected shapes are slightly non-circular
shapes [128].

In optical microscope images (and to a certain extent also in SEM images), it
is hard to determine the outer boundaries of the microcrystallites exactly due to
shadowing effects and limited resolution, which complicates the estimation of the
surface area fraction of the crystalline disks. To solve this problem, a method was
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Figure 6.3: X-TEM image of two coalesced microcrystallites in the 70◦C sample
from chapter 5. A straight boundary is formed in between the microcrystallites.

developed to get an as close as possible estimate of the actual crystalline surface
area fraction. The method is based on the assumption that the shadowing effect
and the effect of limited resolution in an optical microscope, which make it hard
to estimate the real crystalline surface area fraction, are comparable for all visible
microcrystallites and that no extreme deformations of the microcrystallites are
present. In the following, this method is referred to as the ‘four step method’.

The first step consists of converting the OM image to a gray-scale image. Then,
step 2, a threshold gray-scale value is set, to separate the gray-scale values attrib-
uted to the microcrystallites from those attributed to the background, leading to a
black and white image similar to the left image in figure 6.4. This threshold value
is varied until the effective radius (defined as

√
Npix/π with Npix the number

of foreground pixels) of one, previously selected, isolated microcrystallite in the
field of view, remains approximately constant for several consecutive threshold-
steps, which means that both the disk of the microcrystallite and any edge blurring
effects are included in the thresholded image of the isolated microcrystallite. Sub-
sequently, step 3, the surface area fraction of the field of overlapping blurred disks,
now represented by the black pixels in the thresholded black and white image (Fig.
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6.4), is determined in the range of threshold values where the radius of the isol-
ated microcrystallite remains constant (the‘constant radius range’), by dividing
the black area by the total area. This gives a value for the crystalline surface area
fraction and an error defined by the variation over the constant radius range. This
crystalline surface area fraction value is translated to a microcrystallite density
using the relationship [129]:

ϕS = 1− e−ρA (6.1)

where ϕS is the surface area fraction of the circles, ρ is the number of cones
per unit area, and A is the area of one circle. The benefit of using this formula,
is that it also holds if the size of one circle is slightly under- or overestimated, as
long as a representative surface area is known. The ’real’ crystalline surface area
fraction can then be calculated, step 4, from the found microcrystallite density by
using the same equation backwards, but then using the real cone diameter that is
measured at high magnifications in SEM or AFM images. The four-step method
can be applied as long as one or more isolated microcrystallites can be found in
the field of view and the noise in the thresholded image is not too large.

To check the validity of the four step method, the thresholded versions of ori-
ginal images were compared to synthetic images (as in figure 6.4), generated by
randomly drawing spatially distributed filled circles with the correct radius and
calculated cone density (output of step 4). It was found that the four-step method
has the tendency to underestimate the crystalline surface area fraction slightly,

Figure 6.4: Left: thresholded OM image of a 100◦C layer with an estimated crys-
talline surface area fraction of 0.57. Right: synthetically generated image with the
same dimensions, consisting of randomly distributed circles with a radius corres-
ponding to the value found by SEM.
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but not by more than 5%. Moreover, for the low densities, the values could be
checked by a Fourier transform based method applied to the SEM images, of
which the obtained microcrystallite density also agreed well with the output of
the four-step method. This method [130] first applies a cut-off filter in the spatial
frequency domain to reduce the effect of noise and particles in the image. The
maxima in the resulting image are then either accepted and counted or rejected as
a possible crystalline cone by calculating the average intensity of the surrounding
pixels.

Crystalline surface area fractions were determined using the four step method
for three dilution series of 1 µm thick layers made at 40◦C , 70◦C and 100◦C .
In figure 6.5 the calculated surface area fractions are compared to the Raman
crystalline ratios of the same samples. The trends are clearly comparable. At the
onset of crystallinity, a crystalline surface area fraction is detected by the four step
method while the Raman crystalline ratio is still very small. This observation is in
agreement with the small microcrystallites that were observed by SEM in chapter
5 (figure 5.6).

Uncertainties in the Crystalline Surface Area Fraction

The four-step method, though tested to give reproducible results in several ways,
is unfortunately still quite a rough method for the determination of the crystalline
surface area fraction. Variations in contrast, large scale shadowing effects and
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Figure 6.5: Left: crystalline surface area fractions calculated for 3 dilution series
of 1 µm thick layers made at 40◦C , 70◦C and 100◦C . Right: Raman crystalline
ratios for the same 3 dilution series.
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speckle noise in the images can lead to errors in the obtained crystalline surface
area fractions. For our purpose, however, which is to compare the geometrical and
electronic properties of the samples, this is sufficient and other options to obtain
microcrystallite densities, for example by conversion of the output of Raman spec-
troscopy or X-ray diffraction measurements, also introduce large errors.Moreover,
in the four-step method, large improvements can be achieved by a precise calibra-
tion and focusing of the optical microscope. When the method is applied to SEM
images, the speckle noise can be reduced considerably by depositing a thin (∼3
nm) Pt coating or by using a low vacuum SEM [131].

In the four step method the assumption was made that the crystalline cones in a
transition material all form disks of similar size at the surface. However, for very
low crystalline fractions, at the deposition parameter condition where the hydro-
gen dilution is just high enough to induce crystalline regions in the layer, varying
surface diameters were observed in SEM measurements (as in figure 5.6). Accord-
ing to their small surface diameters, these microcrystallites start most likely far
above the substrate, in agreement with the ellipsometry observations of samples
at the onset of the amorphous to microcrystalline transition by Collins et al. [89].
The reason for a variation in diameter of these small microcrystallites is unclear.
As discussed in chapter 5, we assume that they either incubate at different heights
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Figure 6.6: Left: Surface area fractions determined from computer generated
disk distributions with random variation of disk sizes as a function of the number
of generated disks. The red dots represent the surface area fraction measured in
the generated images, the black squares are calculated using equation 6.1 with a
radius equal to the average radius of the disks. Right: Number of generated cones
compared to the number of cones calculated from the surface area fraction using
the average radius of the disks. The dashed line indicates the trend if generated
and calculated cones are equal.
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within the layer and/or have varying opening angles. However, the reasoning
behind the four-step method still holds as long as a microcrystallite with about
average radius can be taken as a sample disc, only the cone-density is slightly un-
derestimated this way . This was verified and confirmed by applying the four step
method to synthetically generated samples with varying circle radius (see figure
6.6).

Very often local density fluctuations of the crystallinity are observed in the op-
tical microscope images (figure 6.7). The effect is worse for layers at the onset of
crystallinity, which usually have a quite high crystalline surface area fraction with
large streaks of lower density. These (apparent) low density areas could be related
to local variations in crystal size, which sometimes result in microcrystallite sizes
below the detection-limit of optical microscopy. The presence of these density
variations stresses the importance of taking a large enough area for the determ-
ination of the crystalline surface area fraction. Besides the streaks, also perfectly
circular regions are found where the crystallinity drops far below the rest of the
substrate (figure 6.7). These circular low density regions are observed both on
Corning glass and on crystalline wafer and can therefore not be related to the HF-
dip that was used to roughen the Corning substrate. The circles seem to be related
to areas with high local stress, since often exactly in the middle a small blister in
the layer is found or the layer peals off from the substrate at such a circular ’hole’.
So far, no explanation for their presence has been found.

200 µm 100 µm

Figure 6.7: Examples of large scale density fluctuations in optical microscope
images. Left: density fluctuations at the onset of crystallinity. Right: Circular
density fluctuations at nearly full crystalline surface area coverage.
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6.4 Conductivity and Crystalline Surface Area

It is often observed that an increase in crystallinity in a µc-Si:H layer causes
an increase in the conductivity. For example, recent studies by Azulay et al.
[132] that make use of conductive atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) to test the
transport properties of the different phases, have shown that for layers with a
high crystalline content (as determined by Raman spectroscopy), the surface is
covered with microcrystalline material and a percolation network is formed by
the tissue surrounding the crystalline agglomerates. According to their report,
a large “jump” in conductivity was observed for a Raman crystalline volume
fraction of 0.7 (corresponding to a crystalline surface area fraction of about 1),
associated with the formation of a connected network. Also in layers for which
the amorphous volume fraction is higher, the conductivity through the tissue
surrounding the crystalline cones was seen to dominate over the other possible
electronic transport routes. Only in the case where the crystalline fraction is too
low and no percolation path of connected microcrystallites is formed, the current
cannot flow through the microcrystallites or their borders, and has to pass through
the a-Si:H matrix. This was confirmed by observations [132].

The gradual amorphous to microcrystalline transition, when choosing substrate
temperatures in the very low temperature range <100◦C , facilitates a study of
the evolution of the electrical properties of amorphous material to mixed-phase
material without a percolation path, to mixed-phase material with a percolation
path and to microcrystalline material at full crystalline surface area coverage, and
correlate them to the structural properties of the layers.

Conductivity Before and After Annealing

In figure 6.8a values of the dark conductivity at 300 K, after annealing at 50◦C in
vacuum, are presented for the samples of the hydrogen dilution series. In figure
6.8b, the same measurements are given as a function of crystalline surface area
fraction, determined by the four step method.

The range of hydrogen dilution values where the transition from amorphous to
mixed phase material with percolation takes place shifts to lower dilution values
as a function of substrate temperature. This is visible as a steep increase in con-
ductivity in figure 6.8a. However, the transition in conductivity due to an increase
in crystalline surface area fraction seems to be rather independent of substrate
temperature. Defect rich amorphous material has a conductivity of about 10−11

Ω−1cm−1 which decreases to ∼ 10−12 Ω−1cm−1 at the point where the first
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a b

Figure 6.8: a) Dark electrical conductivity of Si:H layers at 300 K after annealing
in vacuum at 50◦C for ∼1 µm thick layers. A shift in the transition range as a
function of substrate temperature is clearly visible. b)The same as in a, but as a
function of crystalline surface area fraction.

microcrystallites become visible (at crystalline surface area fractions up to about
0.2). A further increase of the microcrystallite density results in a large increase
in conductivity, which is very steep as a function of dilution, but is surprisingly
monotonous as a function of crystalline surface area fraction, with no apparent
discontinuities at the percolation threshold of 0.67(value from [129]). Appar-
ently, the conductivity increases gradually as a function of crystalline surface area
fraction, and the presence of a geometrical percolation path through connected
microcrystallites at the surface, for crystalline surface area fractions above the
percolation threshold, seems irrelevant or has only a secondary role for the trans-
port mechanism. At full crystalline surface area coverage, the rise in conductivity
seems to saturate, visible as a minor increase of conductivity for rH ≥60 in figure
6.8a.

To check for a possible impact of adsorbed species that might affect the con-
ductivity values [133], the samples were subjected to isochronal annealing in va-
cuum at different temperatures up to 170◦C . The results for the 40◦C samples
are presented as a function of crystalline surface area fraction in figure 6.9.
For all samples, the conductivity increases with increasing annealing temperat-
ure when annealed for equal periods at temperatures up to 170◦C . This effect
increases strongly with crystalline fraction, bridging about four orders of mag-
nitude between 50◦C and 170◦C when the crystalline surface area fraction of the
layer is above 0.8. The activation energy displays an overall decreasing trend with
crystalline surface area fraction (bottom image in figure 6.9). As a result of the
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Figure 6.9: Top: Dark electrical conductivity at 300 K as a function of crys-
talline surface area fraction for layers made at different hydrogen dilution ratios
at a substrate temperature of 40◦C . The different curves represent the differ-
ent temperature-cycles that the layers have been exposed to in vacuum, going
from 50◦C to 170◦C in steps of 20 degrees. Similar behavior was observed for the
70◦C and 100◦C dilution series. Bottom: activation energies measured from the
slope of the of conductivity during the cooling period after each annealing step.
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annealing, the activation energy increases for the low crystallinity samples and
decreases for the high crystallinity samples. This same cross-over was observed
for the 70◦C and 100◦C samples.

6.5 3-Dimensional Layer Reconstruction

When the crystalline surface area fraction, and therefore the microcrystallite dens-
ity of a layer is known, then a 3-dimensional reconstruction of the microstructure
of the layer is possible, like the one in figure 6.10. To make a 3-dimensional re-
construction, the microcrystallite density found by the four step method has to
be combined with the knowledge of the sizes and shapes of the individual mi-
crocrystallites that was obtained in chapter 5. Knowing the opening angle of the
crystalline cone and the radius of curvature of the cone cap and assuming that the
areal distribution of the microcrystallites is random, the resulting microstructure
is determined only by the microcrystallite density, the thickness of the layer and
the incubation height. Typical layer characteristics, such as the crystalline volume
fraction and the amount of contact area in between the cones, can be determined
from such a 3-dimensional reconstruction.

The crystalline volume fraction is determined by the relative volume of the
caps sticking out from the surface and of the cones below the surface:

ϕV =
Vcryst

Vcryst + Vamorf
=

ϕB D + ϕC C

D + ϕC C
, (6.2)

where ϕV is the total crystalline volume fraction, Vcryst and Vamorf are the

Figure 6.10: Schematic 3D reconstruction of a mixed phase Si:H layer. Courtesy
of A. Verkerk.
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crystalline and amorphous volumes per area, respectively, ϕB is the crystalline
volume fraction below the surface, ϕC is the crystalline fraction of the volume
above the surface up to the height of the cap, D is the thickness of the layer up
to the surface and C is the cap height. ϕV includes the contribution from the
crystalline caps that stick out from the surface, since any other analysis method,
like Raman spectroscopy, would also not be able to resolve the caps from the
subsurface parts.

To determine ϕV , first ϕB and ϕC must be known. ϕB is a function of the
crystalline surface area fraction (section 6.3) and the known dimensions of the
cone and cap. It can be calculated by integrating the height dependent crystalline
surface area fraction over the height range from the substrate (z = 0) to the surface
(z = D) (equation 6.3).

ϕB =
1

D

∫ D

0
ϕS(z)dz, (6.3)

ϕS(z) is the crystalline surface area fraction of overlapping disks as given by
equation 6.1 at height z. The area A of one of these overlapping disks, i.e. the
cross-sectional area of one cone at height z, depends on the radius of the cone
cross-section at height z, which is height dependent according to

r = R
H z for z ≥ Hinc

r = 0 for z < Hinc,
(6.4)

in which R is the radius of the circle at z = D, which can be measured in AFM
or SEM images, Hinc is the incubation height, H = R/tan(α/2) is the height of
one cone below the surface (from the incubation height to the surface) and α is
the opening angle of one cone. Combining equations 6.1, 6.3 and 6.4 leads to the
following expression for ϕB:

ϕB = 1
D

∫ D
0 1− e−ρπ(R

H
)2z2dz

= 1
D

∫ Hinc

0 0 dz + 1
D

∫ H
0 1− e−ρπ(R

H
)2z2dz

= H
D −

√
π erf(R√

ρπ)
2D

√
(ρπ)(R

H )
2

(6.5)

erf(z) is the error function which is defined as erf(z) = 2√
π

∫ z
0 e−t2dt [134].

erf(z) is a standard function in most data processing packages. If the microcrystal-
lites start to grow directly on the substrate, at z = 0, which, as was demonstrated
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in figure 5.5, is approximately true for most layers except for those at the onset of
crystallinity, Hinc = 0 and H = D which simplifies equation 6.5 to:

ϕB = 1− 1

2

√
π

erf(
√
ρπR)

√
ρπR

(6.6)

In that case, ϕB is a function of ρ and R only, which are the two quantities
that are determined when using the four step method. Besides ϕB also ϕC is
required to calculate ϕV . Similar to the calculation of ϕB , the calculation of the
crystalline fraction above the surface is an integral function of ϕS over the cap
height, i.e. the crystalline fraction above surface can be approached as an addition
of infinitesimally thin fields of overlapping discs. The height dependent radius of
one of these discs is given by

r =
√

R2
c − (a+ x)2, (6.7)

where a = Rc − C and Rc is the radius of curvature of the cap, which can be
easily calculated when R and C are known. Then, similar to equation 6.5, ϕC can
be calculated as follows:

ϕC = 1
C

∫ C
0 1− e−b(R2

c−(a+x)2)dx

= 1−
√
πe−bR2

c
erfi(

√
b(a+c))−erfi(a

√
b)

2
√
b

(6.8)

with b = ρπ and erfi(z) = −i erf(iz).

Based on the information on the known shape of the microcrystallites (chapter
5) it follows that C = 0.14(H + C), α = 39 ◦ and Hinc = 0. With this extra
information, ϕS and ϕV can be calculated using equations 6.1-6.8 for any layer
thickness D and microcrystallite density ρ. An example of possible results for
different layer thicknesses is given in figure 6.11.

For 1 µm thick layers the crystalline volume fraction rapidly increases as a
function of microcrystallite density, but starts to saturate above a fraction of about
0.7. The transition from zero crystallinity to (nearly) full crystalline surface area
coverage takes place in the range of 0 < ρ < 10 µm−2, with a maximum crys-
talline volume fraction of about 0.6. So even the most crystalline sample of the
three low temperature dilution series in the present study is still far from fully mi-
crocrystalline. For a layer thickness of 500 nm, as is used as the intrinsic absorber
layer in the cells of chapter 8, the saturation level of the crystalline volume frac-
tion at high microcrystallite densities lies around 0.6. This saturation is a result of
the conical shape of the microcrystallites. For a thin layer, the height up to which
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the layer is not yet fully microcrystalline is larger compared to the total layer
thickness than for a thicker layer with the same microcrystallite density. For thin
layers, a much higher density is therefore required to increase the microcrystal-
line fraction than for thicker layers. As a result, depositing the same layer at lower
thickness will lower the crystalline fraction, which was already demonstrated with
the Raman measurements in chapter 3.

Due to its direct conversion of an observed microcrystallite density into a crys-
talline volume fraction, using the experimentally observed shape of microcrystal-
lites, the combination of microscopy with equations 6.1-6.8 provides a less am-
biguous method to determine the crystalline volume fraction than Raman spec-
troscopy. From the measured Raman spectrum of a layer, its Raman crystalline
ratio can be calculated according to the procedure described in chapter 2. Trans-
lation of the Raman crystalline ratio into a crystalline volume fraction is then
based upon several assumptions, such as the ratio between the different optical
cross-sections for amorphous material and crystalline grains and knowledge of
the penetration depth of the laser light. The Raman crystalline ratio is therefore
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Figure 6.11: Theoretical crystalline surface area fraction and crystalline volume
fraction as a function of microcrystallite density for layers of 0.5, 1 and 2 µm
thickness. The crystalline surface area and volume fractions are calculated ac-
cording to equations 6.1 and 6.2 to 6.8.
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usually considered as a relative measure of the crystallinity of the layer. How-
ever, for layers with a crystalline surface area fraction of ∼1 (see figure 6.11), the
microcrystallite density cannot be determined accurately by the four-step method
anymore, since the method is based on the observation of differences in crystal-
line surface area fraction between samples. In figure 6.12 the crystalline volume
fractions, in the range where both methods can be used, determined with the mi-
croscopic method are compared to the Raman crystalline ratios measured on the
same samples. Deviations due to uncertainties in the cone surface diameters, cone
opening angles, incubation heights or microcrystallite densities are included in
the error margins. The thicknesses of the layers were determined by X-TEM or,
when no X-TEM micrographs were available, by using a Dektak profilometer
and/or reflection/transmission measurements. The uncertainty in the calculated
crystalline volume fraction becomes larger when ρ increases, since for a larger
fractional crystalline volume, i.e. more crystalline cones, small deviations in the
shape of the microcrystallites will have a bigger impact on the output of the four
step method.

The fit through the data in figure 6.12 has an y-axis offset of -0.009 ± 0.03,
thus, approximately 0, and a gradient of 0.92 ± 0.11, thus approximately 1. This
means that the calculated crystalline fraction is nearly equal to the measured Ra-
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Figure 6.12: Calculated crystalline volume fraction as a function of Raman crys-
talline ratio. The line is a fit through all data.
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man crystalline ratio for these samples. Comparing the values of the theoret-
ical crystalline volume fraction as a function of microcrystallite density in figure
6.11 with the Raman crystalline ratios in figure 6.5, the small difference found
between the Raman crystalline ratio and the crystalline volume fraction, assum-
ing the volume fraction determined with the microscopic method is quite accurate,
could explain why the maximum measured Raman crystalline ratio has a value of
∼0.7 for our layers. Probably, the crystalline fraction is not much higher than
that. Raman spectra suffer from a known threshold effect, very small crystalline
fractions cannot be detected for layers where microscopy already detects small
microcrystallites, and the measured Raman crystalline ratios can be strongly de-
pendent on the measurement set-up and details of the analysis method.

Moreover, like the Raman spectroscopy method, the microscopic method for
determination of the crystalline volume fraction also includes several assump-
tions. The cone shaped microcrystallites do not consist of solid crystalline mater-
ial, as is assumed by the calculations in this section. In fact, in Chapter 5 it was
already demonstrated that the crystalline cones consist of many sub-crystallites
with different crystal orientations, in between which small, possibly amorphous,
regions are present, although the number of these internal boundaries decreases
with increasing substrate temperature. Nevertheless, for the samples discussed in
this thesis, it was demonstrated that the Raman crystalline ratio can be used as a
good approximation of the crystalline volume fraction.

If the inter-grain boundary area is more conductive than the microcrystallites
themselves, then a significant increase in the total boundary area might explain the
sudden jump in conductivity that has been observed in literature at a Raman crys-
talline ratio of ∼0.7 (e.g. [126]). From the simulated cone-distributions, also the
total inter-grain boundary area per square micrometer was determined, of which
the result is shown in figure 6.13. For the used method see appendix A. Like the
conductivity and the crystalline volume fractions, the total inter-grain area follows
a gradual trend, which implicates that the jump that is observed in literature is also
not the result of a sudden increase in inter-grain area with increasing microcrys-
tallite density. It does however not exclude that the jump is caused by crossing the
threshold for percolation through these boundaries.

6.6 Discussion

The four step method, introduced in section 6.3, enabled us to determine the the
surface crystalline percolation point in the hydrogen dilution dependent amorph-
ous to microcrystalline transition within a relatively small range compared to pre-
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Figure 6.13: Simulated total intergrain boundary surface per µm2 as a function of
microcrystallite density for a 1 µm thick layer. The star indicates the microcrys-
tallite density where full crystalline surface area coverage is expected. The values
are the result of calculations on simulated random cone distributions on an area
of 5×5 µm2. For a more detailed description of the method used to determine the
contact area see appendix A

vious authors that discussed percolation in microcrystalline silicon layers (e.g.
[123], [132]). The absence of a sharp transition in electrical conductivity in layers
with a crystalline fraction around the surface percolation point, seems surprising
in relation to the observations and explanations of several groups on this point in
the past.

Some groups claim that the dominant transport route in microcrystalline or
mixed phase silicon is formed by a connected path through the disordered tissue
surrounding the large microcrystallites , [123], [132], [135], [136], [137], e.g.
by band-tail conduction and hopping processes [123] that can only take place in
a disordered material. Other groups have found that the microcrystallites them-
selves are the most conductive part of the layer and any dominant conductive part
should be through the microcrystallites [138], [139], [140], [141], either by tun-
neling [142] or thermal emission [140] through the intra-grain tissue. Azulay et
al. [132] have explained these two apparently contradicting observations of the
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Figure 6.14: Topography and local current AFM measurements, simultaneously
performed on a mixed phase layer deposited on a Cr electrode at rH = 40 and a
Raman crystalline ratio of 0.35. The crystalline surface area fraction of this layer
was just below the percolation point.

dominant conductive path as a difference between samples that were deposited at
ultra high vacuum (UHV) and those deposited at lower vacuum conditions. For
the UHV samples no contamination by optional dopant species such as oxygen
or nitrogen is possible in the grain boundaries, due to which the microcrystallites
themselves are the most conductive part of the material, while in lower vacuum
deposited samples, the conductivity of the grain boundaries outweighs that of the
microcrystallites, resulting in ring shaped high conductivity parts in a vertical
conductive AFM scan of a mixed phase layer deposited on an electrode [132].
Azulay’s explanation is in agreement with the observations on the UHV samples
in this thesis; in figure 6.14 a transverse conductive AFM measurement of a mixed
phase layer made at rH = 40 and TS = 40◦C is shown. Clearly, for this sample the
dominant conductive path is through the inner part of the microcrystallites, as is
expected from a UHV sample.

Although the detailed explanation on the transport mechanism differs from
group to group, all agree on one fact, a jump in dark conductivity should be ob-
served as soon as a conductive path is formed by connecting microcrystallites,
either through the surrounding tissue or directly through the microcrystallites
themselves. This statement is supported by experimental data of for example
Kočka et al. [126], where a jump in dark conductivity is observed at a crystalline
volume fraction (from Raman spectroscopy) between 0.6 and 0.7, and of Koynov
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et al. [136], where even two jumps were observed, one at low crystalline volume
fraction and one at high crystalline fraction. However, for the samples studied in
this work, instead of a jump at the percolation point, a gradual increase in conduct-
ivity is observed from the onset of crystallinity up to full crystalline surface area
coverage. Mixed phase thin film silicon seems to behave as an effective medium,
with gradually changing electronic properties as the crystalline volume fraction
increases.

The dark conductivity data of Koynov et al. is measured on low background
vacuum condition samples, in which the current routes are dominantly through the
tissues that surround the microcrystallites. It is well possible that such a system
displays a percolation dependence that is different from that of the UHV samples.
The results in this chapter should, however, be in agreement with the findings of
Kočka et al. who also worked with UHV samples. This can be interpreted as
follows.

The percolation point at 0.67 crystalline surface area fraction, discussed in this
chapter, means that there is a probability equal to 1 that there is a path formed
through an infinitesimally thin sheet of connected crystalline disks at the surface
of the layer. For heights below this thin sheet in which percolation is present,
which will be called the ‘percolation sheet’, no such percolation path exists.

Tunneling through the amorphous material over distances of more than a few
nanometer seems unlikely and at the crystalline surface area fraction where the
conductivity starts to increase the distance between microcrystallites is in the or-
der of hundreds of nanometers. Therefore, for layers with a crystalline surface
area fraction lower than the percolation point and for the material below the per-
colation sheet, the conductivity is most likely determined by a gradual effective
medium like shift in Fermi level as a result of increasing crystallinity, as followed
from modeling by Kočka and Fejfar [126]. Such a shift is also in agreement with
the gradual decrease of the activation energy in figure 6.9 and is based on the as-
sumption that the tissue surrounding the grains is nearly defect free and provides
no barrier for the band-like transport that is taking place through and outside the
crystalline grains.

As the percolation point is crossed at the surface by higher, hydrogen dilu-
tion induced, microcrystallite density, the percolation sheet will be thicker than
at the percolation point and the contact area in between adjacent microcrystal-
lites through which a current path can be formed, whether this area is filled with
a more conductive inter-grain tissue or not, increases. Whether there are none,
just one or a just a few fully connected paths through the microcrystallites, will
not have a significant impact on the effective medium behavior of the mixture of
crystallites and amorphous tissue as described above, and the gradual increase of
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conductivity as a function of crystalline surface area fraction will continue. Up
to full surfacecrystalline surface area coverage, the percolation sheet is still re-
latively thin and suffers from holes and thickness differences due to the conical
shape of the microcrystallites. Besides that, it cannot be excluded from the limited
amount of data in figure 6.8 that a slight change of the slope of the conductivity
vs. crystalline surface area fraction curve takes place in the range of ϕS >0.6.

As soon as full crystalline surface area coverage is approached, every increase
in microcrystallite density will cause an increase in the thickness of a more and
more laterally homogeneous percolation sheet. Also, the number of inter-grain
boundaries with substantial contact area in the percolation sheet will increase,
which will enlarge the conductivity of the percolation sheet. Kočka et al. observed
a ’jump’ in dark conductivity for 1 µm thick samples with a Raman crystalline ra-
tio in the range of 65-80%, which is beyond full crystalline surface area coverage
according to the combined information in figures 6.11 and 6.12 and which is also
confirmed by the AFM images in Kočka’s paper. If the jump in conductivity oc-
curs above ϕS = 1, it will not be visible in figures 6.8 and 6.9 where conductivity
values are given of samples with ϕS ≤1. The difference in crystalline volume
fraction for the 40◦C layers made at rH = 60 and rH = 70 is probably too small to
lead to a comparable jump in conductivity as was observed by Kočka et al. It how-
ever demonstrates that the jump is not related to the formation of a geometrical
percolation path through the microcrystallites.

In an attempt to explain the ’jump’ at ϕS = 1 by an increase in inter-grain area,
the total intergrain area as a function of microcrystallite density was calculated
(see figure 6.13 and appendix A). No sudden increase in microcrystallite interface
area is observed at any microcrystallite density after a crystalline surface area
coverage of 1 has been reached (at a microcrystallite density of approximately 10
µm−2 according to figure 6.11), so this cannot explain the ’jump’ observed by
Kočka et al. If the inter-grain tissue is more conductive than the microcrystallites,
as is discussed below, the observed conductivity jump might coincide with the
start of percolation through the inter-grain tissue, as described by Azulay et al.,
which does not coincide with the percolation point of the microcrystallites and
should lie close to the ϕS = 1 point. This percolation point can also be determined
by 3D-simulations, but due to limited time this was not performed.

In figure 6.11 it was demonstrated that the crystalline volume fraction, for a
1 µm thick silicon layer in which microcrystallites of conical shape have nucle-
ated at randomly distributed positions, saturates at a value around 0.8 or slightly
higher or lower (depending on the thickness of the layer), when the microcrystal-
lite density is increased further. An extremely high microcrystallite density, for
1 µm thick layers more than 150 microcrystallites per square µm, is required to
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reach a crystalline volume fraction of 0.9. To approach ϕV = 1, thus a nearly
homogeneous microcrystalline layer, a density of over 1000 microcrystallites per
square µm is required. This is a natural result of the cone shape of the micro-
crystallites. At the feet of the cones some amorphous material will always remain
in between the microcrystallites up to the height where the surface is completely
covered with overlapping microcrystallites. Hence, after full crystalline surface
area coverage is reached by increasing the microcrystallite density, the increase
of microcrystalline volume fraction, dominated by the thickness of the percola-
tion sheet, saturates due to the natural conical growth of the microcrystallites. It
was shown in figure 6.12, that at least for the samples in this study, the meas-
ured Raman ratio is about equal to the crystalline volume fraction deduced from
microscopy images. According to equation 2.4 this can only be the case if the mi-
crocrystalline grain sizes are in the order of 25 nm or less, which is approximately
true for the sub-crystallite sizes in figure 5.3. After full crystalline surface area
coverage is reached, the Raman crystalline ratio also saturates with increasing hy-
drogen dilution, as is demonstrated in figure 6.5, which can also be attributed to
the slow increase of crystallinity with increasing microcrystallite density.

The electrical properties seem to follow the trend of saturating crystallinity,
which can be an alternative explanation for the ’jump’ observed by Kočka et al.;
an increase in crystalline volume fraction from 60 to 80%, the difference in crys-
talline fraction determined by Raman before and after the ’jump’, represents a
huge increase in microcrystallite density and therefore in the thickness of the per-
colation sheet (also visible as a relatively large increase in contact area above full
crystalline surface area coverage in figure 6.13) and in the crystalline fraction be-
low the percolation sheet. The gradual increase in conductivity related to these
changes, will then appear as a jump in conductivity on the scale of crystalline
volume fraction.

The contact boundaries in between microcrystallites apparently have a differ-
ent nature than the amorphous to crystalline phase boundaries that surround the
microcrystallites. In X-TEM images, such as those in figures 4.4 and 6.3, the outer
boundaries blend in the amorphous surroundings without the presence of any an-
omalous tissue or voids, while at the intra-grain boundaries clearly the formation
of voids or cracks can be observed. As speculated before [132], [133], the con-
ductive behavior of mixed phase and microcrystalline layers is highly influenced
by their exposure to ambient atmospheric gasses, which would be in line with the
annealing temperature dependence of the conductivity level [143]. Conductivity
of microcrystalline silicon and its changes due to annealing are often correlated to
post-depositional influences of oxygen bearing molecules [143], [125]. In Chapter
7 it will be demonstrated that samples in this study with increasing crystallinity are
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increasingly accessible to oxygen bearing molecules. The increased effect of an-
nealing that was observed for layers with a higher crystalline surface area fraction,
can be related to the increased amount of grain-boundaries and inter-crystallite tis-
sue where ambient atoms can be stored. However, it must be kept in mind that the
layers were annealed in vacuum, without intermediate exposure to oxygen. So if
the increased conductivity due to annealing is related to the presence of oxygen,
the oxygen should have already been present in some form in the sample before
the anneal. Possible sources could be, for example, absorption by the layer from
the air during the short period in between deposition of the layer and the anneal in
ambient environment or unintentional oxygen incorporation during deposition.

In literature, there are currently two different competitive models that relate
the presence of oxygen to changes in the conductivity. In the first model, as stated
for example by Torres et al. [143] and Nasuno et al. [125], three fold coordin-
ated oxygen forms a donor state in amorphous silicon by a small increase of the
charged dangling bond density [144], and a similar situation might be present at
the grain boundaries. Their model explains a minimum in conductivity at a depos-
ition temperature of ∼140◦C by stating that at higher temperatures the active oxy-
gen donors dominate the conductivity, leading to values of 10−4-10−2Ω−1 cm−1,
while at lower temperatures this effect is (partly) compensated by a high hydrogen
incorporation which can passivate the donors through the mechanism O ≡ 3Si + H
→ H-Si + Si-O-Si, where the Si-O-Si is no longer electrically active. Hence, if our
measurements could be explained within this doping model, then at low anneal-
ing temperatures the passivation mechanism should be reversed and/or new triple
bonded oxygen atoms should be formed. The proposed passivation mechanism by
hydrogen could be reversed at low annealing temperatures if these configurations
are metastable, similar to the bond switching models for light induced metastabil-
ity. However, if the donor passivation mechanism is reversed by the anneal, then a
decrease in Si-O-Si bonds is expected, together with an increase in O≡ 3Si and a
release of atomic hydrogen or creation of extra Si-H surface bonds. These neces-
sary events have not been confirmed by the experiments described in chapter 7,
but it might be below the detection limit of, for example, FTIR. Moreover, various
types of oxygen donors have already been studied in great detail in c-Si and the
properties of oxygen donors in c-Si depend on the thermal history. In c-Si oxygen
donors are activated at process temperatures >375◦C , i.e. considerably beyond
the annealing (and deposition) temperatures of our materials.

In the second model [124], [133], [145], adsorbed oxygen or water vapour,
lowers the conductivity by an induced effect which shifts the Fermi level, e.g.
due to the creation of a depletion layer by adsorption of an electron acceptor mo-
lecule such as Oδ−

2 . Also, the differences in the direction of the conductivity shift
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due to annealing, that depend on the phase of the material, could be explained
based on adsorption of oxygen bearing molecules. This might explain the cross-
over effect of annealing on the activation energy when going from amorphous to
crystalline material (figure 6.9). The adsorbed species can be removed or incor-
porated in different, possibly electrically inactive, states by annealing in vacuum
at low temperatures, therewith increasing the conductivity. The FTIR spectra of
the non-compact µc-Si layers with adsorbed oxygen on which this model was
based, had very high Si-O modes around 1100 cm−1, a high 2100 cm−1 absorp-
tion mode indicative of Si-H surface states, and an additional absorption band
at 2200 and 2250 cm−1, very similar to the spectra after annealing that were
observed in chapter 7. For these layers a correlation, though unexplained, was
observed [124] between the processes of incorporation and adsorption of water,
which would both intensify at an increase of grain boundary area (hence, in gen-
eral with increasing crystalline surface area fraction and/or nucleation density).
The experiment of Torres et al. [143], where the conductivity was significantly
higher for samples that were exposed to oxygen during deposition, is not necessar-
ily in contradiction with this model, since during deposition oxygen can be built in
in a different manner and at different positions than after deposition, which could
affect the conductivity in the opposite direction.

6.7 Conclusion

A new method, the ’four step method’, was introduced to determine the crystal-
line surface area fraction from the combination of optical microscope and AFM
or SEM images, of which the output values seem accurate within an error of 5%.
The method was tested on three dilution series of silicon layers made at 40◦C ,
70◦C and 100◦C . Making use of the detailed information on the size and shape
of microcrystallites that was determined in chapter 5, the found crystalline sur-
face area fraction could be translated into microcrystallite densities and crystal-
line volume fractions, using analytical functions that are deduced from the the-
oretical relationship between the density of overlapping circles on a surface and
their surface area fraction. The found crystalline volume fractions were compared
to Raman crystalline ratio measurements on the same samples and were approx-
imately equal within the error margin. The big advantage of the four step method,
compared to the more commonly used Raman method, is that it does not require
any assumptions on unknown parameters, such as the penetration depth of a laser
beam in a mixed phase material with cone shaped microcrystallites or differences
in Raman cross-sections between the different phases.
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Since the microcrystalline material develops in the shape of cones that nucleate
close to the substrate, and not as a homogeneous stack, extreme densities of these
nuclei are required to get a crystalline volume fraction close to 1 in the first few
hundred nanometer of the layer. The natural increase in microcrystallite density
at higher hydrogen dilution ratio is normally not that extreme, which leads to
saturation of ϕV at higher dilution values. If the Raman crystalline ratio also
gives realistic values of the crystalline volume fraction at higher hydrogen dilution
values, where the surface is completely covered with microcrystalline material,
then the 3-dimensional model of a random distribution of crystalline cones also
explains the observed saturation of the Raman crystalline ratio at ϕS > 1 for
increasing dilution.

Comparison of the results of dark conductivity measurements with crystalline
surface area fractions reveals a monotonous increase of dark conductivity with
crystalline surface area fraction and a negligible role of the surface crystalline
percolation point (at a crystalline surface area fraction of 0.67). After full cover-
age is reached, both the conductivity and the crystalline volume fraction start to
saturate. If, for UHV samples, hardly any barrier is formed between the more con-
ductive microcrystallites and the surrounding amorphous tissue, a gradual shift
in the Fermi level towards the conduction band is expected. At crystalline sur-
face area fractions close to the percolation point, the first conductive paths can be
formed through the microcrystallites, but a substantially thick percolation sheet is
only found at higher dilution values. The amount of contact area also increases
gradually with microcrystallite density and cannot explain the sudden jump in
conductivity that is observed in literature.

The contact area in between microcrystallites is observed as an open space
in X-TEM images, which could be susceptible to adsorption or incorporation of
ambient (oxygen bearing) molecules. Depending on the interaction of these mo-
lecules with the tissue in between neighboring microcrystallites, the conductivity
of the layer can change and can be affected by low temperature annealing. The
effect of such species on the conductivity increases with increasing crystalline
fraction, due to an increase in contact area between microcrystallites and possibly
also due to the role of this area in the current transport mechanism. A possible
explanation of the ’jump’ in dark conductivity close to ϕS = 1, could be the sur-
passing of the percolation point for conduction through a connected network of
contact boundaries between microcrystallites or a relatively large increase in con-
tact area per increase in crystalline volume fraction above full crystalline surface
area coverage, possibly combined with an increase or change of state of the pen-
etration of ambient molecules.



Chapter 7

Thermal Annealing Studies of
Silicon Layers Deposited at 40◦C

Post-deposition thermal annealing studies including gas effusion measurements,
measurements of infrared absorption versus annealing state are used for struc-
tural characterization of hydrogenated amorphous and microcrystalline silicon
films, prepared by very high frequency plasma enhanced chemical vapor depos-
ition at low substrate temperature (Ts). Such films are of interest for application
in thin semiconductor devices deposited on cheap plastics. For Ts = 40◦C , H-
evolution shows rather complicated spectra for (near-) microcrystalline material,
with hydrogen effusion maxima seen at ∼200-250◦C , 380◦C and ∼450-500◦C ,
while for amorphous material typical spectra for good-quality dense material are
found. Effusion experiments of implanted He in microcrystalline samples demon-
strate the presence of a rather open (void-rich) structure in the microcrystalline
material. A similar tendency can be concluded from Ne effusion experiments.
Fourier Transform infrared spectra of stepwise annealed samples show Si-H bond
rupture already at annealing temperatures of 150◦C . For all of these (near-) mi-
crocrystalline materials the open structure, revealed by AFM/X-TEM studies, is
the most probable explanation of the shift of the H effusion maximum in (near-)
microcrystalline material to lower temperature.

7.1 Introduction

Achieving a good material quality at substrate temperatures below 100◦C is a
challenge. As was discussed in chapter 4, lowering Ts has a limiting influence
on the precursor (reaction) processes at the growth surface, resulting in mater-
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ials with high hydrogen concentration and a high level of disorder . A large
fraction of this hydrogen is commonly stored in large voids which can lead to
shunted or even short-circuited devices and chemical instability of the material.
This chapter focuses on the structural characterization of hydrogenated amorph-
ous and microcrystalline silicon (Si:H) films of low deposition temperature, using
post-deposition thermal annealing experiments including gas effusion measure-
ments and measurements of infrared absorption versus annealing state. The re-
lease of H atoms from Si:H materials is known to be very different for compact
materials than for materials with an interconnected void structure. In materials
with a void structure, it is relatively easy for the hydrogen to escape as molecular
H2 by breakage of two Si-H bonds and formation of H2(g), which easily escapes
from the film through the void network [146]. This evolution process typically
starts near 100◦C and has a maximum around 380◦C , and the peak is commonly
referred to as the low temperature (LT) effusion peak. For compact materials
an effusion peak near 600◦C , the high-temperature (HT) effusion peak, is com-
monly observed. The HT-peak has been attributed to the out-diffusion of atomic
H through a compact network [146]. In case of void-rich materials, this HT peak
is often found too, and has been attributed to a compact phase formed during the
LT effusion process or thereafter by densification. Effusion measurements of im-
planted He and Ne provide further insight in the microstructure of the material.
Since these atoms do not form bonds, their out-diffusion spectra give informa-
tion on openings and voids in the material [147]. For further understanding, the
effusion results are correlated with Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of
annealed samples and to the material structure as determined by Raman spectro-
scopy, AFM and X-TEM in the previous chapters.

7.2 Experimental Details

All layers were deposited in the ASTER ultra high vacuum multi-chamber sys-
tem [26] by VHF-PECVD at an excitation frequency of 50 MHz. The first series
(series A) was made at a substrate temperature of ∼40◦C with gas dilution ra-
tios (rH = [H2]/[SiH4]) ranging from rH = 10 to 70. The thickness of the layers
was ∼1 µm for the samples of rH < 60 and ∼600 nm for the samples of rH
> 60. For the FTIR annealing experiments, four samples with dilution ratios rH
= 20, 40, 50 and 70 were reproduced, except that the thicknesses of these four
films were ∼400 nm (series B). The layers were deposited on a strip of crystalline
wafer with native oxide. A strip of Corning 1737F glass was added in every de-
position for Raman measurements. During the hydrogen evolution measurements
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the samples (on wafers) were heated in vacuum up to a temperature of 1100◦C at
a heating rate of 20 K/min. The desorbing atoms or molecules were detected by
a mass-spectrometer. For the He and Ne effusion experiments, first these ele-
ments were implanted with an energy of 40 keV and 100 keV, respectively, and
implantation dose of 1016 cm−2. In the FTIR annealing experiment, the samples
of series B were stepwise annealed (isochronal annealing) for half an hour at each
temperature in a vacuum oven at the following temperatures: 50◦C , 70◦C , 90◦C ,
110◦C , 130◦C , 150◦C , 170◦C , 190◦C , 210◦C , 250◦C , 300◦C , 350◦C , 400◦C ,
450◦C and 500◦C . After each annealing step the samples were taken out of the
oven and the FTIR spectra were measured.

7.3 Hydrogen Evolution spectra

In Figure 7.1 the results of the effusion experiment of series A are presented. The
hydrogen evolution spectra are dominated by a broad effusion peak with a max-
imum in effusion rate near 600◦C for the samples with rH = 10 and rH = 20 and
near 400◦C for the samples deposited with rH ≥ 30. Thus, the hydrogen evolu-
tion profiles suggest that a distinction can be made in these two different types of
material. The first type of profile (type 1) is seen for the rH = 10 and rH = 20
(i.e. fully amorphous) Si:H layers. A shoulder is visible at 380◦C , the standard
LT effusion temperature related to interconnected voids, and at 600◦C , the stand-
ard HT effusion temperature related to out-diffusion of atomic H in a compact
material (for a film thickness near 1 µm). These films crystallize (under the con-
ditions of the evolution experiment) near 730◦C so that the long tail of H effusion
at higher temperature must be attributed to H-effusion from a crystalline material.
These spectra agree closely with published data of Ts = 50◦C material deposited
from silane with a high hydrogen dilution [148]. The second type (type 2) is seen
for layers with rH ≥ 30. The layer with rH = 30 is Raman-amorphous (RC =
0), while the others, rH = 40, 60 and 70, have a Raman crystalline ratio of RC =
0.48, 0.68 and 0.72, respectively. Here also two maxima are clearly visible, one at
380◦C (LT-peak) and one peak/shoulder at 450-500◦C . For the type 2a (rH = 30
and rH = 40 materials) the strongest effusion peak is near 450-500◦C while, for
type 2b (rH = 60 and rH = 70 materials) the maximum is near 380◦C with a clear
shoulder near 450-500◦C . For type 2b also an extra shoulder/maximum is visible
at 200-250◦C . All samples of type 2 show a decay in H effusion > 500◦C with a
change in slope to nearly constant effusion rate at T > 600◦C . Similar effusion
spectra as type 2a,b have been reported earlier [149] for microcrystalline Si films
deposited at Ts = 150 and 200◦C . Here, the peaks near 400 and 500◦C were at-
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Figure 7.1: a) H (top), Ne (middle) and He (bottom) evolution profiles of series
A. The H evolution profiles are calculated per volume, the Ne and He effusion
profiles per area, since the implantation was at similar depth for all materials. The
bold vertical lines indicate the LT and HT peaks known from the literature, located
at 380◦C and 600◦C . As a guide to the eye, in the Ne profiles trendlines are drawn
for the different material types that are discussed in the text.

tributed to surface desorption of hydrogen from crystalline surfaces. In fact, the
position of this peak depends on the out-diffusion path length. For thicker and
more compact samples it shifts to ∼600◦C . The maximum near 200-250◦C was
tentatively assigned to the effusion of water vapor, but an effusion temperature
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near 250◦C also lies in the low temperature tail of the hydrogen effusion peak at
380◦C [147]. To make a distinction between the chemical and diffusion effects on
the H-evolution spectra, evolution spectra of implanted He and Ne were measured
for the present series of samples. These results are shown in Fig. 7.1 as well. He
and Ne atoms do not react with other atoms, and their out-diffusion spectra can
therefore be used to detect openings and voids in amorphous silicon layers. or
effusion spectra of implanted He, two peak positions are commonly discussed in
literature [150], [151]: a LT peak at ∼400◦C , which is associated with effusion
from network sites, and a HT peak near 800◦C associated with precipitated He in
isolated voids or bubbles which is released by the rupture of these bubbles. In
some cases, no HT peak is observed in the He effusion spectra and the LT peak is
shifted to ∼200◦C . This is typical for a material with interconnected voids. He
effusion shows for type 1 samples an effusion peak near 400◦C and for the type 2
samples a peak near 200◦C , indicating very compact material and material with
interconnected voids, respectively.

Ne effusion results indicate in all cases a peak near 700◦C . While for material
type 1 Ne effusion is confined to temperatures > 600◦C , it starts for samples type
2 at temperatures as low as 400◦C . Since the atomic size of Ne is quite similar
to the size of a hydrogen molecule, the results suggest that in type 2 material
molecular hydrogen can diffuse even at low temperatures through the Si network.
This is in agreement with the presence of voids, while for compact material Ne
atoms do not diffuse significantly below the crystallization temperature.

7.4 FTIR Spectra After Thermal Annealing

The results of isochronal annealing on the FTIR Si-H absorption spectra are
presented in Figure 7.2. By this experiment, the effect of the annealing on the
bonding modes of hydrogen with silicon was examined. In Fig. 7.2 only the res-
ults of the stretching modes are given, because in the stretching mode spectra the
most relevant information and the strongest correlations to the evolution spectra
were found. Here, typical type 1 and type 2 spectra (rH = 20 and rH = 70 of series
B) are compared. The different curves represent the difference between the FTIR
spectra of the as-deposited material and the spectra measured after each annealing
step, i.e. positive values indicate a decrease in Si-H absorption while negative val-
ues indicate an increase. The thin solid curve is the spectrum of the as-deposited
material and is shown for reference. As expected, the difference between the
spectrum of the as-deposited material and the spectra after annealing is continu-
ously increasing with successive annealing steps, in agreement with the release of
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Figure 7.2: FTIR difference spectra of the Si-H stretching absorption as a function
of annealing. Each curve is obtained by subtracting the FTIR curve after each
annealing step from the as-deposited spectrum (the black solid line). Negative
values therefore indicate an increase of a vibrational mode and positive values a
decrease. Left: spectra of amorphous sample with rH = 20. Right: spectra of
microcrystalline sample with rH = 70.

Si-bound hydrogen. Up to 150◦C not much change in the IR spectrum is distin-
guishable. For the type 2 material, some contributions to the H loss are seen in
the high frequency (HF) part > 2060 cm−1, where peaks are visible at 2070, 2105
and 2140 cm−1. Between 190◦C and 250◦C , i.e. in the temperature range where
H-effusion starts for type 2 material, also a decrease in Si-H absorption in the low
frequency (LF) part <2060 cm−1 starts for both types of materials. In particular,
peaks in the difference spectra are found for the type 1 material at 1950 cm−1 and
2000-2030 cm−1 and for the type 2 material around 1900 cm−1 and 2000-2030
cm−1. Furthermore, an increase of the number of bonds (negative difference) in
a mode near 2085 cm−1 becomes distinguishable in the type 1 material and for
the type 2 material two bonding modes at 2200 and 2250 cm−1 also seem to gain
(negative peak). From 250◦C to 350◦C , i.e. the range where H-effusion starts for
the type 1 material, the biggest change in both the type 1 and type 2 spectra is seen,
at similar peak positions to those observed in the 150-250◦C range. The absolute
change is however much larger in this temperature range and the decrement is
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about the same for all changing peaks. Above 350◦C little further changes occur.
These results suggest that in both type 1 and 2 materials the major changes in Si-
H bonding upon annealing occur in two temperature ranges, from 150-250◦C and
from 250-350◦C , corresponding to the LT He- and H-effusion peaks in type 2 and
type 1 materials, respectively. In type 1 materials only LF Si-H bonding modes
are decreasing in these two temperature ranges, corresponding to the breaking of
bulk mono-hydrides, and in type 2 materials also the HF modes are diminished
by annealing. However, the strongest correlation between the effusion profiles
and the breaking of hydrogen bonds for the type 2 materials is found in the LF
part. Unlike the effusion trend, the HF part of type 2 samples seems to decrease
continuously over the whole annealing temperature range, in a pace similar to the
increase in the 2200 and 2500 cm−1 modes. However, a large fraction of the LF
part in type 2 materials has disappeared after annealing up to 300◦C , while the
HF modes are still considerably large. Since the LT effusion maxima correspond
to changes both in type 1 and type 2 FTIR difference spectra and are mainly cor-
related to breaking of bulk mono-hydrides (LF modes), while the HF modes either
do not decrease or decrease throughout the whole temperature range, the different
LT effusion peaks of type 1 and 2 materials are most likely related to a difference
in out-diffusion path and less likely to a difference in the Si-H bond configurations
that are broken at these temperatures.

7.5 Discussion

A possible explanation of these effusion and annealing effects can be found in the
structure of the different materials as followed from AFM and X-TEM images
in chapters 4 to 6. The AFM and X-TEM results show that the type 2 samples
are ordered in a columnar structure, of which the inter-columnar spaces are wide
enough to be detected by X-TEM. Hence, a more open structure and the relatively
short path to an opening to the exterior (such a column has a typical width of
about 50 nm), is present in this material. As is already known for the HT peak
[148], reduction of the out-diffusion path can shift the peak towards lower effusion
temperatures. Both the He effusion spectra as the H-effusion spectra of the non-
compact materials have shown that a nearly identical shift can be observed for the
LT effusion peak, which suggests that also H2 effusion is influenced by the out-
diffusion path. Possibly, the columnar structure of these low temperature layers
facilitates the out-diffusion of H2 that is formed on internal surfaces.

The accessibility of the columnar structure is manifested as increments of the
2200 and 2250 cm−1 modes (see Fig. 7.2), which can be attributed to the existence
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of (O3)Si-H and (O2)Si-H bonds [152]. Although these peaks are hardly present
in the FTIR spectrum before the first annealing cycle, thereby confirming that no
comparable amount of oxygen was incorporated during deposition, they increase
gradually for the type 2 material in a similar pace as the decrease of the HF part of
the Si-H spectrum. Possibly, the surface mono-hydride and poly-hydride modes
that are mainly residing on the surfaces of the columns, react at low annealing
temperatures with adsorbed oxygen (or water) in the inter-columnar spaces. In the
effusion profiles, no hydrogen gas was observed to be released below 170◦C and
also in the FTIR spectra, no changes in the rocking mode (∼630 cm−1, not dis-
played) intensity was found after annealing, thus the hydrogen loss was minimal in
this temperature range. Altogether, it may be concluded that the observed changes
in the stretching modes, i.e. the decrease of surface Si-H modes and the increase
of O2-Si-H and O3-Si-H modes are due to changes in bonding configurations and
not due to hydrogen losses. Note that the presence of a columnar structure in the
(near-) microcrystalline material of type 2 can also explain why the shifted HT
effusion peak was not followed by a sharp drop in effusion intensity. In dense
material, out-diffusion of atomic hydrogen causes densification of the material,
which stimulates in its turn a fast release of atomic hydrogen. This densification
process is less efficient when the starting material is not compact, causing a slow
decay of the H-effusion rate after the shifted HT peak. At increasing hydrogen
dilution ratio, the HT peak becomes lower and the decay in effusion rate slower
(figure 7.1).

The incorporation of oxygen due to annealing of the samples at low temper-
atures in vacuum, though highly unexpected, is confirmed by similar FTIR dif-
ference spectra of the Si-O stretching absorption modes measured on the samples
around 1100 cm−1, as shown in figure 7.3. An increase in Si-O bonding modes is
observed for both type 1 and type 2 samples, for type 2 continuously and for type
1 mainly for annealing temperatures >250◦C . The total increase is significantly
larger for type 2 materials.

The increase of the 2085 cm−1 mode in the type 1 material, mainly for temper-
atures >250◦C , which is generally related to mono-hydrides on surfaces, is not
yet as clear. Possibly hydrogen-covered voids form upon H diffusion or hydrogen
atoms that are released from the bulk material first reside on (internal) surfaces
before they can diffuse out.
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Figure 7.3: FTIR difference spectrum of the Si-O stretching absorption as a func-
tion of annealing. Each curve is obtained by subtracting the FTIR curve after
each annealing step from the as-deposited spectrum (the black solid line). Negat-
ive values therefore indicate an increase of a vibrational mode and positive values
a decrease. Left: spectrum of amorphous sample with rH = 20. Right: spectrum
of microcrystalline sample with rH = 70.

7.6 Conclusions

Hydrogen evolution measurements of Si:H films deposited at a substrate temper-
ature of 40◦C are consistent with the presence of an open (void rich) structure
for (near-) microcrystalline material under the present low temperature deposition
conditions. The evolution spectra of low temperature amorphous material are
typical of a rather compact structure. FTIR difference spectra of the hydrogen
stretching modes, taken after annealing the samples in vacuum at temperatures
up to 500◦C , indicate that the difference between the LT evolution spectra of
amorphous and (near-) microcrystalline material, which manifests itself as a shift
of the LT effusion peak to lower effusion temperature, cannot be attributed to a
difference in the location of Si-H bonds, since only the density of bulk Si-H (LF)
modes is reduced by annealing at low temperature. It is therefore suggested that
a difference in out-diffusion path, due to a different microstructure, might cause
a low temperature shift of the LT peak, similar to that of the HT peak. This
is supported by a reduction of the threshold temperature for out-diffusion of Ne
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atoms, that have a size that is similar to that of a hydrogen molecule, from (near)
microcrystalline layers. In X-TEM images of low temperature mixed phase and
microcrystalline materials a columnar structure with elongated voids was found
(chapter 4), which might be related to this shifted LT effusion peak . The open
structure of the type 2 samples is confirmed by the increase of Si-O related peaks
during the FTIR annealing experiment, which indicates that a significant amount
of oxygen from adsorbed oxygen bearing molecules from the ambient can be in-
corporated in the layer.
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Mixed-Phase Silicon Layers in
Solar Cells

The performance of low temperature mixed-phase intrinsic silicon layers depos-
ited at 70◦C and 100◦C in solar cells was studied by varying the hydrogen dilution
of the silane source gas during deposition of the intrinsic absorber layer in p-i-n
solar cells. Also different superstrates were tested. It was found, using a combina-
tion of Raman spectroscopy and optical microscope imaging, that the crystallinity
of the intrinsic layer depends significantly on the choice of superstrate and Trans-
parent Conductive Oxide (TCO). While at a deposition temperature of 40◦C the
intrinsic silicon layer with the highest photo-sensitivity and yielding the best solar
cell was found to be a mixed-phase layer with a Raman crystalline ratio of 0.35,
for 70◦C and 100◦C no optimum was found within the amorphous to microcrystal-
line transition regime. The VOC remained above 800 mV for all solar cells in the
transition region up to a high Raman crystalline ratio of 0.7, with an unexpectedly
high VOC at this crystalline fraction reaching 950 mV.

8.1 Introduction

At a substrate temperature of 40◦C , the intrinsic silicon layer with the best photo-
sensitivity and the best solar cell were found for mixed-phase material, with a
Raman crystalline ratio of 0.35, at an intrinsic layer thickness of 500 nm (chapter
3). At 70◦C and 100◦C , the maxima in photo-sensitivity were not found in the
transition region, but the layers on which this was measured were only 200 nm
thick (see also chapter 3). In chapters 4-6 thicker mixed-phase layers made at
70◦C and 100◦C were studied in detail. The internal structure of these layers dis-
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played many similarities to that of the best layer made at 40◦C . This raises the
question, whether these layers will also lead to improved solar cell performance.
Therefore, in this chapter, mixed-phase layers made at 70◦C and 100◦C will be
tested in a solar cell structure that is similar to the best cell made at 40◦C , to test
whether also for these substrate temperatures an optimum can be found within the
transition region.

It is commonly found [80],[153] that the best intrinsic layers for thin film mi-
crocrystalline silicon solar cells at a substrate temperature around 200◦C , are de-
posited in the µc-regime, close to the microcrystalline to amorphous phase trans-
ition border. Vetterl et al. [80] found a strong increase in JSC , VOC and FF by
increasing the silane gas flow for the deposition of the µc-Si intrinsic absorber
layer in a series of solar cells, while keeping all other deposition parameters con-
stant. They observed an increase in cell efficiency from 3 to 7% for an increase in
silane to hydrogen gas flow ratio of 2 to 6% for 1 µm thick cells. Raman measure-
ments on separate intrinsic layers made at the same silane concentration, showed
that the intrinsic layer corresponding to the best solar cell had a Raman crystalline
ratio (RC) of ∼0.6 (for the definition of RC see section 2.3). A further increase
of the silane concentration to 7%, led to a significant increase of the amorphous
content and a Raman crystalline ratio of ∼0.3, and resulted in a steep drop in
FF and JSC to values below 65% and 14 mA/cm2, respectively. In the publication
by Vetterl [80] the VOC remained constant for the cell at the amorphous side of the
transition at a value just above 550 mV.

In table 8.1 the JV-data of cells made in this work at different hydrogen dilution
ratios around the transition region at 40◦C is given. Though very low, the absolute
values of the JV-parameters of the cell at rH = 40 are qualitatively similar, with a
very low JSC and FF and a relatively good VOC , to those of cells at the amorphous
side of the transition observed by Vetterl [80]. It is, however, quite remarkable that
a cell made at such low substrate temperature can reach a close to state-of-the-art
VOC of 0.82 V. Why JSC and VOC are so much worse for more amorphous cells
made at low substrate temperature is not clear. Probably, a high defect density of
amorphous material made at such low substrate temperature causes very high re-
combination inside the i-layer, leading to a strong reduction of all cell parameters.

However, at 40◦C , the cell made at a Raman crystalline ratio of 0.6 did not
outperform the best cell made at RC = 0.35. As shown in chapter 5, at 40◦C the
microcrystallites display a very disordered internal structure, consisting of many
small sub-crystallites. This could be the reason that solar cells made at 40◦C do
not improve much by the presence of more microcrystallites and degrade at higher
crystallinity, since in disordered areas the recombination through defects is ex-
pected to be higher. With increasing substrate temperature from 40◦C to 100◦C ,
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rH RC η (%) JSC (mA/cm2) VOC (V) FF
30 0.00 0.25 1.5 0.66 0.25
40 0.35 1.36 4.8 0.82 0.35
50 0.60 0.30 1.8 0.62 0.28

Table 8.1: JV-parameters of the 40◦C thin film silicon solar cells on glass with
500 nm thick i-layers made at rH = 40 and at slightly higher and lower hydrogen
dilution. The area of the cells is 4×4 mm2. Non-stabilized best cell results are
given.

the internal structure of the microcrystallites changes substantially. The sub-
crystallites within a microcrystallite become larger and more elongated.

In this chapter it is investigated whether the dilution-dependent trend in the
performance of mixed-phase silicon solar cells deposited at 70◦C and 100◦C is
more similar to the 40◦C case or to the 200◦C case in literature.

8.2 Experimental Details

Based on the dilution series for thick intrinsic silicon layers (chapter 4), the hy-
drogen to silane dilution ratios for two dilution series of solar cells at 70◦C and
100◦C were estimated. At 70◦C the transition was found in the range of rH =
30-40 and at 100◦C in the range of rH = 20-30.

The microcrystallite density in these samples was determined according to the
method developed in chapter 6 by studying optical microscope (OM) images and
comparing the outcome to crystallinity values that were obtained using Raman
spectroscopy. This method can also be used on cells, but not if the cells are de-
posited on rough substrates. Therefore, the solar cells were made on different
textured and non-textured substrates. All solar cells were deposited on two pieces
of Asahi glass coated with textured SnO2:F, one piece of Corning 1737F glass
coated with ITO and one piece of HF-dipped Corning glass without ITO. The last
configuration, without TCO, does not lead to a working solar cell and therefore
no JV-characteristics of solar cells on Corning glass will be discussed.

To make sure that the cells with dominantly amorphous layers would still work,
the intrinsic layer had to be kept relatively thin, while ensuring that sufficiently
large microcrystallites in the intrinsic layer are present to be detected by optical
microscope. The intrinsic a-Si:H layers in the cells were deposited with a thick-
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ness of ∼500 nm, based on the deposition rate of the separate layers from chapter
4. All solar cells of the two dilution series were deposited in the p-i-n configur-
ation with an 8 nm thick a-SiC:H p-layer deposited at 200◦C and a 20 nm thick
a-Si:H n-layer made at 40◦C (the best 40◦C n-layer from the tests in Chapter 3),
to avoid additional heating of the i-layer during deposition of the n-layer.

The effect of the gradual phase transition of the i-layer on the solar cell per-
formance was determined by measuring the J-V characteristics and external col-
lection efficiency (ECE) with bias light illumination.

8.3 Crystalline Fraction of Solar Cells

As demonstrated in chapter 6, the microcrystallites within a layer appear as dark
dots in an optical microscope image due to scattering of the transmitted light by
the microcrystallites, as long as the surface of a mixed-phase layer is not yet com-
pletely crystalline. Figure 8.1 shows optical microscopy images both for the solar
cells deposited at 70◦C and for the cells deposited at 100◦C . The amorphous to
microcrystalline transition can be observed as an increasing density of dark dots
in these images. At the lowest dilution values, rH = 28 for 70◦C and rH = 24
for 100◦C , a high density of microcrystallites is detected, which decreases at a
slightly higher dilution value. This is similar to the observations in chapter 5
for thick layers at the onset of crystallinity, where smaller microcrystallites were
already detected by optical microscopy and SEM in a range where the measured
Raman crystalline ratio is still close to zero. The diameter of these microcrystal-
lites varies and is smaller than that for microcrystallites made at higher dilutions,
which indicates that the crystals for these lower dilution conditions do not start
at the substrate but at a higher layer thickness. At a slightly higher dilution ratio,
a much lower density of larger microcrystallites appears and the density of the
microcrystallites increases again for still higher dilution ratios.
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Figure 8.1: Series of optical microscope images of the solar cell dilution series
with intrinsic layer thicknesses of ∼500 nm , made at substrate temperatures of
70◦C and 100◦C and deposited on Corning glass and on Corning glass covered
with ITO. The images were taken with the Olympus reflection microscope at a
magnification of 80×.
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In figure 8.2 Raman crystalline ratios (RC) are given, measured from the front
and the rear side of the cells. Raman crystalline ratios from zero up to values above
0.5 on Corning glass and above 0.7 on Corning/ITO are reached within the studied
range of dilution values. For the highest dilution values at 100◦C , the given ratios
were estimated from the OM images (open symbols in figure 8.2). According to
Droz et al. [41] and Vetterl et al. [80], within the measured Raman crystalline ra-
tio range with values up to 0.7,he transition from amorphous silicon characteristic
solar cells with a high VOC and low FF and JSC , to microcrystalline characteristic
solar cells with slightly lower VOC but much higher JSC and FF should occur. De-
tection of crystallinity with an optical microscope is not possible on a textured
substrate due to scattering at the SnO2:F/Si interface. Raman measurements, both
from the average between front and back and from the measurements from the
back alone, show that the cells on textured SnO2:F are all slightly less crystalline
than the cells on ITO and the cells that were deposited on Corning glass without
ITO have a much lower Raman crystalline ratio than the cells on Corning glass
with ITO. The optical microscope images in figure 8.1 demonstrate that the differ-
ence between the Raman measurements on ITO and bare Corning glass is not just
an artefact of the measurement or a thickness effect, but corresponds to a differ-
ence in microcrystallite density. So the crystallinity depends heavily on the choice
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Figure 8.2: Raman crystalline ratio as a function of hydrogen to silane flow dilu-
tion ratio on different substrates and measured from the front and back in between
the cells on one sample. For some of the 100◦C samples the crystallinity was es-
timated by comparing the OM images to those of the 70◦C series in figure 8.1.
Left: 70◦C . Right: 100◦C .
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of substrate. This effect could be related to a different charging of the substrate
during plasma deposition of the layers, but also substrate dependent differences in
surface free energy or surface dependent diffusion of precursors [83], [82], [81]
can significantly affect the nucleation behavior. The difference in crystallinity
between the 1000 nm thick layers from the dilution series presented in Chapter 6
and the 500 nm thick absorber layers in the cells on Corning glass also cannot be
explained by the difference in thickness only. In the cells, deposited on an a-SiC:H
p-layer, the increase in microcrystallite density as a function of hydrogen dilution
is slower. This can be easily checked from the microscope images by ‘counting’
microcrystallites. The presence of an amorphous p-layer below the intrinsic layer
results in a lower nucleation density of microcrystallites.

8.4 JV-characteristics

In figure 8.3 the efficiency values of the best mixed phase silicon solar cells and
the average of all 30 cells on one strip are given as a function of hydrogen dilution.
At 100◦C , the average efficiency per strip for cells on on textured Asahi SnO2:F
is higher than that on Corning/ITO for the whole dilution range. The best cell
efficiencies are nearly constant or slightly decreasing with increasing dilution in
this range. For the 70◦C cells the best values display large scatter within the range
of ∼1-2.5% and the average values remain below 1%, but no clear impact of the
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Figure 8.3: Efficiency of best cells (closed symbols) and average efficiency of
all 30 cells on one strip (open symbols) for the cells on textured Asahi U-type
SnO2:F and on Corning glass/ITO (without texture). Also some of the cells on
Asahi U-type TCO with a ZnO:Al back reflector (AsaBR) were measured. Left:
70◦C . Right: 100◦C .
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increase in dilution can be observed.
In figure 8.4, also the efficiency values, and the other JV-parameters, of the

mixed phase solar cells are given, but this time as a function of the Raman crys-
tallinity values that were determined on the cells in the previous section (figure
8.2). The average efficiency per strip decreases constantly with increasing crys-
tallinity and also the best values display a minor decay. For both deposition tem-
peratures, the average efficiency over the strips is significantly lower than the best
values. This difference is larger for higher crystallinity values and is strongly re-
lated to a large drop in average VOC and FF . The drop of the average values might
be related to an increase of ‘cracks’, that can act as ’bad parallel diodes’ [154], or
shunt paths as a result of the increased density of microcrystallites. These cracks
are formed at the inter-crystallite boundaries and both their density and length
depends on the microcrystallite density. Therefore, the probability that within a
4×4 mm2 size cell a ’critical’ boundary or crack that will shunt the solar cell
will be present, will also increase with higher microcrystallite density, which will
lower the average values. For the higher dilution values within the studied range,
many cracks are commonly present at these low substrate temperatures, as can be
observed in the X-TEM image of the rH = 60 layer in figure 4.4 in chapter 4.

The VOC of the best cells is very high throughout the whole crystallinity range,
both at 70◦C and 100◦C , even at a crystalline fraction of 0.7. At these deposition
temperatures, there seems to be no correlation between the crystallinity and the
VOC , as was found for higher substrate temperatures by Droz et al.[41]. The best
VOC values are higher on ITO than on Asahi SnO2:F TCOs, and a maximum value
of 950 mV was measured at a crystalline fraction of 0.6. For such a high crystal-
line fraction, it is highly unusual that a VOC value above typical microcrystalline
solar cell voltages of 550-600 mV is measured. For for the low temperature cells
without a crystalline fraction, both at 70◦C and at 100◦C , the high VOC is most
likely related to the very high band gap, which has a maximum around 100◦C and
is still relatively large at even lower substrate temperatures (see chapter 3. The
high VOC of the cells with a crystalline fraction might be related to the high frac-
tion of amorphous material that is present within the microcrystallites (see chapter
5), due to which the microcrystalline part of the cell cannot form a parallel diode
over the full thickness of the intrinsic layer. In fact, compared to the results of e.g.
Roschek et al. [153], Vetterl et al. [80] and Droz et al. [41], all tested cells made
both at 70◦C and 100◦C display a typical behavior of amorphous cells just below
the microcrystalline transition, with a low short circuit current and FF and a high
VOC .
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Figure 8.4: JV-parameters as a function of the Raman crystalline ratio determined
in between the cells on the sample strips (see figure 8.2), for the series of thin film
silicon cells described in the text. Best cells (closed symbols) and average of 30
cells on one strip (open symbols) are given for textured Asahi U-type SnO2:F
and Corning/ITO substrates. Some cells on Asahi U-type TCO substrate are also
measured with a ZnO:Al back reflector.
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The amorphous behavior of the cells is confirmed by the spectral response
measurements in figure 8.5. No response above 700 nm is observed, which in-
dicates that no light that is absorbed in the crystalline part is eventually collected.
Compared to the spectral response of microcrystalline silicon solar cells made by
Vetterl et al. [80], this absence of high wavelength response cannot just be a result
of the relatively small thickness of these cells.

JSC is for most cells on Asahi higher than for the cells on ITO, most likely
due to improved light trapping on a textured substrate. In most cases this is, for
the same reason, improved by introduction of a ZnO:Al back reflector, which is
best visible for the 70◦C cells (for the 100◦C series many cells with back reflector
were lost due to some practical issues). On average, all JV-parameters are lower
for 70◦C cells than for 100◦C cells, most likely due to an increased defect density
at lower substrate temperature. Averaged over all best values in the studied hydro-
gen dilution range (open symbols in figure 8.4) and over all substrates, JSC drops
from 8.1 mA/cm2 to 5.2 mA/cm2, VOC from 903 mV to 825 mV and the FF from
0.5 to 0.4 when the deposition temperature of the intrinsic layer is lowered from
100◦C to 70◦C .

8.5 Spectral Response

In figure 8.5 the spectral response curves of the cells made on Asahi U-type TCO
and on Corning glass/ITO are shown. On Asahi U-type TCO, at the lowest dilu-
tion ratios of rH = 28 and rH = 30 at 70◦C and rH = 26 at 100◦C , the collection
of electron-hole pairs generated at longer wavelengths above 500 nm is dominant
and below 500 nm the collection is limited, shifting the overall spectral response
towards the long wavelength part of the spectrum. At higher dilution values the
response maximum shifts to shorter wavelengths and a collection problem is ob-
served above 500 nm. The cells with dominant red response lie in the range where
no or just small crystallinity is detected by Raman spectroscopy and a low micro-
crystallite density is detected by optical microscope.

The shift from red response to blue response was not observed for the cells on
ITO. The maximum spectral response of these cells is blue and the red response
is low, which seems typical for mixed phase silicon solar cells with a high micro-
crystallite density, as is the case for most cells on ITO. Both on ITO and on Asahi
U-type TCO, no current collection was observed above 700 nm, which indicates
that the crystalline phase does not contribute to the photocurrent.

Except for a small difference in the short wavelength range, due to higher
reflection at the front surface, the response of all cells on ITO is very similar to
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Figure 8.5: Spectral response curves of thin film mixed phase silicon solar cells
on Asahi U-type TCO (top) and on Corning glass/ITO (bottom), with an i-layer
made at 70◦C (left) and 100◦C (right) at 0 V and 1 Sun bias light illumination. For
reference, on Asahi U-type TCO also the best cells made at 70◦C (rH = 20) and
100◦C (rH = 5) are included.

that of the cells on Asahi TCO with a very low, but non-zero, Raman crystalline
ratio of the i-layers at the same substrate temperature.

As was observed for the 40◦C cells at an increase of thickness (chapter 3), the
crystalline fraction at the rear side of the cell seems to have a positive effect on
the spectral response at shorter wavelengths that are absorbed at the front side.
Since the crystalline part of the intrinsic layers does not contribute to the current
collection, this might also explain the lack of response at the higher wavelengths
for higher microcrystallite densities. Due to the conical shape of the microcrys-
tallites, the crystallinity increases towards the rear of the cell and, therefore, the
amount of inactive material at the rear side of the solar cell will increase with
increasing microcrystallite density. The crystalline part of the cell being electric-
ally inactive could be related to the large disorder inside the microcrystallites that
was observed by X-TEM in chapter 5. A very large incorporation of structural
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defects within the crystalline phase can lead to such a strong deterioration of the
electronic properties that the material will be nearly electrically inactive and acts
as ’dead bulk’.

Based on the observations of Vetterl. [80] it was expected that the transition
from amorphous to microcrystalline solar cell characteristics would occur within
the studied crystalline fraction range, which, apparently, was not the case. In or-
der to explain this, we first compared the macroscopic properties of the solar cells
between the study of Vetterl [80] and our own materials. The intrinsic layers of
the solar cells in this study were kept at a thickness of 500 nm, to make sure that
the amorphous cells were not too thick, while the microcrystalline cells of Vetterl
were considerably thicker, in the range of 1-2.5 µm. According to Vetterl et al.
[155], making the cells thinner than 1 µm should results in an increase in VOC of
a few tens of mV, a decrease in JSC of about 5 mA/cm2 and an increase in FF of
about 0.03, which certainly cannot explain the very low FF and the very high
VOC in the present study. While it would still be very interesting to repeat the cells
made at 100◦C and dilution values in the range of rH = 26-28 with thicker ab-
sorber layers to test the thickness limit to which this high VOC can be maintained,
probably the open internal structure of the low temperature microcrystallites is the
real issue. Future research should address whether it is possible to achieve device
quality microcrystalline properties in a solar cell at these low substrate temperat-
ures and how much hydrogen dilution will be required in that case.

8.6 Conclusions

A combination of Raman spectroscopy and optical microscopy was used to es-
timate the crystalline fraction of the absorber layer in solar cells made in the
amorphous to microcrystalline transition regime at 70◦C and 100◦C and on dif-
ferent substrates. The influence of the substrate on the crystallinity is substantial,
but the trends in best cell JV-parameters are very similar on Asahi U-type TCO
and on Corning glass/ITO. All cells display a typical behavior of an amorphous
solar cell, despite their high crystalline fraction, with a VOC reaching values even
above 900 mV and a lack of spectral response above 700 nm, which was attrib-
uted to the very low quality of the microcrystalline regions within the cells. To
explore the limits of this amorphous behavior for low temperature cells with a mi-
crocrystalline fraction, it would be interesting to explore the range of solar cells
with thicker intrinsic layers or layers made at even higher hydrogen dilution.



Appendix A

Calculation of total intergrain
boundary surface

In chapter 6 the total intergrain boundary surface was given as a function of crys-
tallite density (figure 6.13). This total boundary surface was calculated from simu-
lated three-dimensional distributions of cone-shaped crystallites. For a given crys-
tallite density, points with random x and y-coordinates and surrounding circles
were generated on a total area of 5×5 µm2. Per generated point, neighboring
points for which the circles overlap with the circle around the point, are selec-
ted. Subsequently, the bisectors of the central point and its neighbors are drawn
(right image in figure A.1). The bisectors cross both the circle of the central point
and neighboring bisectors, and the coordinates of all of these cross-points on or
within the central circle are calculated. In case of many neighbors, some bisectors
become irrelevant due to neighbors that lie closer to the center. The irrelevant
cross-points on these bisectors are be selected out. For the remaining parts of
bisectors, indicated by the lines in between the triangles in figure A.1, first the
crosssectional surface between two adjacent cones at given distance between the
centers belonging to the bisector is drawn (figure A.2). This surface is integrated
over the part in between the relevant crosspoints. The total intergrain boundary
surface for one cone-shaped crystallite is equal to the sum of these subinterfaces.
After repeating this for all the cones in the simulated field, the intergrain boundary
surfaces are added and divided by 2, since every surface is counted twice, and by
400, which is the total area of the simulated cone field in µm2. This gives the
total area of intergrain boundary surface for given crystallite density per square
micron.
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Figure A.1: Left: schematic representatation of overlapping circles at the surface
used for calculating cross-sectional area. Right: Calculation of inner cross-points
of intersections.

Figure A.2: Calculation of cross-sectional areas with neighbors from figure A.1
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Summary

Thin, lightweight and flexible thin film solar modules have many advantages over
the heavy and rigid silicon wafer based solar modules that dominate the PV-
market, but at the moment the production costs of thin film modules are still
higher. A large reduction in costs and a wider range of applicability of thin film
modules could be achieved if they could be produced on cheaper substrates such
as low cost plastic or paper. However, good quality thin film layers are made at
deposition temperatures ≥150◦C , which is too high for cheap substrates that burn
or deform at temperatures ≥100◦C .

To determine the suitability of thin film silicon layers for direct production of
solar cells on cheap plastics, in this work, the quality of VHF-PECVD deposited
intrinsic and doped silicon layers made at substrate temperatures below 100◦C was
optimized by variation of the hydrogen to silane source gas dilution ratios (chapter
3). At 100◦C , an intrinsic amorphous silicon layer with very promising structural
and electronic properties was found at a silane to hydrogen dilution ratio (rH )
of 1:5. Also doped layers were developed, using the same settings, but adding
TMB or phosphine during deposition of the layers. Combining these intrinsic and
doped layers in a p-i-n solar cell on textured SnO2:F coated Asahi glass, resulted
in a solar cell with 7.3% conversion efficiency, which was the highest efficiency
ever reported at or below 100◦C . The best HW-CVD solar cell at 100◦C had an
efficiency of 3.4%.

A copy of the VHF-PECVD cell was made on a flat piece of cheap, ITO coated
PET foil, but the absence of a high quality, textured TCO at the font side turned out
to be the limiting factor for reproduction of the record solar cell on plastic. Both
on plastic and on glass, the maximum efficiency with flat ITO as a transparent
front contact was low, 3.0% and 2.5-4.0%, respectively.

Also substrate temperatures <100◦C were investigated, but the best solar cells
on Asahi U-type TCO with 40◦C and 70◦C intrinsic layers had efficiencies of only
1.4% and 3.8%, respectively. Moreover, a very high hydrogen to silane dilution
ratio was required to achieve relatively good layer properties, which lowers the de-
position rate considerably. At 40◦C the layer with the best optoelectronic proper-
ties was a mixed amorphous-microcrystalline phase (”mixed-phase”) silicon layer
made in the transition range at a Raman crystalline ratio of 0.35. Lowering the
substrate temperature for the deposition of silicon layers, causes a broadening
of the hydrogen dilution dependent amorphous to microcrystalline phase trans-
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ition range, which enables a detailed investigation of the transition. To gain a
better understanding of the changes in the growth process that occur close to the
amorphous to microcrystalline transition at low substrate temperatures, 1 µm thick
mixed-phase layers were made at 40◦C , 70◦C and 100◦C and studied in detail.

In X-TEM images it was found (for the first time) that the amorphous part of
a 40◦C mixed phase layer is organized in columns of ∼50 nm width starting from
a layer thickness of ∼120 nm (the ”incubation height”), in which the crystalline
part is embedded as cone-shaped ”microcrystallites” (chapter 4). Similar ∼50
nm wide columns were found in the 70◦C mixed phase layer, but the spaces in
between the columns are less wide and the protrusions at the surface are flatter. In
the 100◦C layer the intercolumnar spaces are gone but ∼50 nm wide protrusions
are still visible at the surface. None of these features could be found in a fully
amorphous layer made at 40◦C , which indicates that the presence of the columns
is both dilution and temperature dependent.

The existence of these columns in mixed-phase layers has not been described
before. The following explanation for their occurrence was postulated. If the
incubation height indicates the height at which the amorphous-amorphous rough-
ness transition occurs, according to the roughness evolution theory of Podraza,
then 50 nm is the maximum lateral size than cannot be smoothed out anymore
at given diffusion length. Such a hydrogen dilution dependent evolution of the
surface feature size towards 50 nm diameter surface features was confirmed by
AFM images of amorphous samples from the 40◦C dilution series. The fact that
the structure of the roughness transition is not smoothed out in a later growth
stage, indicates that the valley filling mechanism is less effective at 40◦C and at
high dilution. The reason for this could be that the stress in the layer at a hydro-
gen dilution value close to the phase transition, increases the activation energy of
this mechanism, the effect of which would then be present at 40◦C , but would
disappear gradually as the substrate temperature increases.

It was discovered in chapter 5, that the apex angle of the microcrystalline cones
and the ratio between the radius of curvature of the cap and the cone height (meas-
ured in X-TEM images), were approximately the same for all microcrystallites
in the mixed phase layers of which X-TEM images were made. This was the
case both for the microcrystallites examined in this study as for microcrystallites
in X-TEM images in the literature, independent of the substrate temperature or
other deposition conditions. Only when the deposition conditions were just at the
crystalline side of the transition, conical crystalline structures started at different
heights and the opening angle varied.

The internal and external features of a microcrystallite resemble into detail
those of a ballistic aggregate on a seed and the cone shape with cap can clearly
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not be described by a segment of a sphere. Other authors claimed that microcrys-
tallites have the shape of a segment of a sphere, in support of their explanation of
the cone shape based on a difference in growth rate of the amorphous and micro-
crystalline phase and isotropically impinging growth precursors. The deposition
of amorphous silicon in a PECVD reactor is demonstrated in the literature to be
isotropic, which is in apparent contradiction with the growth model of a ballistic
aggregate. Nevertheless, the nearly perfect resemblance between a microcrystal-
lite and a ballistic aggregate, found in this study, is striking and can possibly be
explained by extending the chemical annealing model beyond nucleation.

In the chemical annealing model, crystalline growth is the result of local re-
laxation of strain induced by H insertion in weak Si-Si bonds. If this mechanism
continues after nucleation, the sides of the growing microcrystallite are shielded
from such strain build-up by the amorphous environment, however, on top of the
microcrystallite crystalline accumulation will continue. This leads effectively to
the same mathematical circumstances as in a ballistic growth model with perpen-
dicular incidence. This extended chemical annealing model might also explain the
deviating cone measures at very low crystallinity values, where the compressive
stress build up in the layers is higher.

Knowing the typical measures of microcrystallites, a crystalline surface frac-
tion of a mixed phase silicon layer can be converted into a crystalline volume frac-
tion, assuming a random distribution of (overlapping) microcrystallites over the
surface (chapter 6). To determine the crystalline surface fraction of a silicon layer
accurately a new analysis method, the ’four step method’, was developed, based
on combining information from different types of microscopes and mathematical
relations for overlapping circles derived by others. The crystalline volume frac-
tions found in this manner differ only slightly from Raman crystalline ratio values
measured on the same samples, but their determination requires much less as-
sumptions on unknown parameters than the Raman method. Using the combined
information on the microcrystallite density and shape, a simple mathematical 3D
model can be used to understand observed properties of mixed phase layers in
more detail. For example, a 3D model of randomly distributed and overlapping
cones might provide a possible explanation for the saturation of the Raman crys-
talline ratio measurements at high dilution levels and help to understand percola-
tion of current through microcrystallites and their borders.

For three dilution series of mixed phase layers made at 40◦C , 70◦C and 100◦C ,
the dark conductivity increases monotonously at increasing crystalline surface
fraction up to a crystalline surface fraction close to 1, although it is commonly
assumed that the conductivity rises abruptly if a percolation path through micro-
crystallites is present within a mixed phase layer. The jump in conductivity at the
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amorphous to microcrystalline transition, reported in literature, is therefore more
likely related to percolation through an increasing network of contact boundaries
between microcrystallites than to a conductive path through contacting microcrys-
tallites.

AFM/X-TEM studies of microcrystalline layers reveal straight voids at the
boundaries between adjacent microcrystallites that extend to the surface and can
interact with ambient gases, which can influence the conductivity of these regions.
The fact that the structure of mixed phase low temperature layers is very open
and accessible to ambient atoms, was confirmed by H-, Ne-, and He-evolution
measurements of low temperature mixed-phase layers. H-evolution spectra of
mixed-phase and microcrystalline layers, are rather complicated with hydrogen
effusion maxima at ∼200-250◦C , 380◦C and ∼450-500◦C , indicating an open
structure, while for amorphous low temperature layers typical spectra for good-
quality dense material are found with two maxima at 380◦C and 600◦C .

In chapter 8, the performance of low temperature mixed-phase intrinsic silicon
layers, deposited at 70◦C and 100◦C , was tested in p-i-n solar cells on different
superstrates. The crystallinity of the intrinsic layers was determined by Raman
spectroscopy and optical microscope imaging and depends significantly on the
choice of superstrate. The solar cells displayed a typical amorphous behavior, in-
cluding no spectral response above 700 nm. For the 100◦C series, the best cell
VOC remains above 800 mV up to a high Raman crystalline ratio of 0.7, where it
reaches an unexpected high value of 950 mV. Apparently, the crystalline phase
is inactive in these cells, possibly due to the open internal structure of the micro-
crystallites.



Samenvatting

Dunne, lichtgewicht, flexibele dunne film zonnecelmodules hebben veel prakti-
sche voordelen ten opzichte van de zware, rigide silicium wafer gebaseerde modu-
les die de wereldwijde zonnecelmarkt domineren. De productiekosten van dunne
film modules per geproduceerd vermogen, zijn echter op het moment nog steeds
hoger dan die van wafer gebaseerde zonnecel modules en de praktische voordelen
wegen daar nog niet tegenop. Deel van het probleem is dat de flexibele sub-
straten waarop de cellen gemaakt moeten worden relatief duur zijn. De kosten
zouden aanzienlijk verlaagd kunnen worden als er met goedkopere substraten ge-
werkt kon worden zoals goedkope plastics of papier. Het probleem is echter, dat
doorgaans goede dunne film zonnecellen worden gemaakt bij temperaturen van
minstens 150◦C , wat veel meer is dan deze substraten aankunnen.

Voor directe toepassing op lage temperatuur substraten is in hoofdstuk 3 van
dit werk de elektronische en optische kwaliteit onderzocht van dunne film sili-
cium lagen gemaakt in een hoog vacuüm plasma depositiesysteem bij verlaagde
substraattemperaturen tot maximaal 100◦C voor verschillende mengverhoudingen
van de gasstromen van waterstofgas en silaangas in de reactiekamer. Door ook
trimethylboraan of fosfine toe te voegen, konden ook p- en n-type gedoteerde si-
licium lagen gemaakt worden. Bij 100◦C werd een veelbelovende silicium laag
gemaakt voor de verhouding silaan:waterstofgas = 1:5. Gecombineerd met de
beste 100◦C gedoteerde lagen in een p-i-n zonnecel op Asahi U-type glas met ge-
textureerd geleidend oxide, werd een omzettingsefficiëntie bereikt van 7.3%, op
dat moment de hoogste efficintie ooit voor substraattemperaturen ≤100◦C . Ech-
ter, bij herhaling van het recept op een vlak stuk PET folie vlak glas gecoat met
geleidend, transparant indium tin oxide, was de efficiëntie slechts 2.5-4.0%, wat
aangeeft dat niet alleen de silicium lagen, maar ook een goede kwaliteit lage tem-
peratuur getextureerd, geleidend oxide van belang is. Bij 40◦C en 70◦C waren de
efficiëntie waarden op Asahi U-type glas met een goede getextureerde geleidende
oxide laag al slechts 1.4 en 3.8%, respectievelijk, en bij deze temperaturen was
veel waterstof verdunning van silaan nodig om de materiaalkwaliteit te verbete-
ren, wat leidt tot lange depositietijden.

Bij lage substraattemperaturen blijkt de range van waterstofverdunningsver-
houdingen, waarin de overgang plaats vindt van een amorfe structuur naar een mi-
crokristallijne structuur, breder te zijn dan in de standaardrange van 150-250◦C .
Om het gedrag van lagen in dit amorf naar microkristallijne overgangsgebied beter
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te begrijpen, is het dus aantrekkelijk om faseovergangslagen te bestuderen die bij
lage substraattemperaturen zijn gemaakt. Zulke faseovergangslagen lagen worden
”gemengde fase”lagen genoemd, omdat ze zowel de amorfe als kristallijne fase
van silicium bevatten. Bij een substraattemperatuur van 40◦C was de laag met
de beste elektronische eigenschappen een gemengde fase laag. In dit werk zijn 1
µm dikke overgangslagen met verschillende kristallijne volume fracties en sub-
straattemperaturen van 40◦C , 70◦C en 100◦C in detail bestudeerd met behulp van
verschillende microscopen en technieken. In transmissie elektronen microscoop
(X-TEM) opnamen van deze lagen werd een amorfe achtergrond geobserveerd,
met daarin willekeurig over het substraat verspreide kegelvormige microkristal-
lieten, d.w.z. agglomeraties van verschillend georiënteerde silicium kristallen die
samen een boomachtige interne structuur vormen.

Het amorfe deel van de 40◦C gemengde fase laag is geordend in 50 nm brede
kolommen, zichtbaar vanaf ongeveer 120 nm laagdikte (de “incubatiehoogte”).
Beneden de 120 nm laagdikte is er geen structuur herkenbaar. Ook bij 70◦C en
100◦C substraattemperatuur zijn er structuren met een diameter van ongeveer 50
nm terug te vinden, maar bij 70◦C is de ruimte tussen de kolommen nauwer en zijn
de bovenkanten aan het oppervlak vlakker dan bij 40◦C (waar ze halfrond zijn).
Bij 100◦C zijn nog net 50 nm brede bultjes aan het oppervlak te zien, maar is er
geen ruimte meer te onderscheiden tussen de kolommen. De columnaire groei is
niet zichtbaar in volledig amorfe 40◦C lagen, wat aangeeft dat de kolomstructuur
niet alleen van de substraattemperatuur, maar ook van de gebruikte waterstofver-
dunning afhankelijk is.

Zowel de temperatuursonafhankelijke kolombreedte als de incubatiehoogte,
zouden mogelijk verklaard kunnen worden door een verband tussen de stressop-
bouw in de laag en de waterstofverdunningsafhankelijke laterale mobiliteit van de
in te bouwen deeltjes. Dit werkt als volgt. Volgens een theorie van Podraza et al.
vindt op zekere hoogte in de laag een amorf-amorfe ruwheidsovergang plaats. Op
deze hoogte heeft een diffusiegerelateerd uitvlakkend mechanisme zijn maximum
bereikt en zal de ruwheid toenemen d.m.v. eilandvorming, waarbij de breedte van
een eiland gerelateerd is aan de diffusielengte. Bij standaard, hogere substraat-
temperaturen wordt deze verruwing echter tijdens de groei van de rest van de laag
gecompenseerd door een ander mechanisme, dat ervoor zorgt dat er meer deeltjes
in de dalen worden ingebouwd dan op de toppen. Door dit mechanisme gaan de
eilanden toch geleidelijk in elkaar over en zullen er geen gaten ontstaan, hoewel de
ruwheid wel enigszins bewaard blijft. Bij een substraattemperatuur van 40◦C en
hoge waterstofverdunning van silaan tijdens de depositie, lijkt dit opvullen van
de dalen echter niet goed te gebeuren, er worden kolommen gevormd en de ei-
landstructuur blijft met ruimtes ertussen bewaard tot aan het oppervlak. Het dalen
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vullende mechanisme lijkt dus beperkt bij lage temperatuur en hoge verdunning.
Een mogelijke verklaring hiervoor zou zijn dat dit mechanisme beı̈nvloed wordt
door de stress in de laag. Fujiwara et al. vonden dat deze stress juist in de amorf
naar microkristallijne overgang maximaal is. Als dan bij hoge stress in de laag
de activeringsenergie van het dalen vullende mechanisme toeneemt, bijvoorbeeld
doordat de afstand tussen de silicium atomen iets groter wordt, dan zal dit effect
dus kritischer zijn bij lage substraattemperatuur. Naarmate de substraattempera-
tuur hoger is, zal de voor het dalen vullende mechanisme benodigde thermische
energie eerder aan het oppervlak aanwezig zijn en zal de laag steeds meer uit-
gevlakt worden, waardoor het bij hogere substraattemperaturen niet meer te zien
is.

Ook bij de kegelvormige microkristallieten in de gemengde fase lagen valt bij
nadere beschouwing iets op. De openingshoek en de verhouding tussen de krom-
testraal van de bolle bovenkant (de kegels staan op hun punt t.o.v. het substraat) en
de hoogte van de kegel, gemeten in X-TEM opnamen, is bij benadering gelijk voor
alle microkristallijne kegels in deze studie, onafhankelijk van substraattempera-
tuur of verdunning, en voor alle voor ons beschikbare X-TEM afbeeldingen van
met PECVD gemaakte silicium microkristallieten in de literatuur, onafhankelijk
van de depositieparameters. Slechts in gevallen met een extreem lage kristallijne
fractie wijkt het beeld enigszins af, ook bij ons. In deze gevallen beginnen de mi-
crokristallieten niet direct op het substraat maar op verschillende hoogtes en kan
de openingshoek variëren.

De interne en externe kenmerken van een microkristalliet benaderen tot in de-
tail die van het wiskundige model van een ballistische aggregraat op een nuclea-
tiepunt. Dit houdt o.a. in dat de kegel niet beschreven kan worden als een deel
van een bol, hiervoor wijkt de kromtestraal van de bovenkant teveel af van de
hoogte van de kegel, ook voor extreem lage kristallijne fracties. Bij een ballis-
tisch aggregaat op een punt kan alleen op de posities boven de aggregaat aangroei
plaatsvinden, de zijkanten zijn afgeschermd ten gevolge van de loodrechte im-
pact van de inkomende deeltjes. De aankomst van deeltjes in een PECVD reactor
is over het algemeen isotroop, wat dus in tegenspraak lijkt met de vorming van
een kegelvormig ballistisch aggregaat. Een mogelijke verklaring voor deze te-
genstrijdigheid kan gevonden worden in een uitbreiding van het ’chemical annea-
ling model’ voor nucleatie van kristallieten in een siliciumlaag. In het ’chemical
annealing model’ wordt waterstof ingebouwd in het oppervlak van de bovenste
amorfe atoomlagen, waardoor er stress in de laag wordt opgebouwd. Door locale
relaxatie van deze stress ontstaat er een kristallijne nucleus. Stressopbouw na nu-
cleatie volgens hetzelfde mechanisme is veel waarschijnlijker bovenop dan naast
een ontstane kristalliet, waardoor verdere groei alleen loodrecht op het substraat
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plaatsvindt en zichzelf afschermt, zoals bij vorming van een ballistisch aggregaat.
Eerdere auteurs gaven een verschil in groeisnelheid van de verschillende fasen als
verklaring voor de kegelvorm. Dit zou echter leiden tot een kegel die een deel van
een bol is, wat niet het geval is, en het geeft ook geen verklaring voor de interne,
boomachtige structuur van de microkristallieten.

Gebruik makend van de kennis van de vorm van de microkristallieten, kan een
experimenteel vastgestelde kristallijne oppervlakte fractie aan de hand van be-
kende analytische functies vertaald worden in een kristallijne volume fractie, on-
der de aanname dat de kegels willekeurig verdeeld zijn over het oppervlak. Om de
kristallijne oppervlakte fractie van een silicium laag te bepalen, is in dit werk een
nieuwe methode ontwikkeld: de “vier staps methode”. In deze methode worden
optische microscoop of elektronen microscoopplaatjes gebruikt, waarin de kegels
zichtbaar zijn als donkere of juist lichte vlekken, om de kegeldichtheid in de laag
af te schatten. Deze kegeldichtheid kan dan worden omgerekend naar de kristal-
lijne volume fractie van de laag aan de hand van, hiervoor in dit werk afgeleide,
analytische functies. De volume fracties die op deze manier worden gevonden,
wijken slechts marginaal af van de Raman kristallijne fracties die aan dezelfde
lagen gemeten werden. Op deze manier kunnen ook kristallijne volume fracties
als functie van microkristallietdichtheden berekend worden en kan het effect van
contact tussen de kegels op de geleiding worden ingeschat. Het hierbij gevonden
verband tussen kegeldichtheid en kristallijne volume fractie geeft een mogelijke
verklaring voor de bekende verzadiging van de Raman kristallijne ratio voor hoge
verdunningen en levert nieuwe inzichten bij het bestuderen van geleidingspaden
door kristallieten in de laag voor verschillende kristallijne fracties. Zo wordt er
bijvoorbeeld geen abrupte stijging gezien van de geleiding van de laag op het
punt in kegeldichtheid waar voor het eerst een pad door de microkristallieten aan
het oppervlak van de laag aanwezig moet zijn, het zogenoemde percolatiepunt.
Eerder werd gedacht dat dit wel het geval is.

De geobserveerde geleidelijke stijging in geleiding ten gevolge van toene-
mende kristallijniteit komt mogelijk overeen met toenemende percolatie door de
contactvlakken tussen aangrenzende kegelvormige microkristallieten. De contact-
vlakken tussen microkristallieten en tussen amorfe kolommen kunnen interactie
ondervinden met gassen uit de omgeving. Deze open structuur en interactie met
de omgeving, vooral voor lage temperatuur lagen, is ook aangetoond in deze stu-
die met behulp van H-, Ne, en He-effusie spectra. In de spectra van gemengde fase
lagen zijn effusiepieken zichtbaar bij lagere temperaturen dan normaal, wat aan-
geeft dat de weglengte voor deze atomen naar het oppervlak kort is en de structuur
dus poreus is.

Als laatste is gekeken naar het gedrag van gemengde fase lagen, gemaakt bij
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70◦C en 100◦C , als intrinsieke laag in een zonnecel. Hierbij werd ook de gevoe-
ligheid voor verschillende substraten getest. De kristallijniteit van de intrinsieke
laag is sterk afhankelijk van het gebruikte substraat. Verder gedragen de cellen
met gemengde fase lagen zich als typische amorfe cellen en lijkt de kristallijne
fractie niet actief. Er is geen spectrale respons meetbaar voor golflengten langer
dan 700 nm en de open klem spanning van de beste cel per depositie is hoog. De
open klem spanning voor deze cellen is boven de 800 mV tot en met een hoge
kristallijne fractie van 0.7, waar deze zelfs 950 mV bereikt.
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